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August 1968
DEAR READER:

On June 26, 1967, Director Hans Zender of the State Opera House in Bonn, Germany, awaited the noted Korean-born composer Isang Yun’s arrival for a rehearsal of his new opera, The Dream of Liu-Tung. That evening Yun was expected in Amsterdam to attend a performance of his cantata On mani padme hum at the Concertgebouw. A hotel room had been reserved for him and his wife in Amsterdam. Four days later he was to begin supervising the taping of his Lorang at the West German radio station in Cologne. Yun did not cancel any of these important engagements, but he never showed up. Meanwhile, in Kiel, discussions of Yun’s projected full-length opera for the city, to be ready in 1969, were being postponed by the composer’s unexplained failure to appear there nine days earlier, June 17.

That was the day Yun disappeared from the Europe that had been his home for the past eleven of his forty-nine years, and where he had achieved considerable prominence as the first major Korean composer to make an impact on Western music. Five days later Yun’s wife, Suja Yi, also disappeared.

Perhaps nobody will ever know exactly what happened on that June 17, but the German publication Der Spiegel pieced it together as follows: Yun received a telephone call at his home in Spandau, on the outskirts of West Berlin; two Korean men wanted his advice about some musical organizations. They declined his invitation to come to his home and asked if he couldn’t meet them nearer the center of town. Yun got into his car (it was later found in the Tempelhof Airport parking lot, his garage key, license, and registration under the floor mat) and drove off. From the airport he called his wife to say that he had important discussions to conduct in Bonn, Rome, and Paris, and that the two men had asked him to leave with them immediately. On June 22 Mrs. Yun received a telephone call from the South Korean Embassy in Bonn. Her husband had gone to Paris, which she already “knew,” and would she please pack another suit of clothes for him. She might also pack something for herself, as she was invited to accompany him. She said good-by to her seventeen-year-old daughter Djong, who was in the hospital convalescing from an appendectomy, and her thirteen-year-old son, Ujong, and left them in their grandparents’ charge. At noon she flew to Bonn, was picked up by an Embassy car and, at the Embassy, or at least using Embassy stationery, wrote the children that she’d be back in a few days. So much for Der Spiegel’s detective work. When the Yuns were next heard from they were in a prison in Seoul, Korea, he about to be tried for his life, as a spy.

The Yuns were among seventeen Korean artists, intellectuals, and students kidnapped, coerced, or otherwise rounded up in Germany by twenty agents from the South Korean Central Intelligence Agency who were praised by their chief, General Hyung Wook Kim, as “impeccably unobservable.” According to a report in the New York Times, some 200 Koreans were similarly rounded up in several countries, including some—and I have since been informed they were students—“spirited away” from the United States.

I leave to the political journals the question of the propriety, if the Times is correct (the story was filed from Seoul by Pulitzer-Prize- winner Anthony Lukas), of our ally South Korea “spiriting away” people from American soil. But not only have the American political journals ignored the story; (Continued on page 6)
How Garrard’s synchronous Synchro-Lab Motor, driven by the rigidly controlled 60 cycle current rather than variable voltage, guarantees unwavering musical pitch and greatly improves record reproduction.
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Continued from page 4

the American news media too—aside from a very few small items buried in the Times, the New York Post, the Boston Globe, the San Francisco Chronicle (the last two inserted by music critics Michael Steinberg and Robert Commanday, respectively), and maybe one or two other local papers—that even the fourteen-month-old episode. I do, however, remember the torrent of headlines and storm of protests raised here a few years back when Jesús Galindez, a critic of Trujillo, was "spirited away" from Colombia University by agents of the Dominican Republic. (Still, as readers are constantly reminding me, you don't buy this magazine for politics.)

At any rate, thirty-four of the abducted Koreans eventually stood trial, and for six, including Yun, the prosecution asked the death penalty. Demonstrations were held throughout West Germany; protests were cabled by the Mayor of West Berlin and other German politicians; Stravinsky, Boulez, Dallapiccola, Stockhausen, Klenek—over 160 musicians throughout the world—cabled South Korean President Park for clemency. Elliott Carter, with whom Yun studied in Germany on a Ford Foundation project, wrote to Dean Rusk, since Yun had been sponsored by American organizations which not only Ford but the International Institute of Education which, among other activities, administers the Fulbright fellowships and which brought Yun to the U.S. during the summer of 1966. Carter received a reply, from the American Embassy in Bonn, pointing out that the German Foreign Office had stated to the Bundestag that it "would continue to insist that all of the South Koreans who were taken back to South Korea, including Mr. Yun, be returned to the Federal Republic.

Last December 9 The Dream of Liu-Tung received its premiere in Bonn. On the 13th Yun was sentenced to life imprisonment: Mrs. Yun was given a three-year suspended sentence (two Koreans were sentenced to death). Last March, March 6, Mrs. Yun returned to Berlin to her children, who were being supported in part by royalty funds from Yun's German publisher, Bote & Bock. At the same time, Bote & Bock received her husband's new opera, The Widow of the Butterfly Tschiang, which the authorities last October agreed to let him continue working on. (Its premiere has been scheduled for Nuremberg next season, on a double bill with The Dream of Liu-Tung, both to be presented under the joint title Dreams.) Yun is next planning to work on a quartet for flute, oboe, violin, and cello, commissioned by Mills College in California.

The Koreans' sentences were appealed, and during a retrial the prosecution again asked Yun's death; this April the new verdict came down with Yun's sentence reduced to fifteen years (at the appeal trial two other defendants were condemned to death).

I have in front of me a copy of the five-page "Official Report of the Espionage Activities of Composer I-Sang Yun and Three Others in Germany." If I omit the unspecified references to "espionage missions" and "espionage training" I find nothing that a Westerner could consider a capital offense. Yun was accused of visiting the North Korean Embassy in East Berlin to find the whereabouts of and "say hello" to an old friend living in the North. He admitted this. "Thus, Yun established contact with a member of the Anti-State Organization"—a South Korean crime. He introduced to a North Korean envoy in Germany a doctoral candidate who was writing his thesis on the North Korean economy. He was accused of visiting Pyongyang, in the North, for three weeks in 1963. He did so, he said, to see the fourth-century Nangnang tomb, which supplies the background for his new opera, and to visit a conductor friend. (He told his musical associates that he came back from North Korea greatly disappointed with its society.) He was accused of being a Communist. This he emphatically denied. "Now, to be frank, I do not know that Yun is absolutely innocent of "espionage." He is, after all, guilty under South Korean law of certain crimes. But no specific "espionage" acts, acts that the Western world would consider "espionage," were proven at the trial. Where he when Yun's sentence was reduced, all the "espionage" charges were dropped; he got the fifteen years for his Pyongyang visit. As I write this, the case is headed for the Seoul Supreme Court, which may reduce it further yet, or even overturn it. If not, Yun will have one hope left.

And here, dear readers, you can—if you are so minded—play a part.

This month, on August 15, South Korea celebrates Liberation Day. Each year on this day, certain political prisoners are set free. Yun's hope is a Presidential pardon which will be possible only if the Seoul Supreme Court has already acted on the case. Then petitions and letters appealing for mercy for Yun may influence General Park. I cannot emphasize too strongly, and I have it from the clearest source, that during these last days protests and demonstrations, such as have broken out sporadically in Europe, can kill Yun's chances. On the assumption that the readers of High Fidelity would be more interested in helping a sick composer (Yun has been transferred to a Seoul hospital where he is suffering from heart and circulatory troubles and has tuberculosis) than in using his plight to let off potentially dangerous (to Yun) political steam, I have arranged with some of Yun's noted musical supporters the following procedure:

If you sit down and write a very nice and very polite letter to General Park, pointing out that Yun's unique value to South Korea can better be served as a free composer living in Europe than as a political prisoner in Korea, and signed with as many signatures as you can accumulate quickly, High Fidelity will act as a clearing house and see that the letters get forwarded appropriately. You may send your appeal to:

His Excellency
General Park Chung Hee
President of the Republic of Korea
c/o High Fidelity/Musical America
The Publishing House
Great Barrington, Massachusetts 01230

Next month's issue contains a special section, prepared by Roland Gelatt, devoted to "The New Music." An introduction by Lukas Foss will be followed by a comprehensive survey of the avant-garde by David Hamilton. If you haven't been able to make head, tail, ears, or sense of what the most In composers have been turning out, or on these days, our September issue may help you. You might discover that, by Krzysztof, you can even enjoy some of it. If not, well, at least you'll be able to hold your own in the itty-bitty-chat-chat set.

Leonard Marcus
THE SCOTTIE AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
ONLY $199.95

- Scott acoustic suspension speakers
- Optional automatic turntable, with magnetic cartridge, diamond stylus and dust cover ($59.95)
- Decorator panel matches speaker fabrics
- Handsome cabinet in choice of walnut or teak finish
- Connections for tape cartridge player
- Tape monitor control
- Complete component controls
- For complete information, write

H. H. Scott Inc. 111 Powdermill Road, Dept. 226-68,
Maynard, Mass. 01754
Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. 01754
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

The End of an Era

I happen to differ with Peter Heyworth's pessimistic conclusions regarding the demise of Western music as we know it ["The Fatal Sixties, June 1968"]. I am a composer myself, twenty years younger than Stockhausen, and I compose polytonal music, concertos, and symphonies. Stockhausen does not represent all composers—he has no stylistic authority over me or any other young composer. Diatonic music is still being written at this late date and I would venture to say that in the twenty-first century, diatonic, polytonal, atonal, and electronic music will exist side by side.

The future of music does not rest with Stockhausen, but with the youth of America and Europe, who use their own imagination. Also, I would watch the emerging nations of Africa and Asia for new, refreshing developments in music.

David Kurzer
Kenosha, Wisc.

Critical Offenses

Bernard Jacobson stated in his review of Philips' Mozart Requiem that "He [Colin Davis] is already a better conductor than Beecham ever was . . . " [May 1968].

It is entirely possible that I and the two or three other Beecham fans left in the world stand only to pray the fool by rising to this conspicuously baited hook. I suspect this because the statement has all the earmarks of a crudely provocative attempt à la Gene Lees to stimulate reader mail by being wilfully and perversely controversial. I suspect this because the statement could be no more than another specimen of the Mummy Yokumish Ah-have-spoken sort of criticism to which Mr Jacobson has become unconsciously addicted of late. I suspect this because it is the kind of statement I would instantly red-ink as "hopelessly vague—be specific" if it appeared on one of my freshman themes. Most of all I suspect this because the statement is irrelevant, dragged-in, and meaningless.

If Davis is as good as Jacobson has already said he is, why is a wholesale devaluation of Beecham felt necessary to confirm the point? If Jacobson had only said "Davis' Requiem is better than Beecham's," I would have agreed, assuming that his basis of comparison was the rather freakish recording Beecham left of the work. But Mr. Jacobson will have it that Davis' superiority is for always and everywhere, universal and without exception (" . . . than Beecham ever was . . ."). Now I haven't heard all of Davis' recordings or, for that matter, Beecham's; but the Beecham Mozart I have heard—the Magic Flute, the Clarinet Concerto, the Paris Symphony—makes me believe that Mr. Jacobson's confidence may still be just a little premature.

Harry Wells McCraw
Hattiesburg, Miss.

In the May 1968 issue, your reviewer Harris Goldsmith refers to an interpretation of the Ensem Symphony of Beethoven as "one of those slushy, mushy, Bruno Walter-type readings." This slur upon one of the most important musicians of his time is a disgrace to your publication. Not only was Bruno Walter the best example of the expressive Viennese style, but he was always regarded as a serious, sincere, technically excellent musician.

Certainly, it is a matter of historical accuracy to state that when his three different recordings of this work were issued, they were regarded as among the most interesting and, indeed, among the best of the contemporary recordings available. I can personally testify that Dr. Walter's recordings were characteristic of those performances he led with the New York Philharmonic and Symphony of the Air, which were among the most profound musical experiences available to New York audiences at that time. Finally, Dr. Walter certainly exemplified in his life some of the ideals which Beethoven expressed in his music.

Roland S. Parker, Ph.D.
New York, N.Y.

McCarthy and Rock

In "If McCarthy Wins, Rock Will Fall" [June 1968], Gene Lees really outdid himself. He's written some inane things before, but this has to be his biggest put-on. He insists that if Eugene McCarthy is elected president, today's youth will suddenly stop rebelling and will look on life as sunshine and roses.

Do you, Mr. Lees, sincerely believe all American teen-agers listen to rock-and-roll because we are rebelling against our parents or society? I am seventeen years old and first started liking rock when I was six. At the time, I didn't feel very rebellious, and my whole world was baseball. I liked it then and have watched it progress to where adults can appreciate a segment of it.

I am happy when my parents admit to the talent of Glenn Campbell or the Association or Simon and Garfunkel or even the Beatles. I am not rebelling. Please, the next time you make one of your generalizations about teen-agers, add a footnote that says: "This generalization does not include Rick Earle of Wauwa-
When Stanton engineers get together, they draw the line.

The frequency response curve of the new Stanton 681 Calibration Standard is virtually a straight line from 10-20,000 Hz.

That's a guarantee.

In addition, channel separation must be 35 dB or greater at 1,000 Hz. Output must be 0.8 mv/cm/sec minimum.
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But you don't have to be a professional to hear the difference a Stanton 681 Calibration Standard will make, especially with the "Longhair" brush which provides the clean grooves so essential for clear reproduction. The improvement in performance is immediately audible, even to the unpracticed ear.
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We took our receiver to the experts

... and as they said in Hi-Fi Stereo Review:

"The IHF sensitivity, rated at 1.9 microvolts, measured 1.7 microvolts. This places the 711B among the most sensitive FM tuners we have ever tested."

"The FM distortion was at low as we have ever measured."

"The unit was obviously very sensitive, yet was completely free of cross-modulation problems. It has an unusually clean sonic quality and even though we had a number of other receivers at our disposal, we always preferred to listen to the 711B."

"There are a number of receivers whose specifications are not unlike those of the 711B, but few of them could match its overall performance in a side by side comparison."

That's how they hear it.

"The front panel of the Altec 711B has a velvet-textured matte black finish that is extremely tough, virtually immune to scratches, and in our opinion uncommonly handsome."

That's how they see it.

"The price of the Altec 711B is $399.50."

That's how you buy it.

See your Altec dealer. (He's listed in the Yellow Pages.) And send for our 1968 Hi-Fi Catalog and reprint of this Test Report.

---
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tosa, Wisconsin and others like him, who are individuals and refuse to be labeled before first stating their opinions."

Rick Earle
Wauwatosa, Wis.

Mr. Lees's political column in the June issue was unfortunate. The next partisan political editorial to appear in your magazine will call for my immediate cancellation—by telegram.

Michael Jean Markey
Mercer Island, Wash.

Gene Lees was, in my opinion, the definitive and consistent voice in American popular music; a voice for sanity in the midst of greasy kid stuff. No matter his prejudice, his objectivity rivaled his in- cise prose for the right phrase on the right note. However, recently I find Mr. Lees beginning to adumbrate his light of musical criticism with his shadowy spec- ulation in other fields. Or is his McC- Carthy article a put-on? It is by far the poorest thing he has done, joke or otherwise.

A critic's main effort at achieving an aura of authority is in the presence of consistency; the music critic's efforts in this is of greatest effect since much of the criticism of music is based on emo- tion and not empiricism. I don't get this effect here. If this isn't a put-on, then it is inconsistent and, as a result, jejune.

Leave the satire to Mad, which does it much better, and the social and political comments to periodicals written and sold for that purpose. Please have Mr. Lees stick to music comment. If I'm wrong, and everybody's favorite pop critic, Gene Lees, is elected political commentator— hell, who'll care what happens to music then?

Westcott Clinton
Gainesville, Fla.

An Investigation Called For

This is to suggest, in furtherance of the article entitled "The Disreputable Romantics" by Frank Cooper in the January 1968 issue, that some artist and company provide recordings of the music of Cramer, Dussek, Herz, Himmel, Kalk- brener, Moscheles, and Steinbelf as discussed in Harold Schonberg's book The Great Pianists. If there are readers to justify the book, might there not be for the music? I hope that the record company's a & r men read your "Letters" column.

R. K. Spaulding
Crescent Mills, Calif.

To the Rescue

The letter from reader Heathcote in your May 1968 issue has prompted me to write this letter in defense of my favorite opera critic, Conrad L. Osborne. To say that Mr. Osborne "never approves

Continued on page 12
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The average embarrassed non-technical music-loving layman's clip-and-save INSTANT GUIDE TO RECORDING TAPE

Does that shiny new tape recorder you got for a gift have you baffled? Do you panic at the terms like acetate tapes, Mylar tapes, tempered Mylar tapes, standard-play tapes, longer-recording tapes, double-length tapes, triple-time tapes, low-print tapes, low-noise tapes, and inches-per-second? Here's how to stop trembling and start taping. A complete course in four easy, step-by-step lessons... plus a clearly marked paragraph of advertising from the makers of Audiotape.

Lesson 1.
The Basic Question—Acetate or Mylar Base?

When you record something, you are magnetizing microscopic particles of iron oxide. If you don't know what iron oxide is, don't worry. Just bear in mind that the particles have to be attached to something or they will blow away, so they are coated onto plastic tape. This base tape can be either acetate or Mylar. Choice of base does not affect fidelity of sound, so why a choice? To save you money and trouble.

Acetate gives you economy. It's not as rugged as Mylar, but professional recording studios prefer it and use it almost exclusively. You may prefer it too.

Mylar gives you mileage. It survives for years even in deserts and jungles (if you're taping tribal chants, you'll want Mylar). Mylar tapes also can be made exceedingly thin, which means a reel can hold more feet for a longer, uninterrupted program.

'Tempering' overcomes Mylar's tendency to stretch under stress, and is used for the thinnest, most expensive tapes (the next lesson takes you painlessly through thick and thin). "Tempering" is a process of heating the plastic laminate in an oven to make it softer and more flexible. This process helps to prevent the tape from becoming too stiff and difficult to handle. A well-made Mylar tape should not be thin enough to be used as an acoustic transducer (a microphone).

Lesson 2.

Instead of "Play," "Recording," "Length" or "Time," think of "Thickness." Picture a tape reel 7 inches in diameter. It will hold 1200 feet of standard-recording tape (acetate or Mylar)... 1800 feet of longer-recording tape (considerably thinner acetate or Mylar)... 2400 feet of double-recording tape (still thinner Mylar). Easy, isn't it?

Now move on to:

Lesson 3.
Which Speed to Record At.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAPE SPEED</th>
<th>1200 FT.</th>
<th>1800 FT.</th>
<th>2400 FT.</th>
<th>3600 FT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2ips</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2ips</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 1/2ips</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ips</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your tape recorder probably allows you to record at several different speeds (you, by the way, are a recordist; only your machine is a recorder). What's the reason for this smorgasbord of speeds? The faster the speed, the higher the fidelity; the slower the speed, the more playing time per foot and per dollar.

- 15ips (inches-per-second). Commercial recording companies use this speed when they tape your favorite performer for later transfer to records. Forget it.
- 7 1/2ips is what you need for really good hi-fi music at home, and for the clearest reproduction of speech (foreign-language homework, sound-tracks for home movies, cocktail-party capers). An 1800-foot reel will play for 45 minutes—the length of a long-play record.
- 3 1/4ips is fine for background music and for most speech applications—dictating to your secretary and recording baby's first words. An 1800-foot reel will play for an hour and a half.
- 1 1/2ips is a businesslike speed without hi-fi frills. Good for taping conferences at the office because it puts a lot of words on a single reel. An 1800-foot reel will play for three hours.
- 15/16ips is not recommended for anything but continuous monitoring. An 1800-foot reel will play for 6 hours. Unless you do wire-tapping, you are probably not in the market for 15/16ips and you're ready to try this:

Lesson 4.
Post-Graduate Course.

Experienced tape recordists, with ears and equipment that are ultra-sensitive, can sometimes hear "echoes" caused by "print-through." Think of it as a leakage of sound from layer to layer when very thin tape is wound on the reel. When you achieve that kind of expertise, you'll want special "low-print" coatings... as well as "low-noise" coatings which eliminate the barely perceptible tape hiss that only the most expensive amplifiers can pick up anyway.

Advertising Paragraph.

Now that you feel like an expert, you'll want the brand of tape that's used by experts because it's made by experts. Its name is Audiotape. It's made by the people who supply tape for recording studios, corporate computers, Cape Kennedy countdowns and automobile stereo cartridges. It's made in the full range of acetate/Mylar tempered Mylar standard play longer recording double length triple time low print/low noise. It's made better. Ask anybody who knows. They'll tell you to ask for Audiotape.

Tricky Test Question.

Q: How do you get longer playing time per reel of tape?

A: You can do it in either of two ways. (1) At slow speed. The tape plays longer but sound fidelity is reduced. (2) On thin tape. You get more footage per reel but it costs proportionately more. (To put it another way, the same recording job can cost you a dime or a dollar, depending on the method you select. If you're clear in that, you've earned your diploma.)

How To Make Good Tape Recordings.

of anything" is as ridiculous as it is false. Without even referring to any reviews, I immediately recall the glowing reports Mr. Osborne gave to Karajan's "Die Walküre," the recent Parsifal from Bayreuth, Maazel's Fidelio, Bernstein's Falstaff, and numerous others, all of which I purchased on his advice and found to be very bit as good as he stated they were. I am sorry only when Mr. Osborne doesn't review certain opera recordings that I anxiously await his verdict on. In this connection I would like to know his opinion of the latest London recording of Faust and of the DGG recording of Henze's Der junge Lord.

Romeo J. Mannarino
Brooklyn, N.Y.

After reading the last installment of what appears to be a "We Hate Conrad L. Osborne" series currently appearing in the "Letters" column, I feel duty-bound to come to the defense of the best of today's opera critics. I began reading Mr. Osborne's reviews in HIGH FIDELITY at the age of fourteen, and in three short years I have become an ardent fan. Admitting this initial bias, I still find it difficult to see the logic of Mr. Osborne's detractors.

To these malcontents I would suggest picking up any other American music journal and taking a good look at the inane and perfunctory twaddle that passes for operatic criticism today. Perhaps some people enjoy the intellectually stupefying experience of being constantly assured that their favorite diva "sang with great charm" or "projected her character with fiery intensity." For my money, I'll still buy HIGH FIDELITY and be continually entertained and educated by Mr. Osborne's precise, thoroughly professional, and technical reviews.

So please don't develop a persecution complex, C.L.O. Your pearls are not being thrown entirely to the swine.

David Kulbak
Glenview, Ill.

Color Television

I have just finished reading "The Hue and the Try" [May 1968]. My compliments to Norman Eisenberg for an excellent and well-informed article, one of the best on the subject of television I have ever read.

I must agree that for a large part, our commercial television manufacturers have let things slip into a rather sad state of affairs as far as circuit design and performance are concerned. True, a good, commercially manufactured color set can be a pleasurable viewing experience—until one has seen one of the "different breed" of color monitors, as Mr. Eisenberg pointed out.

Mr. Eisenberg brings up a point of television receiver manufacturing practice which raises a sore spot with me: that is, DC restoration. A picture without DC restoration might be compared to an audio signal with severe compression and reduced dynamic range: the picture-tube bias tends to follow the average video signal strength. With DC restoration, the picture-tube bias, in effect, tends (or should tend) to remain constant, regardless of the average or peak video signal strength. (Technically, DC restoration "clamps" or locks the picture-tube bias, in most cases, to the "back porch" of the received video signal.) I believe that with the improvements in circuit designs presently available with low-cost solid-state circuits, DC restoration could be included in the majority of color (and monochrome) sets produced today, without adding significantly to the cost of the finished product. The results, once the viewer becomes accustomed to the remarkable improvement in picture quality, would be well worth the added few dollars in cost.

Paul E. Miller, Jr.
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C.

I would like to second the statements made in "The Hue and the Try." I too have longed for one of the broadcast color TV monitors, having scoured instruction and service manuals on the RCA and Conrac units. However, until just recently, a TV tuner has not been available to complement the monitor. The Conrac tuner will not handle color. Dynair has just come out with their solid-state TV demodulator model RX-4000A—which has specs that make me drool, but a price tag of over $2,000. But even these broadcast monitors do not do full justice to the transmitted signals. Their video bandwidth on color programs is limited to 3.5 MHz, although by using comb filters to separate the chrominance and luminance information, one can get the full 4.2 MHz transmitted.

Until a quality color TV set is available, I use an old RCA model CT-100 color set. This model was the first, and in my opinion still the best, commercial color set on the market. Shortly after it was produced, manufacturers started reducing the cost of sets (the CT-100 sold for $1,000) and consequently leaving out circuitry. Granted, it does have two shortcomings. Its 15-inch picture tube has only a 12-inch diagonal-measure picture. And it's not overly bright: at night with normal room lighting it is all right; but in the daytime, I find that the sun washes out the picture.

Just putting my hopes for the future on integrated circuits, I believe that it will be possible to produce a highly sophisticated quality set at only a slightly greater cost than that required to produce a mediocre set. Meanwhile, I'll draw the drapes and sit up close to my small screen.

Bob G. Mahrenholz
Tullahoma, Tenn.
LASTING QUALITY

In the evolution of high fidelity, there have been some "revolutions"—the stereo record, FM multiplex, and transistorization, to give some examples. Each of those changes left its trail of obsolete equipment, frequently replaced with much higher priced models. Through these periods of change, Dynaco has maintained a level of quality so high that our equipment is always current, never obsolete, and always adaptable to the newest useful innovations.

Dynaco's underlying philosophy is to deliver exceptional performance from designs so carefully and progressively engineered that they defy obsolescence. We add new products only when we feel that they can make a contribution of value to music reproduction. In each Dynaco high fidelity component the total value of the separate parts is greater than what you pay for the finished product, and you can save even more by buying the kit.

Dynaco's separate components give you the ultimate in flexibility and ease of installation. They can be interchanged with full compatibility, not only with Dynaco units, but with any other similar designs which are generally accepted as being of the finest quality. No industry innovation can make your system obsolete, and future changes, such as an increase in amplifier power, can be easily and economically accomplished.

The quality of performance obtained with the FM-3 tuner, PAT-4 preamplifier, and the Stereo 120 power amplifier cannot be matched in any single package regardless of promotional claims. Other Dynaco units which can interchange with this system will also give similar results at lower power, or with a bit less control flexibility at still lower cost, depending on the units chosen.

Whether you compare Dynaco with others by listening or by laboratory test, you will find that Dynaco gives sound closest to the original—with lucid clarity, without murkiness, noise or distortion. Every unit—whether purchased as a kit or factory assembled, is assured of delivering the same specified quality, for our reputation has grown through directing our design efforts towards perfection rather than to the planned obsolescence of yearly model "face-lifts."

You may find that your dealer does not have some Dynaco equipment in stock, however, for the demand greatly exceeds our ability to produce for a rapidly growing audience. Quality is our first consideration, so we must ask your patience. We believe you will find it is worth the wait.

Write for descriptive literature and complete specifications.

Dynaco Inc.
3060 Jefferson Street, Philadelphia, PA. 19121
In Europe: Dynaco A/S, Humlum, Struer, Denmark
No other camera has this switch.

Look at the photographer's left index finger. It's on a switch which allows him to make a choice between two separate exposure meter systems. The Mamiya/Sekor DTL is the world's first 35mm, single lens reflex camera with two separate through the lens exposure reading systems. Why two? Because subjects with front lighting are measured easiest with an "averaged" meter system. With back or side lighting you need a "spot" meter system to read the most important part of the picture. Almost all fine 35mm SLR cameras have one of these systems; only the Mamiya/Sekor DTL has both. The DTL with every important SLR feature is priced from less than $180, plus case. Ask for a demonstration at your photo dealer or write for folder to Ponder & Best, 11201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90064.
GILELS-SZELL BEETHOVEN—FROM EMI BY WAY OF OHIO

When a red-haired Russian teen-ager walked off with first prize at an international piano competition in Vienna thirty-two years ago, the New York Times's roving music correspondent considered the event worth reporting in next morning's paper. "If piano playing of utter magnificence means anything in your life," Herbert F. Peyser cabled, "keep a sharp lookout for Emil Gilels. Up to a few days ago the name meant no more to the general run of musicians in this part of the world than it probably does to any in America who may read these words. But I repeat, watch out for it and fix it in your minds, for sooner or later it is likely to go thundering up and down continents."

It went thundering a lot later than the Times reporter could possibly have imagined. Although Emil Gilels won another coveted first prize in Brussels two years after the Vienna contest, World War II and its aftermath the Cold War effectively kept his name out of international circulation for fifteen years. During this time the pianist pursued a career behind the Russian frontier, isolated from the rest of the world almost as completely as if he had been inhabiting another planet. Finally, in 1954, he gave a few concerts in Western Europe, and a year later—following the political thaw engendered by Eisenhower and Khrushchev—Gilels at last made it to America. His Carnegie Hall debut, as soloist with the Philadelphia Orchestra in the Tchaikovsky B flat minor Piano Concerto, was a remarkable event. I can well remember the warmth with which the packed house greeted this first cultural ambassador from the Soviet Union and the excited pandemonium that broke out after his exuberant, yet delicately poetic performance of the concerto.

Since then Gilels has been a fairly regular visitor to the United States, and over the years has become accepted not merely as a persuasive bearer of Soviet good will but as one of the truly important musical artists of our day. His last visit took place three months ago. This time he gave not a single concert. Instead he went directly to Ohio to record for EMI/Angel the five Beethoven concertos with George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra.

The project had been long a-borning. Although Angel already has a set of the Beethovens played by Gilels, the recordings are old and the accompaniments not especially distinguished. Accordingly, it was decided more than four years ago that a replacement should be made. Peter Andry, the Australian ex-flutist who directs classical recording for the EMI empire from headquarters in London, originally thought in terms of a European site for the sessions. Unfortunately, nothing seemed to jell. When Gilels was available, Andry's preferred orchestra and conductor were not, and vice versa.

After long months of inconclusive dickering the whole concept seemed about to die of inertia when the pianist revived it with what at first seemed like a totally unrealistic suggestion.

Gilels was passing through London en route to Moscow from the United States, where he had just enjoyed a particularly satisfying collaboration with Szell, performing the Beethoven Third Piano Concerto, and over lunch with Andry he proposed recording the Beethoven set in Cleveland. "I immediately thought of the enormous costs of recording in the United States," Andry relates; "and of course I knew that Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra were tied to Columbia Records by contract. But the idea intrigued me. We had wanted to initiate an important recording project in America, and this seemed to fill the bill. So I promised Emil I'd see what could be done." Months of negotiations followed—with the Cleveland Orchestra, with the American Federation of Musicians, with Columbia Records, with the Ministry of Culture in Moscow—and eventually all hurdles were cleared for the sessions to start on April 29 this year.

I had attended Gilels' first recording in this country—the Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto with Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony, in Orchestra Hall, December 1955—and the Cleveland ses-

Continued on page 16
recordings seemed to offer a good chance to renew acquaintances and compare notes. The contrasts were pretty striking. Thirteen years ago Gilels spoke no English and was closely accompanied by an interpreter-escort from the Russian Embassy. Today he speaks a flawed but useful communicative English and gets about on his own like any other private citizen. In between recording sessions and the hours set aside for practicing he would find time for long walks through the suburban sections of Cleveland, for shopping expeditions to the "food museum" (his name for the local supermarket), for sampling gefilte fish at a nearby delicatessen, or for attentive browsing through record magazines and catalogues. Gilels much enjoys listening to recorded music, and he invariably returns to Moscow with an armful of new discs to play on his imported hi-fi rig (Dual turntable, Fisher amplifier and speakers).

Severance Hall, the Cleveland Orchestra's permanent home, is a small, intimate auditorium charmingly decorated in the "moderne" style of the early Thirties. Although it was acoustically updated about ten years ago by the German expert Heinrich Keilholz, Severance is still a perilous place in which to record, and for its Gilels sessions EMI wisely engaged Columbia's practiced crew, comprised of producer Paul Myers and engineers Buddy Graham and Frank Bruno. Peter Andry was also on hand to scrutinize the proceedings, along with Brown Meggs, over-all manager of Angel Records, and John Coveney, the label's ubiquitous and impeccable artist relations man. Another visiting guest for the duration was Franz Mohr, one of Steinway's top tuners, who came from New York with Gilels' favorite concert grand to maintain the instrument in optimum tune.

At the soloist's request, attention was directed first to the Concerto No. 3. Some years ago in Leningrad, Gilels recorded the five concertos in numerical order. It turned out to be an unhappy experience, and as a consequence he was insistent on not repeating the same numerical pattern in Cleveland. Gilels is a superstitious man, particularly about numbers. For reasons unexplained, the number 11 always upsets his normal sang-froid. Record producers the world over now know better than to announce "Take 11" at a Gilels session. And when it was discovered in Cleveland that his piano bench stood directly opposite seat 11 in the front row, Gilels immediately had the instrument moved a few feet away.

Once a few initial problems were surmounted, mostly having to do with the piano sound vis-à-vis strings, the sessions ran like clockwork. At a recording date the Cleveland players represent the last word in disciplined efficiency. Szell and his men have evolved a working method that admits of no waste time or motion. Their usual practice is to tape two complete takes of each movement without in-

Koss stereophones tell you everything that's going on

Want to hear exactly what the tape is picking up? Slip on a pair of Koss Stereophones and you'll hear it all. Let your ears make quick adjustment on tone, volume, and microphone balance. It's a real session-saver, especially when there can't be another "take."

For editing, Koss Stereophones are a must. They provide personal listening, so you can't distract others with the constant replay of recorded material. And you can't be distracted by outside noises, so the editing job is a lot easier and quicker.

Next time you record, edit or playback, try Koss Stereophones. And listen to the difference.

Koss Electronics Inc. 2227 N. 31st St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53208
Export Cable STEREOFONE • Koss Impetus/2 Via Benna/Lugano, Switzerland
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TODAY'S TAPES, TOMORROW'S TREASURES

WHY IMMORTALIZE ECHOES, DISTORTION, AND ROOM REVERBERATIONS? Whether you're building an audio chronology of your children, practicing speech, using tapes to develop vocal or instrumental technique, or compiling tapes of live lectures and concerts—your microphone is the vital link between you and distortion-free, professional sounding tapes. It is a fact that microphones supplied with tape recorders (even on relatively expensive models) are significantly below the performance capabilities of the recorder itself. Further, with a good unidirectional microphone that picks up sound from the front while suppressing sound entering from the back and sides (such as the incomparable Shure Unidyne III shown above) you can control objectionable background noise, room echoes and reverberations, and the "hollow" sound common to most amateur tapes. The Shure Unidyne microphone actually represents the lowest cost investment you can make in upgrading your entire tape system, yet, the difference in sound is astounding!

MICROPHONES FOR TAPE RECORDING

Send for Complete Microphone Catalog listing dozens of tape recorder improvement microphones, in every price range.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204, Attn: Dept. 63
Please send me your catalog of microphones for tape recording. (No. AL 314)

NAME ____________________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________

CITY __________ STATE _____ ZIP ______

© 1967 Shure Brothers, Inc.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
What makes DOKORDER’s New Series 7000 different?

Professional six-head versatility with push-button ease. Only the Dokorder Series 7000 tape recorders have six heads. Check Model 7050—recording, playback, reverse, repeat, shutoff are all automatic. Reaches full-speed reverse in just ONE second. This can’t be done without those six heads.

Coast-to-Coast Authorized Service Depots in the United States ONE YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY

Before you send money to any record club, join the best one for 3 months, free!

The Citadel Record Club
Symphonette Square, Larchmont, N. Y. 10538

Please enroll me for 3 months, without charge or obligation, as a member of the Citadel Record Club. Prove to me that it is the one club with every single advantage and none of the disadvantages of all the others. I understand that I am entitled to all membership privileges, including large discounts on records of all labels, without any obligation to buy anything, ever.

Name
Address
City State Zip 774-013
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terruptions, and then to make additional inserts when and where necessary. For these inserts Szell will sometimes pinpoint the place in the score by letter and number, but often he will merely whistle the passage he wants. Either way, the orchestra is invariably ready and on the beat. Gilels chinned in splendidly with this approach, ever able to pick up the solo thread in midstream and to repeat whatever was asked of him. He acted, indeed, for all the world like a well-oiled piano-playing machine, except that there was nothing at all machinelike about the music that came from his fingers.

Gilels wears his fifty-one years lightly. The massive shock of red hair that the Times first noted in 1936 remains very much in evidence, and on stage he still often betrays a look boyish innocence. Nevertheless, if you were producing a movie about a celebrated Slavic pianist, you would probably not pick Gilels for the part. Instead you might well decide to cast him for the role of the rugged peasant who drives aSlice a trace by the pianist’s estate. Well, that oversimplifies the case. Gilels presents a curious amalgam of saturnine immobility and mercurial animation, of almost ponderous steadiness and elfin sensitivity. Just when you are about to conclude that he is sunk in stony Russian gloom, a puckish gleam in his eye and a friendly smile offer reassurance that things are not really as bad as they seem. Often during playback the pianist would bury his face in his strong, stubby hands, emerging from time to time only to show a look of utter dejection. But all this frowning severity turned out to be no more than an excess of concentration, for at the end of most playback Gilels professed himself quite satisfied with what he had heard.

Thanks to Szell’s incredibly responsive orchestra and to his close rapport with Gilels (whom he greatly admires as an “uncomplicated” artist without interpretative eccentricities), the five concertos were taped in four long sessions. Peter Andry, witnessing American recording practices for the first time, made no attempt to conceal his amazement at the split-second concentration and facility of the Cleveland forces. “It’s wonderful,” he marvelled, “the way everyone rises to the occasion. Why, in Europe we often will spend three hours on one movement. Here we can do an entire concerto in four hours. Unbelievable!”

Because the five concertos were completed within the space of a few days, Angel believes they will convey a greater unity of purpose and expression than is present in sets recorded piecemeal over a period of months or years. Early in October, when the Gilels-Szell Beethoven album reaches the shops, we’ll be able to judge for ourselves.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Watt for Watt  
Spec for Spec  
Dollar for Dollar  
Sansui offers you more...

This is the new Sansuífidelity 2000. 100 watts (IHF) of music power...  
36 watts/channel RMS...harmonic distortion of less than 0.8% at all rated outputs...  
FET Front End...1.8μV (IHF) FM Sensitivity...frequency response from 15-40,000 Hz. If you are an expert in audio equipment you will know what these specifications mean; if you are not, ask any sound engineer; he will tell you. He will also tell you that specifications alone do not make a great receiver. There is the perfection of every component, the most exacting quality control, the integrity and pride of the manufacturer, and that extra care and extra imagination that make a truly great product.

Your Franchised Sansuí Sound Specialist invites you to see and listen to the Sansuífidelity 2000. Watch the exclusive Sansuí blackout dial light up when you listen to AM or FM broadcasting and change when you switch the selector to phono or tape or auxiliary; notice the ease with which the controls let you choose exactly the blend of music you want to suit you and your personal taste. All this and much more at the unbelievable price of $299.95.

Sansuí  
Sansuí Electronics Corporation • 34-43 56th Street • Woodside, N.Y. 11377 • Telephone 446-6300  
Sansuí Electric Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan • Electronic Distributors (Canada), British Columbia  
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Garden as a private project to celebrate the twenty-first anniversary of the opera house's reopening after the last war, the two-disc recording could well win general circulation. Everything in the collection has been newly recorded, and special emphasis has been laid on British operas given premieres at the Garden. Among the latter, Britten items include the quartet from Midsummer Night's Dream and Claggart's aria from Billy Budd (sung by Forbes Robinson), and Sir William Walton was persuaded to come over from Ischia to direct a scene from his Troilus and Cressida. When EMI recorded scenes from the wonderfully professional Walton piece in 1955, the great disappointment was that the set contained nothing of Pandarus' brilliantly characterized part. For the Covent Garden anthology the original creator of Pandarus, Peter Pears, was on hand, and his duet with Cressida should prove one of the album's high spots. So in the table of contents: the Brindisi from Otello, sung by Gobbi; "Mir ist so wunderbar" from Fidelio, with Sutherland as Leonore; the Abendlied from Rheingold, with David Ward as soloist and Reginald Goodall conducting; the Trojan March and Didò's farewell from Berlioz' Les Troyens, with Josephine Veasey as soloist and Rafael Kubelik conducting; the Coronation Scene from Boris Godunov, with Joseph Rouleau as the Tsar; and—not surprisingly—a scene from Donizetti's Fille du Régiment with Sutherland.

Barenboim and Bach. With his EMI commitments ranging ever wider, Daniel Barenboim has been recording the Bach Magnificat with the New Philharmonia Chorus and Orchestra. The sessions went hand in hand with a live performance at the Royal Festival Hall, a normal procedure with EMI, but there was a certain novelty in the place chosen for the sessions—a church right off the beaten track, at Tooting in South London. It proved acoustically excellent both for the soloists—Lucia Popp, Anne Phasley, Janet Baker, Robert Tear, and Thomas Hemsley—and for the rather large chorus (140 strong) and orchestra (strings 14, 12, 10, 8, 6). Even so, preliminary work revealed some problems of balancing. In the trio "Suscepti Israel," for example, bringing out each of the three female voices to the right degree in turn proved formidable tricky. Janet Baker, full of Northern common sense, suggested using three microphones instead of two so that "you can bring them all up in turn," but this solution did not suit the engineers. In the end, with the singers regularly coming in to hear each playback, the balances satisfied even Barenboim and his recording manager, Suvi Raj Grubb, returning to work for the first time since a recent illness.

It was Miss Baker too who jibbed—very tactfully—when Barenboim drew out the final ritardando even beyond the breath span of herself and her colleagues, but generally the remarkable thing about Barenboim's direction was how understanding he was of performers' problems. At every stage and in every detail he was highly explicit. Someone even remarked that already he shows signs of becoming a father-figure among interpreters—if, at all of twenty-five, an unusually young and athletic one.

Edward Greenfield

VIENNA

Handel—Some Sonatas
And a Full-Scale Solomon

George Frideric Handel has been looming large in recent recording sessions going on here. First, Dr. Hans Hickmann of Deutsche Grammophon's Archive Production sent to Vienna a recording team headed by Gerd Ploebusch to tape ten Handel sonatas for violin and continuo in the acoustically splendid hall of the Palais Schönburg. In addition to some of the composer's better-known pieces the collection included the Oboe Sonata, in G minor, which present-day experts believe that Handel had first intended as a violin sonata and also a sonata in D minor now considered to be the original version of what came to be known as the Flute Sonata Op. 1, No. 1, in E minor. The violinist was Eduard Melkus, with cellist August Wenzinger and harpsichordist Eduard Müller coming from Basel to join him.

At about the same time, another Handel project was being realized in the Mozartsaal of the Vienna Konzerthaus. Free-lance producer James Grayson had chosen the hall, now equipped with a recently built organ, for a complete recording of the dramatic oratorio Solomon. With the orchestra of the Vienna Volksoper under the baton of Stephen Simon and with the choir of the Vienna Jeunesse Musicales (eighty-strong), the grand effects of Handel's double-chorus passages were given the full stereophonic representation they demand. For the solo parts, English-speaking singers were brought in to ensure the idiomatic authenticity of the original-language recording. John Shirley-Quirk took the role of King Solomon, while soprano Sara Mae Endlich was the Queen and Patricia Brooks the visiting Queen of Sheba. Tenor Alexander Young sang Zadok the Priest, and William Wolff took the part of the Levite.

To be released by RCA Victor on three discs, the recording is intended to give a complete idea of the work. It will,

Continued on page 24

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
There's nothing unusual about paying $370, $400 or $450 for a Fisher compact stereo system. We've sold thousands at those prices.

But the new Fisher 120 FM stereo radio/phono system costs much less than that. It sells for only $299.95.* It's the first compact Fisher stereo system ever priced under $300.

And it contains the same features that made more expensive Fisher compacts worth their price.

The receiver is solid-state and delivers 40 watts music power (IHF). It's virtually free of distortion.

The 4-speed automatic turntable comes with a magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus.

And the system includes a pair of Fisher's new XP-55B 2-way speaker systems, which reproduce the audio spectrum from 37 Hz to 20,000 Hz. (The speakers alone sell for $49.95 each.)

By now you may be wondering how we are able to manufacture this stereo compact for such a low price.

Manufacturers are also wondering.

(For more information, plus a free copy of the Fisher Handbook 1968, an authoritative 80-page reference guide to hi-fi and stereo, use coupon on front cover flap.)

Introducing the first Fisher compact under $300.

*ALSO AVAILABLE, THE FISHER 125, IDENTICAL TO ABOVE BUT ALSO INCLUDING AM, $329.95.

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION, INC., 117-30 82nd Rd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.
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When Bob Dylan wrote "Times they are a changin'" he probably meant it for everyone in the world except record lovers. You see, record lovers are record savers. A stubborn group who just won't face progress...the new Uher 7000 tape deck.

The first four track tape deck designed to outperform any other in its price range as well as those two and three times the price. (This was determined by an independent consumer laboratory survey, not us.)

Uher 7000 offers more than great music. No more scratched records, or worn out grooves. And you save money with tapes.

In addition, there are two speeds to give you hours and hours of enjoyment on one tape; sound on sound and full fingertip control for complete ease of operation.

These are just a few of the reasons why more and more music lovers are going with Uher. As for those record lovers, "Times they are a changin'."

Hear the 7000 at a franchised dealer or write for literature.

Uher 7000 by Martel
The easy-to-love tape deck
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NEW WATTS BOOK IS HERE!

PROFESSIONAL METHODS FOR RECORD CARE AND USE — The tremendous potential of today's, advanced record playing equipment — with more sensitive tonearms, higher compliance cartridges, elliptical stylus, reduced tracking forces — all require more sophisticated methods of maintenance. If you've read the basic Cecil E. Watts book and/or your equipment is the finest and the undistorted sound of music is important to you, this long awaited book is "must" reading. Price: 50¢

HOW TO CLEAN, MAINTAIN AND PROTECT RECORDS by Cecil E. Watts — The basic book on record care, this has been a guideline for thousands on the essential care of every record collection. Subject matter includes a discussion of dust, static, static behavior, handling records, how to use record changers properly, and how to rejuvenate records. Excellent as a starter course in record care or with the book above, an "insurance policy" for all the records you'll ever own. Price: 25¢

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

Dear Sirs:
Please send the following book(s) on record care
☑ Professional Methods for Record Care and Use. Price: 50¢
☑ How to Clean, Maintain and Protect Records. Price: 25¢

Enclosed is

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Please do not send stamps. No C.O.D.'s
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for example, include the dramatic sections of the second act (i.e., the "Solomon's judgment") which were severely cut in Sir Thomas Beecham's old recording (the Mmes. Endlich and Brooks will double as the two quarrelling women here, incidentally). The album, which is expected to reach the shops this fall, will contain notes written by the British Handel authority Winton Dean.

Prussian Tunes, and Polish. Another Archive project, begun here and to be continued in Switzerland at a later date, involved music composed by Frederick the Great and his contemporaries. The recording of Prussian marches in a city that is not much in sympathy with the idea of Prussian glory brought a small outburst of irony from one of the members of the Musica Antiqua, the Viennese ensemble led by Klemens Dem. The somewhat disgruntled performer brought along a horn used by his great-grandfather in blowing retreat at the last battle between Austrian and Prussian troops in the nineteenth century, and asked that he be allowed to "take revenge" by using the instrument for the recording. This, however, was not in keeping with Archive's Utterest policy, and the martial strains will be heard in properly Prussian manner. This military music is intended to establish the historic background for other works on the disc, including Frederick's Concerto for Flute and a Sonata for Flute, played by Hans Martin Linde.

Archive also took advantage of its sojourn here in Vienna this spring to record some Telemann—specifically, works demonstrating the composer's interest in Polish folklore. Included will be a concerto written for a large-size orchestra with solo violin and containing passage that clearly demonstrates Telemann's "Polish accent." Of this writing, the album title remains undecided — the players are the Capella Academica under the leadership of Eduard Mekus.

KURT BLAUKOPF
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New developments in the great bass revival.

Last year, when we introduced the Fisher XP-18 four-way speaker system with its huge 18-inch woofer, we predicted a renewed interest in bass among serious audiophiles.

We pointed out that no bookshelf-size speaker, not even the top Fisher models that are famous for their bass, could push the low frequencies around a room with quite the same authority as a big brute like the XP-18.

This came as no surprise to those who remembered that a 40-cycle sound wave is more than 28 feet long. That's why it takes a double bass or a contrabassoon to sound a note that low. Bass and big dimensions go together.

But the sound of the big XP-18 did surprise a lot of people. They knew it had to be good at $350, but they weren't prepared for a completely new experience.

And then came the obvious request:

Couldn't we make the XP-18 concept available in more moderately priced speakers?

We could. And did: in the new Fisher XP-12 and XP-15B.

They're a little smaller (24" x 22½" x 13¾" and 27" x 27" x 14¾", respectively), but still twice as big as bookshelf speakers. They're three-way systems instead of four-way, but they have the same type of small cloth-dome tweeter and 8-inch midrange driver with molded rubber surround.

The main difference is in the woofers: a 12-inch unit with a 6-lb. magnet structure in the XP-12 and a 15-inch driver with a 12-lb. magnet structure in the XP-15B.

The prices justify the slight comedown in woof-inches; the XP-12 is listed at $199.95 and the XP-15B at $269.00.

How do they sound? Not quite like the XP-18.

Just better than anything but the XP-18.

(For more information, plus a free copy of the Fisher Handbook 1968, an authoritative 80-page reference guide to hi-fi and stereo, use coupon on front cover flap.)
from the world's finest stereo receiver...

comes the world's finest stereo tuner...

and the world's finest stereo amplifier...

for the man who already owns a fine something or other.
Heathkit® AR-15

Every leading electronics magazine editor, every leading consumer testing organization, and thousands of owners agree the Heathkit AR-15 is the world's finest stereo receiver. All give it top rating for its advanced design concepts and superior performance... all give it rave reviews such as these:

"...an audio Rolls Royce" "engineered on an all-out, no compromise basis" "cannot recall being so impressed by a receiver" "it can form the heart of the finest stereo system" "...performs considerably better than published specifications" "...a new high in advanced performance and circuit concepts" "...not one that would match the superb overall performance of the Heath AR-15" "...top notch stereo receiver" "...its FM tuner ranks with the hottest available" "...it's hard to imagine any other amplifier, at any price, could produce significantly better sound" "...a remarkable musical instrument."

The Heathkit AR-15 has these features: exclusive design FET FM tuner for best sensitivity; AM tuner; exclusive Crystal Filter IF for best selectivity; Integrated Circuit IF for best limiting; 150 watts music power; plus many more as shown below.

Kit AR-15, $339.95; Assembled ARW-15, $525; Walnut Cabinet AE-16, $24.95

New Heathkit® AJ-15

For the man who already owns a fine stereo amplifier, and in response to many requests, Heath now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned AR-15 receiver as a separate unit... the new AJ-15 FM Stereo Tuner. It features the exclusive design FET FM tuner with two FET r.f. amplifiers and FET mixer for high sensitivity; two Crystal Filters in the IF strip for perfect response curve with no alignment ever needed; two Integrated Circuits in the IF strip for high gain and best limiting; elaborate Noise-Operated Squelch to hush between-station noise before you hear it; Stereo-Threshold switch to select the quality of stereo reception you will accept; Stereo-Only Switch rejects monophonic programs if you wish; Adjustable Multiplex Phase for cleanest FM stereo; Two Tuning Meters for center tuning, max. signal, and adjustment of 19 kHz pilot signal to max.; two variable output Stereo Phone jacks; one pair Variable Outputs plus two Fixed Outputs for amps., tape recorders, etc.; all controls front panel mounted; "Black Magic" Panel Lighting... no dial or scale markings when tuner is "off"; 120/240 VAC.

Kit AJ-15, $189.95; Walnut Cabinet AE-18, $19.95

New Heathkit® AA-15

For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner, Heath now offers the famous stereo amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as a separate unit... the new AA-15 Stereo Amplifier. It has the same deluxe circuitry and extra performance features: 150 Watts Music Power output... enormous reserves; Ultra-Low Harmonic & IM Distortion... less than 0.5% at full output; Ultra-Wide Frequency Response... ±1 dB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1 watt; Ultra-Wide Dynamic Range Preamp (98 dB)... no overload regardless of cartridge type; Tone-Flat Switch bypasses tone controls when desired; Front Panel Input Level Controls hidden by hinged door; Transformerless Amplifier for lowest phase shift and distortion; Capacitor Coupled Outputs protect speakers; Massive Power Supply, Electronically Filtered, for low heat, superior regulation... electrostatic and magnetic shielding; All-Silicon Transistor Circuity; Positive Circuit Protection by current limiters and thermal circuit breakers; "Black Magic" Panel Lighting... no dial markings when unit is "off"... added features: Tuner Input Jack and Remote Speaker Switch for a second stereo speaker system; 120/240 VAC.

Kit AA-15, $169.95; Walnut Cabinet AE-18, $19.95
I've read your report on the Heathkit AR-15 receiver (December 1967) and I'm sold. What tools do I need to build it?—Myron D. Davis, Chicago, Ill.

If you have to ask what you need to build a kit, we'd guess that you never have built one before. If this is true, we don't advise the AR-15 as your first do-it-yourself project. It's just too much for the beginner at kits. You might, of course, consider the factory-built version of the AR-15. Even at its wired price of $499.50, it's still a top value as a stereo receiver. However, for the record, to build the AR-15 kit, you'd need a soldering iron (about 40-watt range), long-nose pliers, wire cutter/stripper, regular pliers, a few screw drivers, and a ruler. It also would help to have a No. 6 hex-nut driver, a small bench vise, and a pair of tweezers. You'll want a lot of work space, good lighting, and storage for lots of small parts and hardware.

In view of the changeover from separate stereo and mono records to stereo records which manufacturers claim can be played "on any mono phonograph with a modern lightweight pickup without damage to the modulated groove" (or to the diamond stylus), I am trying to determine whether stereo records and/or the new "compatible" records can be played safely on my present equipment. Although my equipment is modern, it is not exactly new; I'm using a General Electric magnetic cartridge with a 1-mil diamond stylus which tracks at six grams pressure, but can be reduced to four grams. However, I realize that some of the new equipment does track at one gram or less, and this may be what the record manufacturers have in mind but do not specify lest they discourage sales. Your advice will be most welcome and appreciated.—R. B. Leavitt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

We doubt that your mono equipment, as described in your letter, can play stereo records for very long without causing them some damage. The 1-mil stylus probably will either skip out of the groove at some portion or—if it is forced to stay in the groove because of inordinately high tracking pressure—it probably will cause some groove deterioration. You might try writing to GE and to the record companies making the claim— it would be interesting to learn what they have to say.

I recently had an experience, probably not unique, but one that I must relate. I took my tube receiver to a factory-authorized service station for repairs, although it was past the warranty period. Work was done on the set, but it continued to operate improperly. Subsequently I returned the unit twice, telling them that the repairs were unsatisfactory. When I retrieved the receiver the last time, I was told that nothing was wrong and perhaps all I needed was a better antenna. Finally, I took my receiver to the factory, where it was realigned—something the service station supposedly had done. I contacted the manager of the service station and when I suggested that a credit was in order, the gentleman in charge refused; if the equipment didn't function correctly, he said, I should bring it back.

After such treatment these people have certainly lost my future business and that of my friends.—Lawrence Alexander, New York, N. Y.

Judging from other reports and letters received here, your experience is not unique. It is interesting—and hopeful—to note that the real repair on the set had to be handled at the factory. This does point up the fact that manufacturers of high fidelity products do repair them. But we find it dismaying that competent service in the field, where it counts to the average consumer, is still hard to obtain.

I am under the impression that the higher the impedance, the more efficient the speaker and hence the less power required for the speaker; e.g., 16-ohm impedance speakers would require less power than a 4-ohm impedance AR 3 speaker system. I would appreciate clarification on these points.—C. F. Thumm, Jr., TLC, U.S. Army.

There is no necessary relationship between speaker impedance and efficiency. For instance, the Bozak systems are rated for 8 ohms and the Hegemans for 16 ohms. Yet both are low-efficiency speaker systems and, like the AR 3 or AR 3A, are recommended for use with amplifiers that supply at least 20 watts per channel.

Should I start using Scotch low-noise tape (or one of the other brands) on my Ampex F44, purchased four years ago? I have been using 111 tape.—Harris Woods, Jr., Denver, Colo.

Like most high-quality recorders made until fairly recently, the Ampex F44 was factory-adjusted for optimum response at 7½ ips speed with reference to Scotch 111 tape, which itself has long been regarded as the "standard" tape. Using one of the newer low-noise tapes (of any brand) on such a machine at 7½ ips may yield a bit more high-end response but probably along with a slight increase in high frequency distortion. On the other hand, the low-noise tape used at the slower speeds (3½ and 1⅞ ips) will improve the high frequencies more audibly and with less chance of increasing the distortion at the same time.

Can I upgrade my six-year-old Glaser-Steeers GS-77T changer by getting a newer type of cartridge like the Grado BCR or the Shure M 44-5? I need a new stylus anyway.—Joseph O'Neill, Cincinnati, Ohio.

We don't recommend it. Lab tests indicate that the GS-77T needs 3 grams or more stylus pressure. The cartridges you mention perform best below that pressure.

How can I apply the biamplification idea you wrote about in your April issue to my AR-3 speaker system?—Robert Taylor, Lincolnton, N. C.

You can't; and indeed you shouldn't. A sealed, acoustic suspension system such as the AR is designed to perform best "as is." The multi-amplification technique really applies to speaker systems in which the individual elements (woofer, tweeter, and so on) are designed for use interchangeably with other suitable elements and which, consequently, are typically "loaded" to the listening room by enclosure systems other than air suspension. Air, in fact, advises against multi-amplification for its speaker systems. If in doubt about any particular speaker, query its manufacturer.

What's so important about the fact that on some new high-priced record changers the spindle used for single-play rotates with the record?—Alfred Bersky, St. Louis, Mo.

Simply this: If the spindle does not rotate with the record it may, after several playings, enlarge the center hole of the record. This condition then can produce a slight eccentricity of rotation which you will hear as wow, a slow annoying wavering of musical pitch.
Make the intelligent switch to the newest idea in tape recording. The TDC33.

Once again Harman-Kardon has pioneered a totally new concept in home entertainment equipment. The TDC33 is the first combination receiver/tape deck ever made. What we've done is combined our superb 60 watt Nocturne solid state stereo receiver with our professional TD3 three-head stereo tape deck in a handsome compact walnut enclosure. Now, for the first time, all of the music you could want is right at your fingertips. You can tape music off the air in stereo at the flip of a switch. Add a turntable and you can tape records as easily as you play them. Use microphones and you can quickly and easily create an exciting stereo tape library from "live" sound sources.

The Intelligent Switch
The TDC33 fills an important gap for people who now own outdated vacuum tube high fidelity equipment. If you're one of those people who has considered converting your system to solid state, the TDC33 is the ideal product for you. You probably own a record playing device and speakers. Simply replace your old tube preamplifier, amplifier, FM tuner or receiver with the TDC33. You'll not only have an extraordinary solid state receiver, but a professional quality tape deck as well.

The TDC33 employs the latest solid state technology including a MOSFET front end and integrated circuits. It will pull in FM stations you didn't even know were on the dial with unprecedented clarity and fidelity. The tape deck used in the TDC33 features die cast metal frame construction to insure critical alignment of moving parts, a one micron gap playback head that permits extended response beyond the range found in conventional tape decks, and double permalloy shielding that allows improved stereophonic separation throughout the entire audio range.

In sum, the TDC33 represents a bold new idea in home entertainment equipment—the control center for a complete solid state home music system plus a totally versatile home recording studio. All in one compact package.

We suggest you see and hear it soon.

For more information write: Harman-Kardon, Inc., 55 Ames Court, Plainview, N.Y. 11803, Dept. HF-8
NEWELL COLOR VTR ON THE WAY

NEWELL COLOR VTR ON THE WAY

What's new in video since our last report? We've gotten our first look at a color VTR in the $1,000-$1,500 price range; two new low-cost video recorders (black-and-white) have been brought out; and you can now buy a closed-circuit TV camera for as low as $214.

To take the biggest news first, Arvin Industries has taken the wraps off the Newell "home" video tape recorder—though Arvin admits that the machine won't be on the market until late next year, at the earliest. Unlike most other low-cost recorders, this one uses a stationary head capable of recording up to ten tracks on a reel of half-inch video tape at a speed of 160 inches per second. The tape comes in a self-threading cartridge which looks something like an oversized (10-inch diameter) reel of recording tape. An automatic reversing mechanism changes tape direction at each end of the tape, and the recording head shifts automatically to the next track. What this means to the home recordist is that, allowing for an interruption of about one second every six minutes during recording and playback, the machine can record up to an hour on a fully loaded cartridge. (Another advantage of the Newell system is that it's possible to duplicate pre-recorded video tapes at high speed, just like audio tapes.) Arvin expects to price the recorder from $1,000 to $1,500, exclusive of camera and color monitor. The color we saw demonstrated was acceptable if not exactly "high fidelity." Arvin is recommending the use of DuPont's new Crolyn video tapes for best results.

For about the same money ($1,485 to be exact), you can buy the Apeco black-and-white Tele-Tape system, which includes a camera, helical scan recorder, and monitor. Manufactured by Shibaden Corporation, the Apeco recorder uses half-inch video tape at a speed of 71/2 ips. The recorder takes pictures and sound separately, making it possible to change the sound track at any time. According to the company, tapes made on any Apeco recorder can be played back on any other Apeco (and on many other Shibaden machines as well).

A remote control is the newest feature to be incorporated into Concord VTRs. The new Model VTR-700 features a hand-size remote control panel which allows the user to play, record, start, stop, or rewind from virtually anywhere in the room. Thus the user can record himself conveniently without having to jump in and out of the picture to operate the recorder. The machine itself is a helical scan unit which records on half-inch video tapes at a speed of 12 ips. Concord says that tapes made on the Model 700 can be played on any of its video recorders. Pictures and sound are recorded simultaneously.

Until recently, if you wanted a video camera either for use with a video recorder or as part of a closed-circuit television system, you had to spend at least $300. Now there's a camera for $214, and it's possible that others may break the $300 barrier by the end of the year. The bargain camera is Olson Electronics' No. TV 132, a unit measuring 9 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 3 1/4 inches with a claimed resolution of 500 lines and an output level of 1.5 volts peak-to-peak video. The camera connects conveniently to the antenna terminals of a conventional television set for closed-circuit use or can be plugged into your video tape recorder.
CBS INTRODUCES ULTRA LONG-PLAY DISC AND LOW-COST PLAYER

The 8½-rpm disc—first described in HF two years ago ("The Prospects In Audio," April 1966)—is now ready for the market. Developed by Dr. Peter Goldmark of CBS Laboratories, the record is only seven inches in diameter yet contains up to four hours of sound. Actually, Dr. Goldmark comments, the new speed isn’t intended for music—it’s designed for the recording of books and magazines for the blind. It’s estimated that there are three to four million Americans who might benefit from a full-length novel or textbook that could be inscribed on as few as three discs.

Dr. Goldmark describes the records as covering the frequency range up to about 6,000 Hz—not really satisfactory for music reproduction but adequate for the spoken word. It is this restricted frequency range, he explains, that permits the cutting of microgrooves closer together than on the ordinary commercial disc and thus the increased playing time. Dr. Goldmark adds further that these records can be pressed much more economically than talking books can be duplicated on tape. At the moment, Columbia Records has no plans to take advantage of the new format; according to a company spokesman, "CBS Laboratories will press the records for a publisher who might be interested."

For playing the disc, Dr. Goldmark has developed a portable phonograph which, he says, may cost no more than $25. Designed to eliminate the possibility of scratching records accidentally, the player has an arm that can be repositioned either manually or with a control knob. When a user exerts pressure on the top of the arm, the needle retracts automatically within the cartridge. Because the cartridge tracks at no more than three grams, there is said to be little danger of record damage if someone bumps the machine accidentally while it’s playing.

The miniature phonograph is suitable for use almost anywhere, including the seat of a car. Powered by six 1½-volt "D" batteries, it measures 4 by 8½ inches. A unique feature is the lid, which acts something like a bookmark: if you close the lid while a record is playing, the machine stops and the needle stays in the groove, resuming play when you reopen the lid.

CASSETTE VS. ENDLESS-LOOP IN BATTLE OF THE DASH

At one time, the battle for supremacy of under-the-dashboard tape systems was waged by proponents of two endless-loop cartridge systems, loosely identified as four-track and eight-track. The battle is still on—but the Philips twin-hub cassette has replaced the four-track endless-loop cartridge as a major contender.

On the basis of the products shown at a recent exposition of the Automotive Accessories Manufacturers of America, apparently eight-track is the current favorite. These models outnumbered the new four-track models, the cassette auto recorders and/or players, and the car players that can handle either four- or eight-track cartridges.

Many auto supply dealers point out two major handicaps to the use of cassettes in cars: you have to turn them over every fifteen minutes or so; and unlike the endless-loop types, they don’t pop out of the player at the touch of a button. To meet these drawbacks, several cassette car-player makers have new models that do eject cassettes at the touch of a button, and one—Aiwa—has an automatic cassette changer.

At the same time, Cadillac became the last of the American car manufacturers to offer an eight-track player either as an optional extra or for installation by dealers; and Ford denied published reports that its 1969 models would include cassette players. Whatever the merits of cassettes or four-track, it seems that Detroit still is lined up solidly behind "Stereo 8."

NEW JAPANESE FIRMS IN HI-FI MARKET

Most people know that in recent years Japanese manufacturers have been turning out some top-quality components. The newest firm to enter the high end of the American audio field, Victor Company of Japan, plans to introduce an all-silicon preamp and a matching stereo power amplifier, each priced at $599.95. In addition to these de luxe items, the Victor line—to be sold in the United States under the JVC label—will also

Continued on page 34
A new Angel Record is the sum of the creative efforts of many individuals. Orchestra, soloists and engineers must be scheduled many months in advance, and are frequently brought together over great distances to make the recording. Engineering at the recording session and during the transfer from tape to disc requires great care and precision. Each stage of the process, and the way in which it is carried out, influences the musical values in the recording finally released.

AR INC. components are used by executives at Angel Records to hear first pressings of new releases.

As responsible executives of one of the world's largest recording organizations, the men who conduct Angel's operations can afford any equipment except that which distorts or falsifies the quality and content of a recording. The executive conference room at Angel Records is equipped with AR high-fidelity components. Write for a catalog of AR products.

Suggested retail prices of AR components shown: AR amplifier, $225; AR turntable, $78; AR-3a speaker systems, $225-$250, depending on cabinet finish.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Mass. 02141
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include a low-priced FM/AM stereo tuner and matching 44-watt complete amplifier, for $89.95 each, and a 66-watt FM/AM stereo receiver at $199.95. Rounding out the JVC component line are three bookshelf speaker systems: a two-way (3½-inch tweeter and 10-inch woofer) model priced at $69.95; and two less ambitious models, costing $39.95 and $19.95 respectively.

The next big tape innovation from Japan is expected to be a player that not only changes cassettes automatically but reverses itself and plays both tracks of each cassette before changing. The Staar system has been licensed to no fewer than eleven Japanese manufacturers, with more expected to join the list as the year rolls on.

Actually, the Staar changer is not a Japanese invention but the brain child of Dr. Theo Staar of Belgium. Developed originally to make cassettes more practical for automobile use by obviating the need to flip over the cassette at the end of each track, the tape reverses direction and a second record/playback head takes over the playback function automatically. As the changer finishes playing the second track in each cassette, it ejects the cassette and a new one falls into place. According to experts who have seen the system in operation, the number of cassettes that can be stacked is limited only by the physical shape taken up by the changer itself—though the first home models will be limited to no more than ten. The first Staar changer has already made an appearance in the United States under the Aiwa banner. Distributed by Selectron Corporation, the Aiwa auto recorder sells for $119.95.
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PROPOSES FM IN ALL SETS

A bill to require all radio receivers to be capable of FM reception has been introduced in Congress by Rep. Alvin E. O’Konski (R-Wis.). Rep. Konski, a former owner of FM stations, believes that the medium would gain greater public acceptance if tuner and receiver manufacturers were required to include FM on AM models, as TV manufacturers are required to include both VHF and UHF channels on new TV sets. According to the Electronic Industries Association, better than one third of all home radios, tuners, and receivers sold in the U.S. last year were capable of receiving FM.

ELPA FILLING IN FOR REVOX

When Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. announced a few months ago that it was no longer importing the Revox tape recorder from Switzerland, Revox owners began wondering who would fix their machines in case of trouble. Elpa president E. L. Childs offers assurance that his company will continue to service Revox machines until the Swiss manufacturer sets up its own sales and service facilities in the United States, expected to be later this year.

Elpa warranties on Revox recorders will be honored until they expire, Mr. Childs says. In addition, factory-authorized service stations will make minor repairs on out-of-warranty recorders at their normal rates. For serious repairs, Childs recommends shipping the recorder back to Elpa (Atlantic & Thorsens Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040), where his company will make the necessary adjustments at commercial service rates. But get a shipping authorization first.
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THREE-HEAD TAPE DECK FROM ROBERTS

Add Roberts Electronics’ Model 450 to the growing number of three-head tape decks priced at about $200. The 450, according to the manufacturer, is a solid-state two-speed (3¾ and 7½ ips) tape deck mounted in a grained wood cabinet. It can be operated either horizontally or vertically. Features include separate record and play heads, which permit sound-with-sound recording or off-the-tape monitoring; built-in tape cleaner, equalization switch, three-digit counter, two VU meters, pause control, automatic stop, and tape or source monitor. Also included is a padded dust cover.
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Continued on page 38
Here is how you can receive additional information about products advertised or mentioned editorially in this issue of HIGH FIDELITY...

Free!

1. Use one of the postage-paid cards below. Print or type your name, address and zip code where indicated.

2. Circle the number on the card that corresponds to the key number at the bottom of the advertisement or the editorial mention that interests you.

3. Simply mail the card. No postage is necessary.

These cards for this issue only.
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HIGH FIDELITY
by Leonard Bernstein
Mahler: His Time Has Come

There's more pleasure in store for you every month with HIGH FIDELITY...
ROBERTS keeps the best and adds solid-state

+ plus
+ more power
+ new styling
+ extended range speakers

+ other professional quality features:
  + 40 Watts Music Power
  + 4-Track Stereo/Monaural Record & Play
  + Built-in Tape Cleaner
  + Multiple Connection Jack
  + 4-Digit Counter with Reset Button
  + Hysteresis-Synchronous 2-Speed Motor
  + Equalization Switch
  + 2 Stereo Headphone Jacks

Model 770X SS
solid-state stereo tape recorder
less than $430

and . . . you still enjoy the advantages of the CROSS-FIELD exclusive, four speeds (even the new LP 1½ ips), sound-on-sound and other professional quality features.

ROBERTS

the Pro Line

Rheem Division of Rheem Manufacturing Company
Los Angeles, California 90016

CIRCLE 52 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
NEW UNIT RECORDS 4- AND 8-TRACK

For cartridge owners who want to record their own, Kinematix has announced a unit that records and plays back both four- and eight-track endless-loop cartridges. The KN 4-8 is similar in size to a conventional cartridge player (6 3/4 inches by 9 3/8 inches by 3 7/8 inches), sells for $149.95, and features a VU-type recording meter. Although it's not the first four- or eight-track recorder (Muntz Stereopak has announced a four-track model), while Roberts Electronics has announced reel-to-reel tape recorders with auxiliary eight-track recording capability), it is the first machine to accommodate both types of cartridge.

ADC OFFERS NEW ELLIPTICAL PICKUP

An optimum tracking force of 1 1/2 grams is recommended for the newest Audio Dynamics Corporation stereo cartridge, the ADC 550/E. The $49.50 pickup features an elliptical diamond tip with a lateral radius of 0.7 mils and a contact radius of 0.3 mils, and has a tracking force range of ¾ gram to 2½ grams. According to the manufacturer, the induced magnet pickup has a vertical tracking angle of 15 degrees, a compliance of 28 x 10^-6 cm/dyne, a frequency response of 10-20,000 Hz, ±3 dB and channel separation of 20 dB from 50-8,000 Hz. Sensitivity is rated at 5 mv at 5.5 cm/sec recorded velocity.

JBL ANNOUNCES THREE SPEAKERS

Three new models from James B. Lansing Sound include the high-style Caprice system in rosewood; the L88 Nova, a compact model in oiled walnut; and the LE12C composite transducer. Based on JBL's cube patio speakers, the Caprice consists of two cubes mounted side by side on a tiltable, rotatable pedestal. One chrome-faced cube contains a JBL LE8T 8-inch full-range loudspeaker, while the other contains a JBL PR-8 passive radiater. Price: $174. The Nova houses a 12-inch woofer, 3-inch edge-bound copper voice coil and 6-pound magnetic assembly, and an LE20-1 high frequency transducer; at $180, the system includes a precision frequency-dividing network. The LE12C is a 12-inch woofer surrounding a phased piston-type direct radiator, plus a JBL frequency-dividing network mounted directly on the speaker frame; selling for $108, it is designed for use in any cabinet of 2 1/2 cubic feet or greater interior volume.
Our competition builds some pretty good stereo receivers.

(We just happen to build a great one!)

Let's not kid around. At 700 bucks plus tax, a Marantz Model 18 Receiver isn't for everyone.

But, if you'd like to own the best solid-state stereophonic receiver made anywhere in the world, this is it. Here are just a few of the reasons why.

The Marantz Model 18 is the only receiver in the world that contains its own built-in oscilloscope. That means you can tell a lot more about the signal a station is putting out besides its strength or whether or not it's stereo. Like if they're trying to put one over on you by broadcasting a monaural recording in stereo. Or causing distortion by overmodulating. (It's nice to know it's their fault.)

The Marantz Model 18 is the only stereo receiver in the world with a Butterworth filter. Let alone four of them. The result: Marantz IF stages never need realigning. Marantz station selectivity is superior so strong stations don't crowd our adjacent weaker stations. And stereo separation is so outstanding that for the first time you can enjoy true concert-hall realism at home. Moreover, distortion is virtually non-existent.

But there is much more that goes into making a Marantz a Marantz. That's why your local franchised Marantz dealer will be pleased to furnish you with complete details together with a demonstration. Then let your ears make up your mind.

marantz
Designed to be number one in performance...not sales.

CIRCLE 37 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
Two Great Music Makers Get Together

KENWOOD TK-140 ... Solid state, stereo, AM/FM automatic receiver with Field Effect Transistor and 130 watts of power, enjoys the acclaim of music lovers everywhere. The performance and beauty of this exceptional instrument are evidence the engineering genius behind TK-140 knows the importance of creative and technical control, as well as the consistent attention to detail essential to achieve superior results.
MAURICE JARRE... Composer of the musical scores for "Lawrence of Arabia" and "Dr. Zhivago," both Academy Award winners, is perhaps the most in-demand composer in the world. His genius also created the scores for "Grand Prix" and other screen, television and stage successes. This gifted young man knows the importance of control over talent and technique, and the attention to detail essential to achieve superior results.
By Herbert Russcol

CAN THE NEGRO OVERCOME THE CLASSICAL MUSIC ESTABLISHMENT

Last April, a single shot by an assassin sent a shock wave across America. With the death of Martin Luther King, the race issue took on a new urgency. For the first time many whites became deeply aware of how racist we really are—including those who scoffed at the Presidential Commission’s description of us as “a nation of white racists.” Men of good will felt not only grief, but guilt.

The music world too must bear its share of guilt. With the exception of a few stars like Andre Watts and Leontyne Price—and, of course, the field of jazz and popular entertainment—music has been a whites-only stronghold. True, there’s been plenty of lip service paid to equal opportunity for Negroes in concert music (“The doors are wide open today” was the pious phrase I heard again and again, when I was preparing this article) but the fact is that discrimination—covert or open—still operates against the hiring of Negroes for symphonic ensembles.

Among the most prestigious orchestras in the United States there is one Negro in the New York Philharmonic, one with the Cleveland Orchestra, and three with the Pittsburgh Symphony. Stokowski’s American Symphony Orchestra has eight. That’s it, dear music lovers. The rest of your most vaunted symphony orchestras might as well be located in South Africa.

Why? “An unfortunate shortage of qualified Negro players,” I was told by a number of managers. “We have scoured the country,” states Howard Harrington, manager of the Detroit Symphony. Peter Pastreich of the St. Louis Symphony says, “We’re dying to get our hands on a Negro.” Apparently the Boston Symphony is too—at least it has asked Benjamin Steinberg, director of the Negro-training Symphony of the New World (thirty-eight of its ninety players are colored), to be on the lookout for a Negro percussionist.

In one sense, of course, a shortage does exist—Mr. Russcol, whose “The Festival Fad” ran last month, has been a member of several major American symphony orchestras. He made a startling personal discovery, while researching the present article, during an interview with conductor Joseph Eayer: the latter replaced him as second French horn with the Israel Philharmonic in 1950.

until recently orchestras did not even deny being white-only, and even men-only. “It takes fifteen years to develop a classical musician,” says recently appointed New Jersey Symphony conductor Henry Lewis, the first Negro permanent director of a major American orchestra: “how many young Negroes saw a future in classical music fifteen years ago?” Leonard Bernstein also seizes on this point: “The problem is getting the Negro musician trained. And there is an enormous prerequisite to this. First, the greatest good would come from removing from Negro musicians’ psyches the stigma which makes them turn away from serious study. This is a social, not a musical problem.” And the Ford Foundation’s Douglas G. Pugh, author of a study on the Negro musician, adds, “The chance to play with a major orchestra depends on what kind of experience players get in the minor league.” (The Ford Foundation, by the way, withholds its considerable orchestral grants from any ensembles that have discriminatory hiring practices.) But the situation in the minor league was, until recently, dismal. A typical comment came from the Cincinnati Symphony: “No Negro player has ever applied here.”

Now, there are a few Negroes who appear intermittently, at least, and managers seem to be bidding for them. Milwaukee lost its sole Negro, the first horn player, to Denver, which also has two black bassists. Buffalo has had a Negro cellist and bassist, but is all-white now; Louisville lost its Negro cellist to graduate school; Kansas City lost its sole Negro. But Indiana hired its first Negro, a violinist, last season; Washington’s National Symphony now has a Negro harpist; and Nashville—which has had a colored bassist for several years—added a Negro contrabassoonist and a violinist last season. Even Birmingham, Alabama, has five Negroes; Richmond, Virginia, seven (“St. Louis tried to sneak one away from us,” said a staffer, referring to contrabassoonist George Ross, “but he decided to stay.”); and North Carolina has had a Negro timpanist for two seasons. If the Minneapolis Symphony must content itself with an Indian, he, in the words of one apologetic administrator, at least “is sometimes mistaken for a Negro.” However, Minneapolis manager Richard
Cisek has been asked by a major foundation to "explore possible means of remodeling" the general lack of Negro representation in American symphonies. The theory of an "unfortunate shortage of Negro players" is emphatically denied by some sources close to the scene. Benjamin Steinberg, for instance, says, "It's hard to believe, when we can put thirty-eight Negroes on stage—and look at their credentials, listen to them play—that more Negroes shouldn't be playing in the smaller orchestras."

Conductor Joseph Eger, who organized the Harlem Music Project, takes a similar position: "There's nothing easier than listening to a Negro in a half-hour audition, and then saying he wasn't good enough. Who can prove otherwise?"

Conductors officially deny any prejudice on their part ("Only artistry matters," says Eugene Ormandy), but oft the record some of them will admit that there is still race bias, if generally of a covert nature. "Sure Lenny Bernstein can have one, and I hear he's eager to find another," I was told. "But he's Bernstein. If I did that, I'd be looking for another podium next year." Another conductor exposed his feelings, also very much not for quotation, about the headaches of dealing with Negroes who have been hired. "Those Negroes who make it are often neurotic, and hard to get along with. They have chips on their shoulders, and God help you if they think they're being persecuted." He spoke of another orchestra, where, he claimed, conductor X "suffered" from the truculence of his Negro musician. "Can X fire him? Hell no. There would be an outcry of white racism, and they'd probably burn down the orchestra's hall."

One manager spoke frankly of the day-to-day problems he anticipated if he hired a Negro member. Tours through the South would probably be out, he thought, or tortuous. "Of course, we don't have a no-Negro policy. But Mr. X on the board, who gave $75,000 last year, will sign over his dough to a hospital if we take Negroes."

These comments all came from the North; the South obviously has a much better record.

What do Negro musicians have to say about the paucity of Negroes auditioning for symphony positions? "Twenty years ago," says violinist Sanford Allen, the sole Negro in the New York Philharmonic, "Negro children did not see Negroes in major symphony orchestras. As a result, there was little incentive to study symphonic instruments, since there was no visible outlet for any talents thus developed." Mr. Allen adds, "The first time I tried out for the Philharmonic, Mr. Bernstein told me to get a couple of years' experience in a smaller orchestra. That's a laugh. At that time, even the help-wanted ads in Washington, D.C., were segregated. And move with my family to Louisville, Kentucky? I was better off scrounging for work around New York."

But he did try once. "Some years ago I was rejected by a Midwestern orchestra, ostensibly for musical reasons—which I found acceptable. But I was then led into a private office where the additional and, I felt, wholly irrelevant statement was made that the fact that I was a Negro had nothing whatever to do with my not being hired."

Consider also the case of Negro flutist Harold Jones, who, after auditioning successfully before the conductor of the St. Louis Symphony and settling on a salary with that orchestra's manager, was asked to appear for an extra audition before a "select group of musicians" in order to prove, one of his colleagues said, "that he was a good enough Negro to get the job." Jones refused to comply. In fairness, it must be stated that manager Pastreich insists that Jones's experience was a "regrettable, complete misunderstanding"—which it very well may have been.

Let's take a little trip. Lincoln Center, a stone's throw from Harlem, is a lovely sight at eight in the evening. The fountain splashes before the handsome white buildings, and next door is the rising splendor of the new $20,000,000 home of the Juilliard School of Music. Men and women with an air of affluence and well-being stroll about. Inside, the musicians are wearing tails and white ties, a symbol of dedication to the art of music. It's all very pleasant.

Crouching north and east of Lincoln Center are a million Negroes. Hardly a white man dares walk alone here at night, and out-of-town visitors looking for Philharmonic Hall who get off at the wrong subway stop find themselves in a terrifying world.

But at Lincoln Center you are not aware of the swarming nearby ghetto of Harlem. Negroes—over fifteen per cent of New York's population—rarely go to concerts. It's easy at Lincoln Center to be persuaded that all's well with the world, even for Negroes. After all, as we know, the Philharmonic has one Negro violist now; at the Met this season, Grace Bumbry sang Carmen and Martina Arroyo, another Negro, sang Elsa in Lohengrin, the first of her race ever to do so. Things are changing. What more do they want?

Plenty.

No one could deny the talent is there. As Martin Luther King put it, "You let us into baseball, we send in Jackie Robinson. You let us into opera, we send in Leontyne Price." Benjamin Steinberg says flatly, "Harlem is seething with musical talent." In fact the only significant American contribution to music has been Negro spirituals, Negro blues, Negro jazz—and there are more than 20,000,000 Negroes in this country. They want in. Sanford Allen points out: "It's more than six years since I was hired. Where are the others? Only a small percentage of the symphony orchestras in this country are integrated, and the causes are being eradicated at an agonizingly slow pace. I'm still the only black in the 'Big Three' orchestras."

George Szell, during the Fifties, auditioned Negro cellist Donald White and decided to hire him. The musicians themselves objected—not, you understand, because they were bigots, but because White, being black, could not become a member of their segregated union. Szell insisted, with the result that not only did
At right, Dean Dixon, who "kickea himself out" of the U. S. to make a career abroad; he's now General Director of the Frankfurt Opera. Far right, Henry Lewis, conductor of the New Jersey Symphony. Below, Sanford Allen, sole Negro in the New York Philharmonic and co-founder of the Harlem Music Project; this photo, with pupils and project director Joseph Eger, was taken about two years ago, when hopes for the undertaking were high.

White get the job (he's still there), but the union was forced to integrate. (An interesting footnote to the Szell episode: Negroes themselves sometimes resist integration in music. At about the same time as the Cleveland incident, conductor Eger, then working on the West Coast, tried to amalgamate the segregated Los Angeles Musicians Union. He was fought tooth and nail by the officials of the Negro local. He won.)

Henry Lewis is one musician who takes a rather mellow, even optimistic view. "The orchestras today are bending over backwards to get Negro players. In fact, if a Negro oboist and a white oboist audition for the same opening, the Negro has an edge on the job—things being as they are. More and more Negroes must audition for symphony jobs. The more Negroes who show up, the harder it will be for managers to find excuses to say 'No.'"

Lewis is very proud of what he has accomplished, and he has every right to be. At sixteen he was the youngest member of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, playing double bass. (A salute to Maestro Alfred Wallenstein here—this was back in 1948.) "My parents beat me up when I said I wanted to be a symphony musician," Lewis recalls. "'Whitey won't let you,' they told me. 'Forget it. I had to leave home. It was an uphill struggle all the way, and I made it on my own. Of course, it takes guts—but it takes guts for a white man to make it in concert music, too. You've got to be utterly determined. But I never had a chip on my shoulder, and I don't now."

Lewis' words would hearten those whites who believe in the bootstrap theory, who think the trouble with Negroes is that they never help themselves to rise out of their ghettos, as did earlier minority groups. Since Lewis' engagement, three more Negro conductors are in the news, on a more modest scale. George Frazier has been announced as guest conductor for the Beethoven Ninth with the Detroit Symphony, and George Byrd has been selected as one of the assistant conductors of the American Ballet Theatre. Byrd has been conducting in Europe for the last fifteen years (nothing was open for him here), came back for a visit, and heard about the opening entirely by chance. "The one sure thing is that I have a job now that I certainly would not have gotten in 1951," he observes dryly.

Then this May came the vastly encouraging news that the all-white Dallas Symphony (it once had a black violist, but he left for Europe) had appointed Negro Paul Freeman as an associate conductor. "Race did not feature in this decision," says music director Donald Johanos. "Dr. Freeman [he has a Ph.D from the Eastman School of Music, 1963] was picked after a six-month survey of twenty-four candidates." Freeman's first conducting position was in a Rochester, New York, synagogue as head of Rochester's Hillel Little Symphony. "I also led a ladies' chorus that sang Hebrew music," he told me, "although I didn't speak Hebrew myself." As for his present appointment, he commented, "Dallas has made great strides in recent years... the social climate has changed in Texas."

He got his first big break on the national scene
when he won a second prize in last year's Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting competition. As a result he has been invited to conduct a performance of Tristan und Isolde this month at Spoleto. Two months after he won his prize he substituted for the late André Cluytens in three subscription concerts with the San Francisco Symphony. Since then he has led the orchestras of Atlanta, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Minneapolis, and Baltimore.

Has Paul Freeman faced discrimination in his own career? "On the contrary. I showed up at a time when everyone was anxious to help. I got a Fulbright, and in Europe the State Department did everything it could to assist me in getting engagements. But I'd like to point out, you get one break because of your color—after that, you're on your own."

From this rather sunny uplift we turn to Europe, where a remarkable colony of "Afro-American musicians" live and work. They have only a horteloina for the cheery notion that "it's all changing." Negro artists are scattered in Rome, Paris, Zurich—and all over Germany's music centers. Why Germany? Another fine irony: Hitler slaughtered most of the Jewish musicians, there are thus plenty of openings, and they are being filled by another "inferior race," the Negroes.

The most noted of these expatriates is the conductor Dean Dixon, now General Director of the Frankfurt Opera. Dixon's name is revered by every Negro child who loves concert music. He left Americafor good in 1948, fed up with all the obstacles he ran into as a Negro musician. The doors were closed to him then for a permanent post, and are probably still closed. Even in Europe, Dixon had to overcome what he calls "prejudice against a black man in tails leading a hundred white musicians through a symphony." Would he come back to America today? According to Ernest Dunbar's The Black Expatriates—A Study of American Negroes in Exile (Dutton, $5.00), Dixon's attitude is "No no no no no. I kicked myself out of America, and even if I didn't nobody was interested in helping me. Because helping a Negro in my field, a field which requires a certain intellectual background, which requires a leadership ability, goes against what America says we Negroes don't possess."

But on the other hand, you talk to Negro musicians in New York, and hear, "Baloney. Dean was a hothead. Sure he's talented, but he'd have a tough time if he were as white as Lenny Bernstein. Everett Lee was ahead of his time. The girls? [Negro divas, in particular, have been successful abroad.] They love being in Europe. Being Negro enhances being a woman over there. The white boys fall over them. There's no stigma, they're glamorous. And some of them really don't sing well enough to make it in New York—over there they are exotic, which attracts audiences. And some of those European managers enjoy hiring Negroes—it proves how liberal they are and they can knock America by doing it."

Dixon was permanent conductor of the Göteborg Symphony in Sweden before his recent Frankfurt appointment. Everett Lee is another Negro conductor who settled successfully in Sweden after an abject time in America; he now heads the Norrköpings Symphony there. Twenty years ago, Lee tried to form an interracial "Cosmopolitan Little Symphony" in New York. It was to be a training orchestra for talented Negro musicians, who otherwise had no place to get orchestra experience. (This is what Benjamin Steinberg and Joseph Eger are doing today.) "I pleaded with Negroes who were overcome with defeatism," said Lee in a New York Times interview. "I pleaded with them to come in with me and keep practicing for that Big Day. It was no use. They were all too skeptical, the odds were too long. Some of them went into jazz, some of them are washing cars today." Lee even had trouble getting a place to rehearse—in Harlem. "I found an organization in Harlem that had a hall where we could rehearse. First they let us in, then they refused, saying, 'You told us this was an all-Negro orchestra.'"

**Martin Luther King** used to say "Learn Baby Learn" is far better than "Burn Baby Burn." The key to helping the Negro is to train him. In Detroit, Ford pulls hard-core Negroes off the streets of the ghettos, waives all written tests, and puts them to work in factories. In New York, crash programs prepare Negro teachers to become high school principals. The same approach could be used in the music profession. You only have to start earlier.

Henry Lewis believes that education is all-important and that the crucial age is fourteen to sixteen. "That's when the Negro boy drops out to support himself, or to help his family. That's the age when he drops his big dream about being a concert musician." "We must be made to feel that we are wanted, that there is a chance," says Sanford Allen.

What is being done to help the talented young Negro get a scholarship to a music school, or lessons with a good teacher? Very little, on an organized scale, from what I could find out. The Ford Foundation, I was told, has no program of music education for Negroes. The Juilliard School replied that there was no special program of aid, and they had "no idea how many Negroes attended Juilliard"—which in any case would have been illegal for them to know, since New York State prohibits such institutions from keeping records by race. The New England Conservatory of Music stated that they had no program to aid Negroes, were aware of none in Boston, and that they "estimated"—racially classified records would be illegal in Massachusetts too—that they had some thirty Negroes enrolled out of more than five hundred students.

I have heard of no special training venture on the West Coast either, but the Chicago Symphony Orchestra does maintain a first-rate training orchestra, which has several Negroes enrolled. This admirable scheme seems to be unique in America, sponsored and run by the Chicago orchestra itself, with
its own endowment program. St. Louis has a hustling community orchestra, and is doing much to teach Negroes, with aid from “Title Three” Federal funds.

In Harlem, singer Dorothy Maynor directs a School of the Arts “from the age of three, until the artist is ready to walk out onto a concert stage.” Special attention is devoted to string players; famous violin teacher Ivan Galamian organized their instruction program. The remarkable Japanese Suzuki method is used, and Shinichi Suzuki himself donated a scholarship to the project. Miss Maynor is very happy and very excited about her school, which has received help from the New York State Council of the Arts and from “good friends.”

The case of the Harlem Music Project, started by Joseph Eger and Sanford Allen, is less cheerful. It is appalling.

Eger and Allen wanted to do something on an ambitious scale. Their project was designed to provide a community orchestra for Harlem (with white players as well), a training orchestra for young players, with special emphasis on string training for young kids.

“Fifty years ago the ghettos of Russia provided the great pool of violinists,” Eger says. “Jews were denied most work opportunities, music was one of the few fields open to them. Today the Negro ghettos in America can and will provide our gifted violinists. We have 1,400 orchestras crying for string players in America, and for the Negro this is a golden opportunity.” He continues, “But we’re not doing them a favor, we need them in our orchestras.”

Eger put in two years, serving without pay, on the Harlem Project. He gave up recording dates when he had a rehearsal, made endless trips to Washington, collected enthusiastic letters from Governor Rockefeller’s office and Mayor Lindsay’s. He had an impressive board of directors: Bernstein, Lillian Hellman, all the right names. But he didn’t get money. To be accurate, he received $1,000, then another $5,000, and that was it.

“With all the millions being poured frantically into Harlem, we didn’t get proper funding,” Eger says. “The politicians only want to help projects that keep the lid on. Teaching Negroes to play the violin didn’t seem to fit this category.”

Eger was also faced with the cynicism of teen-age toughs when he came around and offered to teach them to play musical instruments: “Whitey just wants us to keep quiet, not to raise hell—now he hands us a fiddle.”

According to Eger, the Juilliard School of Music and Columbia’s Teachers’ College, both neighbors of Harlem, declined to help, although every individual teacher he approached to teach in Harlem accepted. “They were all wonderful. Not one said, ‘How much will I be paid?’” Eger also speaks of the glowing rewards of the concerts given by his orchestra, when he used Negro soloists such as Allen; Negro fathers would lead their neatly dressed children backstage after a concert and ask, “How can my boy learn to play the violin?”

Today, Joseph Eger has to leave the project. He’s just been signed by the Sol Hurok office, and has to think of his own career. No one, black or white, has offered to replace him in leading the Harlem Music Project.

The experience of Benjamin Steinberg’s Symphony of the New World is more heartening. Steinberg was a first violinist with the NBC Symphony under Toscanini. He is another musician who has plunged time and energy into helping Negroes in music. (“I’m not a white liberal,” he says, “I’m a white radical.”) Well-known white players such as Mike Gussakoff, Harry Glickman, Bernard Portnoi teach and sit on the first chairs—for token payment. Steinberg got $25,000 from the National Foundation of the Arts, $5,000 from the Martha Baird Rockefeller Foundation. “We need more,” he says. “A lot more.”

The secret of Steinberg’s success seems to be twofold. He was astute enough to engage a Negro personnel manager; the second reason, as stated by a Negro social worker is, “We do love him. This is the only organization I support that is headed by a white man.”

The Symphony of the New World he considers “a farm team” to train young players for professional orchestras. “I have some very gifted musicians. And come up to Harlem with me, listen in at public schools, where a well-meaning music supervisor is trying to teach violin, trombone, glee club, and clarinet, sometimes all together. You see a young child, just the way he moves his right hand on the fiddle, you know there is a born violinist there.”

Steinberg has already placed a few of his players in professional orchestras. Among this year’s supply are Syracuse’s solo cellist, Baltimore’s associate first trumpet, and both the solo violin and solo flutist of the American Symphony Orchestra. He has new problems these days. Some of his players now resent playing with whites, want black music power, an all-black orchestra. “I’ll help them get started,” Steinberg says. “I’ll be happy to.”

Solid music-training programs and financial help for talented Negroes are needed throughout the country. Dorothy Maynor needs aid, Steinberg’s Orchestra of the New World needs more friends, Eger’s Harlem Music Project is still waiting for someone to take over. Negro youngsters have to be encouraged to participate in—have even to be made aware of—such projects. And more projects are needed. It’s easy enough to say, “Where are the foundations, the educators?” But the conservatories, orchestras, philanthropies are doing little or nothing to get these kids onto a serious-music track. Neither is the government. Any accomplishment seems to lie in the activities of concerned individuals of good will. If we as Americans are too selfish of our time, energy, and money to help young Negroes, at least we as serious music lovers should be selfish enough to help tap the musical resources of the black community. We do need them more than they need us.
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Tape Recorders, like the perfect woman, is an unattainable goal. Tape, to continue the simile, plays an infinite number of roles, which make different and often mutually exclusive demands. Nonetheless, you can find a tape machine that comes near to being ideal for you.

To begin with, decide on the basic type: recorder, deck, or transport. A complete tape system has many parts: a transport to move the tape from one reel to the other; heads to erase old signals and to record and play back new ones; recording electronics to feed the proper signals to the recording heads; playback electronics to preamplify and equalize the signal from the playback head; power amplifiers to further amplify this signal; and speakers.

But you may find that you do not need a complete tape system. If your sole interest is in playing prerecorded tapes and if your audio system's preamplifier, amplifier, or receiver has a tape head input, then a transport and playback head without electronics (such as the Viking 807) will serve your purpose. But if your system lacks a tape head input, or if the input's impedance and equalization don't match the playback head of the transport you had in mind, or if your system doesn't have separate playback equalization for 7½- and 3½-ips (inches per second) tape speeds, you will need a transport with its own playback electronics. You can buy such a setup either as a playback-only deck (Sony's 155, for example) or as a separate transport and playback preamplifier (Viking).

The difference in cost between a playback-only machine and one that can also record is not very great, however; and the variety of uses you will find for the latter (including taping music off the air) will probably recommend its purchase.

Mr. Grozny, a free-lance writer whose specialty is tape recording, has turned a portion of his home into a recording studio where he also functions as a part-time custom recording engineer. His previous article in these pages, "Studio Tricks for Amateur Tapesters," ran last May.

If you don't already have an amplifier and speaker system or if you'll often be playing your tapes where you can't count on having one, you'll want a complete recorder. Such a machine usually costs up to $100 more than an equivalent deck, thanks to its built-in amplifier and speakers. The sound of these appendages is, naturally, no match for what you'd hear from the equivalent deck playing through a quality component system. Nonetheless, many recorders have fairly respectable amplifiers (5 to 10 watts per channel) and speakers that sound reasonably good. You could actually make such a recorder the nucleus of a modest sound system, adding a receiver or a tuner (and perhaps a tuntable, if yours is one of the few recorders with a phono input) and using, with either setup, the tape recorder's own amplifier and speakers. One Ampex recorder, in fact, comes with a built-in receiver. Even for the owner of a full-fledged stereo system, a complete tape recorder is handy in case your main amplifier is in the repair shop or you're reinstalling your system.

Battery-powered portables, obviously, are a necessity if you're recording or listening outdoors or in other places where plugging into power lines is difficult or impossible.

But these machines have their limitations: good speed regulation and fidelity of sound come fairly high-priced in a battery portable. With one or two exceptions (such as the Concertone 770), portables won't accept standard seven-inch reels—which rules out playback of commercially recorded tapes as well as most of those your friends make. Limited reel capacity also means limited recording time, unless you use thinner tape (with more chance of stretch or print-through) or record at lower speeds (with correspondingly lower fidelity).

Most of the better miniature ultra-portables don't accept open reels at all but use twin-hub cassettes. Cassettes are a cinch to reload quickly, even in high winds or under other adverse conditions. They're compact, convenient, and offer very good fidelity.
for speech (though only fair for music). What's more, the hundreds of commercially recorded albums available on cassettes let you take your favorite music with you anywhere, and there are also AC-operated stereo versions for home use.

If you have a continuous-loop cartridge tape player in your car, consider one for your home too. You'll thus get double duty from your cartridges. You can even record your own cartridges at home, with Sony's cartridge deck or Roberts' combination reel-to-reel and cartridge recorder. But because of their limited fidelity and the inconvenience of a system without rewind (and usually without fast-forward) the cartridge systems should be considered by the serious tape enthusiast as supplements, not alternates, to his main tape recorder.

Heads, Motors, Speeds—How Many?

Tape recorder heads perform three functions: erase, record, and play. Many good recorders have only two heads; one for erase, and one doing double duty for recording and playback. While the double-duty record/playback head is a compromise design, a good one can furnish nearly as good fidelity as separate record and playback heads designed for a specific function. But the combination head limits the versatility of a recorder. For instance, if you add independent record and playback electronics to the three independent heads, you can monitor the quality of a recording as you make it: that is, since the just-recorded signal passes the playback head an instant after leaving the record head, you can listen to the output from the playback head and know at once if something is wrong.

Since there's a time delay between the recording and playback, you can feed the playback signal back into the record circuit to make an echo. On some recorders, this takes external patchcords. On others (like the Dynaco B & O, Knightkit, Uher 8000, and some Teac models) all you do is flick a switch.

Some recorders have a fourth head which serves as the reverse-mode unit on reverse-play machines. Occasionally, a fourth head appears on a quarter-track deck as a perfectionist embellishment for playing older half-track tapes.

Mechanically, a tape recorder performs three basic jobs: rotating the capstan (a narrow-diameter spindle near the head assembly that engages the tape between itself and an idler wheel); rotating the feed reel; rotating the take-up reel. On some recorders one motor does all three jobs. Others have two motors, usually one for the capstan and another for both reels (though sometimes the capstan motor drives the take-up reel, with a separate motor for rewinding only). And the more "professional" recorders have three separate motors—one each for the capstan and the two reels.

Three motors are more reliable than the shifting linkages that transfer power from a single motor to two or more sections of the tape transport. And three-motor machines can wind and rewind tape much faster than single- or double-motored ones.

These advantages mean a lot in studio operation. Under home conditions, the difference in reliability may not show up—but the difference in weight and cost assuredly will. Moreover, the faster the tape is wound, the less likely it is to wind evenly.

One feature, though, that only three-motor decks can sport is all-solenoid operation: that is, the mechanical functions are controlled by relays rather than by direct mechanical linkage. Without this you can't have full remote control. Again, this is a feature of more interest to the pro. But it is convenient to set the remote control at your listening chair or next to the turntable when you're dubbing from records. Teac, Panasonic, Concertone, Crown, and Sony are among the makers that offer it.

As with heads and motors, the more speeds offered, the more expensive the unit. Two speeds are basic: 7½ ips for high fidelity recording and playback, and 3¾ ips for moderately high fidelity. Commercially recorded tapes are now on the market in both speeds, although most of the serious repertoire is available only at 7½ ips. Speeds of 1½ or 15/16 ips should be used for speech only; it's virtually impossible to edit such very slow tapes (the sounds are crammed too closely together), but they do permit very long recordings and great tape economy. While an extra-high speed of 15 ips will make tape editing easier, it will double your tape costs without giving you appreciably greater fidelity than you'd get at 7½ ips. But with two 15-ips machines, you can dub your 7½-ips tapes in half the normal time, 3¾ tapes four times faster than usual (though the dubs will not have as flat a response as the original).

Automated Conveniences

Automatic reverse is a feature of growing—and deserved—popularity. Until its advent, you had to get out of your chair halfway through each four-track tape you played (equivalent, usually, to the playing time of one 1P side), interchange the full reel on the right with the empty one on the left, rethread the recorder, and start it up again to hear the rest of the program. Machines with automatic reverse stop automatically at the end of the first side, then reverse direction and switch to a second playback head to play the second pair of stereo tracks. If you listen a lot to four-track tapes, you'll find this a great convenience.

Some machines have an automatic level control, which eliminates the need to watch a VU meter or adjust gain, whether you are tapping a shout or a whisper. Generally, this feature is found on portables; since they're mostly used for taping speech, automatic gain control is a great advantage. If the subject moves about, or if several sources at different distances from the microphone are to be heard, an automatic circuit can do a good job of leveling out the signal.
Left, Dynaco Beocord 2000, three-speed complete recorder with built-in mixer panel; center, low-cost Allied TD-1030 three-speed deck; right, Norelco L962, cassette tape plus FM/AM radio.

Roberts 770X, left, is complete four-speed recorder; center, Harman-Kardon TDC-33 is two-speed deck fitted over stereo receiver; right, Lafayette RK-920, two-speed automatic reverse deck.

But it also does a far better job of leveling out music than any composer, conductor, or listener worthy his salt would tolerate—the music's dynamic range gets too compressed, and shading and expression disappear. So, if you want to use a machine with automatic control for taping music as well as speech, try to find one that lets you switch the automation off so that you can control the level manually.

A recorder may come with some built-in trick effects, such as echo or sound-on-sound, and if so, that's all to the good. Before you let the presence or absence of these extras sway you from one recorder to another, however, ask yourself if you'll really use them. Perhaps you will. But in about a decade of recording, including some semiprofessional and theatrical work, I've used sound-on-sound only once (to give a demonstration of sound-on-sound techniques) and used echo only a dozen or so times. And in both cases, I used machines that did not have either of these features built in.

What these machines did have was separate microphone and line inputs, with separate level controls that permitted mixing. With this feature, plus a patchcord or two, you can do sound-on-sound, echo (if your machine has a third-head monitor), and many other effects, such as voice-over-music for slide-show and home-movie soundtracks or for livening up tape letters. (For a rundown of these techniques, see my article "Studio Tricks for Amateur Tapesters" in last May's issue.)

Dynaco's B & O recorder even has three pairs of inputs for yet more flexibility in mixing program sources. One of these handles low-impedance microphones, enabling you to use long mike cables without picking up hum or losing highs. But though it's handy to have all your features and facilities built into the machine, remember that you can add such extras as mixers and impedance-matching transformers to almost any tape recorder if you need them.

Virtually all recorders have an end-of-tape stop switch. Some also have stop switches that can be activated by a transparent spot on the tape (you rub the oxide off with cleaning fluid) or by a stick-on strip of metal foil. With these you can stop the tape automatically at any preselected point—again, a convenience that you may or may not need.

If you frequently play selections from the middle of your tapes, consider a machine with audible search, a feature that lets you hear the chatter of the tape during fast-forward and rewind, to locate the approximate section of the tape you want to hear. Some models from Bell & Howell, Heathkit, Magnecord, and Panasonic have a control that momentarily retracts the automatic tape lifters, enabling you to cue high-speed. The Dynaco B & O simply runs the tape close to, but not in contact with, the playback head during fast-winding modes. Norelco's latest reel-to-reel recorder lets you dial the location of the selection you're after and get automatic cueing: the machine winds to the preselected spot, then stops.

**Specifications and Sound**

Important as the features described above may be, your primary concern will probably be the sound
Among many new tape products from Sony/Superscope is this TC-8 unit for recording 8-track cartridges.

From Teac comes the Model A-4020, two speeds, automatic reverse for record and playback, speakers.

Tandberg 64X is a three-speed deck with built-in mixer controls, special bias head for extended response.
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Among many new tape products from Magnecord is the Tandberg 64X, a three-speed deck with built-in mixer controls. This deck is among many new products from Sony/Superscope, including the TC-8 unit for recording 8-track cartridges. From Teac, the Model A-4020 offers two speeds with automatic reverse for record and playback, speakers included.

Among many new tape products from Sony/Superscope is this TC-8 unit for recording 8-track cartridges. From Teac comes the Model A-4020, two speeds, automatic reverse for record and playback, speakers.

Tandberg 64X is a three-speed deck with built-in mixer controls, special bias head for extended response.
is fairly good at 7½ ips, anything better than 0.10 per cent is very good; 0.25 per cent to 0.2 per cent may be tolerable at lower speeds. But if you can hear it at all, there's too much wow and flutter for serious musical work.

Other Considerations

Decide before buying where you're going to keep your recorder. If you'll be taking it from the closet only sporadically, a portable case will make more sense than a scratchable if good-looking walnut base. As for installation, make certain the machine can be used in the position you want: most recorders work whether installed vertically or horizontally, but some are recommended for use in one position or the other.

Try out all the controls before you buy. Either lever or push-button controls are satisfactory, although you may find you have a definite preference for one type. The push buttons that activate solenoids (relays), found as a rule on the costliest decks, have some advantages. They permit very easy and fast control and they also permit some degree of "fast buttoning": that is, very rapid forward and reverse tape movement to locate passages for editing or replay. Whatever type of controls you choose, they should work smoothly and positively: you should never be in doubt as to whether or not you've moved a switch or lever fully into position. And the arrangement of controls should be convenient for you. (Are you, for instance, left-handed? With some machines, that makes a difference.)

Check how smoothly tape is wound onto the reel, especially in fast-forward or rewind. Try going from one motion mode to another—it's possible to break a tape but it rarely happens with a good machine.

If you choose a battery portable, make sure the controls are accessible when it's hanging from your shoulder. And with any machine that you'll be carrying from place to place a lot, it's important that the carrying handle be comfortable and the machine well balanced.

If you're going to do much tape editing (and you should), be certain either that the heads are easily accessible or that there's some convenient reference point (such as a squared-off edge on the tape head cover) where you can mark the tape for splicing.

Make sure the tape counter's easy to read. Digital types should have at least three digits (four is better). A push-button reset that lets you make a reference point on the tape without stopping it is better than the thumb-wheel type. Clock-type counters are easier to read from a distance than digital types, especially when fast-forwarding.

All this advice won't help you find that non-existent perfect tape recorder but it should help you find a machine that seems perfect to you—which is, realistically speaking, the best you can do.
Can the intransigent tape recordist accustomed to using a cardioid microphone and a three-headed, 7½-inches-per-second machine with a frequency range of 40 to 16,000 Hz ± 2 dB also learn to put up with—nay, even grow to love—a lowly cartridge tape recorder?

In darkest, loudest Africa he can indeed—perhaps not for recording the Nairobi Philharmonic performing Mahler but certainly for capturing a host of other sounds. Today’s small portable recorders using the Philips-Norelco cartridges are not to be relegated merely to the birthday-party-and-baby’s-first-words circuit. Given half a chance, good ones (by which I mean those costing upwards of $50) will amaze you with their abilities—at home or in jungle.

Originally, I myself had no intention of giving them half a chance (or any chance at all), but circumstances beyond my recording control forced me into the arms of a cassette recorder. Like most Americans, when I travel I am overburdened with baggage—clothes I may or may not need, cameras and lenses I may or may not use—leaving no hand free for a tape recorder. But sounds fascinate me, and in my travels I have heard a vast assortment of wonderful things. Unfortunately, many of them are only memories, because I was too lazy, or inefficient, or both to have a tape recorder with me. I missed, for instance, the Trinidadian calypso singer who serenaded my seven-year-old daughter when we stopped our taxi in the mountains high above Port of Spain. Though I have his likeness in color and in black and white, the song he concocted about my little girl is lost forever. I remember too the eerie jingle of a thousand bicycle bells sounding in what seemed a single continuous ring while the prayers of the Hindu faithful rose over the bells and bedlam of Agra, India, at night. But I have no recording.

If my primary concern on any trip had been recording, I would have missed little—there is on the market a small group of really first-class reel-to-reel portables—but my journeys had other purposes too. The most sophisticated tape equipment is not taken on planes lightly, and its operation calls for tender care. Can the ordinary tourist have his trip, pictures, and sound without losing his mind?

It never occurred to me that one could until I acquired a small cassette recorder two years ago. It began a very humdrum existence recording family life. It traveled with me as a conversation recorder and note taker. I had been impressed with the sample music tape which came with it, but that of course was prerecorded. My first glimmer of the machine’s unexpected potentialities appeared in my own backyard wherein great discoveries are made. We hadn’t managed to lure a veery close enough to hear his song adequately. Just for fun, I turned on the recorder, and was almost immediately able to play back a startlingly exact reproduction of the bird’s call—and this—with an inexpensive omnidirectional microphone and a 1½-ips tape speed. In quick succession, jays and thrushes were added to the tape and I learned that the little machine would tolerate a maximum volume recording level well, provided the microphone was held with no motion and there was no breeze. On my next trip to Tobago, in the West Indies, the cassette recorder went with me. It never captured the entire range of a steel band adequately: the peculiar sweet metal character of the oil drums and the electronic derring-do of the electric guitars outwitted my little recorder’s 100- to 6,000-Hz brains. But individual calypso singers with their guitars could be recorded with surprising fidelity. The night noises of Tobago were a special delight, and perhaps I have the authoritative sonic documentation of two species of Tobagonian frogs. I learned that the single volume control was forgiving of too much volume. If the subject was not less than ten feet away and wasn’t playing a trumpet (not usual among frogs), it seemed impossible to overload the recorder no matter what the volume control level indicator.

Herbert Keppler, Editorial Director & Publisher of Modern Photography, loves to travel, camera in hand, to exotic places. This leaves him one hand free for his other favorite pastime, taping the sounds that he hears.

WITH MIKE AND TAPE IN LOUDEST AFRICA

By Herbert Keppler
said. Tape cassettes could be interchanged on the run within ten seconds. A good set of alkaline energizers lasted for about forty hours (but you must take into account the endless times you replay the tapes for interested onlookers, which really causes the main battery drain). The controls were simple, there was no fumbling for changing and threading reels, I had only a feather-light three pounds on my shoulder, and the tiny bulk (4½ by 7½ by 2½ inches) never got in the way.

I had a few complaints of course. For my particular unit, the older Carry-Corder 150, controls are not located for easy portable use: if they were grouped on the edge of the recorder where you could see them as you carry the unit (like some newer cassette recorders and many of the reel-to-reel portables), life would be simpler. And a digital foot counter would be a blessing. My main worry: running out of tape without realizing it. Looking through the glass panel at the enclosed tape reels is not convenient. But when I returned home and fed the tape signal from the portable into my regular high fidelity system, listeners simply refused to believe that a cassette recorder was the responsible instrument.

The cassette machine's big challenge came when my wife and I made a trip to East Africa. While you can purchase excellent recordings of lions roaring, hippos grunting, birds singing, they aren't your lions, hippos, and birds. They belong to the man who made the recording. And who knows what else you alone might hear and record?

Anyone who has traveled to East Africa remembers the fine, choking red dust without fondness. It seeps into everything—unless everything is wrapped carefully in plastic bags. We took along many of these protective coverings for our camera equipment, and one, fastened with a rubber band, neatly sealed in our "audio gear."

The recorder never failed us, although admittedly we or the animals sometimes failed it. Ever try to track down a pride of roaring lions at 4 a.m., with each of your companions having a different idea of where they might actually be? And Leo doesn't continue roaring to keep you posted, either, although we have the gnawing sounds of lions on a kill at ten feet. Also hippo snuffles and grunts, the bleating of a great herd of wildebeest in migration, the laughter of hyenas, the East African English of our guide Dennis Ker (of Ker, Downey, and Selby Safaris), the soft Swahili of the Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda park rangers, the snorting jumble of the Toyota four-wheel-drive land cruiser . . . all these things furnished us with an irreplaceable sound montage of our adventures.

Not everything was managed without trial and error. On one occasion, in Kenya, we saw a vast sea of flamingo on Lake Nakuru, but as we tried to capture their cawing call and flapping wings we ran into the obstructive effects of a strong wind. It whipped over the microphone no matter how we tried to hide it or cover it with handkerchiefs, and it wreaked decided havoc with the sound. We finally solved the problem sufficiently for a recording success, by rolling the car window part way up and holding the microphone inside the car just under the edge of the glass. The glass cut the wind while allowing sufficient flamingo-ese to drift over the microphone head. This trick once learned, we frequently succeeded in defeating the wind.

While I have all of this adequately on tape, it isn't on tape the way I should like it—and my own miserliness is to blame. I took with me ten pristine blank cassettes, each of which could handle one hour (thirty minutes on each side) of recording. Now with all that fresh tape you would think I would not risk using an old tape—but I had brought along one old cartridge on which I had recorded my children at home. Why not simply record over them? I now know why you shouldn't. Despite all efforts to stop recordings on a dime and to begin again at precisely the same spot after listening to what you've recorded, man and recorder are not perfect. As often as not, after listening to our last take we would overrun just a hair when we started the next take; consequently, a short spurt of what had been originally recorded on the tape would burst through the African air between separate takes. To hear three seconds of my six-year-old son's voice sandwiched between the cries of the silver-cheeked hornbill and the red-eyed dove was rather startling to say the least. In transferring sound from the cassette to the final master tape later, we could, of course, edit out the nonavian messages. However, the job taught me never again to reuse tape in short passages unless I had previously erased all sound beforehand.

I also developed the mistaken habit of stopping the recorder whenever I assumed no further caw, grunt, roar, or yelp would be forthcoming. I was wrong as often as I was right, and thereby missed many sounds. It took some time before I realized that I could let the recorder run. If the voices were soundless, I could rewind to my initial spot; if voices were intermittent, I could edit out the soundless passages later.

Keeping track of just what animal or bird we had recorded on what spot of the tape was among our more taxing efforts. Since we had to keep relatively still, particularly for bird calls, we couldn't ask our guide to recite the name of the caller immediately after we had recorded it. Instead, we had to badger him in the evening to listen to what we had taped during the day and then try to relate it to the rather primitive footage indicator on the cassette itself—another reason why a digital counter would have been a blessing.

Taping under African field conditions produced some fascinating problems. Usually we were incarcerated in our vehicle, holding microphones out windows, top hatches, or, when windy, below the glass level of the windows. Lions and game wardens look with displeasure upon tourists disembarking to get closer to a kill; the tourist can suddenly find that
he is it. Recording from a car (provided you have
the basic foresight to turn off the engine to avoid
noise) is not difficult, but it offers enough surprises
to keep you on your toes. For some time we couldn't
identify the gentle swish we heard at the beginning
of every recording we made shortly after stopping
the Toyota land cruiser. Finally we discovered that
we were recording the sounds of the gasoline sloshing
about in the tank before it settled down. Thenceforth
no recording began until we heard the familiar slosh
subside.

Keeping all hands quiet (and I do mean hands)
while recording was another problem. The sound of
a guide scratching his head may be fascinating (some-
thing like sandpaper against wood), but it doesn't
mix well with the voices of animals. The shifting of
weight over creaky car springs may afford another
fascinating sonic study, but a cassette machine can't
do it justice—particularly when the main target is a
grunting hippo. Keeping quiet was particularly diffi-
cult since we were shooting pictures at the same
time we were attempting to record. We solved this
problem by setting the tape recorder level, pushing
the record button in, and then handing our guide the
remote control part of our Norelco microphone
(which can be separated from the main mike). He
could then stop and start the recorder from his seat
up front no matter where we had placed the micro-
phone itself. Actually, our ingenuity worked too
well. The guide became so fascinated with the remote
control that we had a hard time wresting the control
from him.

As it turned out, the cassette recorder developed
some uses we hadn't at all foreseen for it. One day
we came across another group of tourists, observing
a pride of lions who looked abnormally peaceful to
us but who nevertheless were emitting great roars.

When we approached closer we found that the car-
load of watchers had a tape recorder with them and
were trying to get some action from the animals by
playing back at them some prerecorded lion roars.

Since you're not allowed to throw items or make
loud banging noises to attract game in the national
preserves and parks, many guides have resorted to
turning a lion or leopard's head with a tape record-
ing. Sometimes it works. We too began to use our
own tapes on the cassette to attract animals so that
we could photograph them and persuade them to re-
lease a sound or two. Sometimes it worked and then
again sometimes . . .

The cassette recorder also became my wife's pri-

cate Swahili tutor. Unlike her partner, she's very
adept at languages and soon resolved to bring back
as much Swahili as she could in the brief three weeks
we were to be in Africa. She would ask a guide to
repeat her English sentence in Swahili, then she
would repeat his translation as best she could. During
the evenings she would play back the guide's Swahili
and her attempts at it, to see how close she was to
the original and how she might improve. And now
we have a taped refresher course right here at home
for Louise to use whenever she feels her Swahili
is slipping.

We learned that it never paid to leave the tape
recorder at the base camp on the expectation that
there would be nothing to record that day. It was
precisely when we were recorderless that hippos
would burst into what seemed to be glorious song,
or we would come across a chattering band of Masai
warriors with their herds of tinkling-halled cattle.

Leaving the recorder behind was always an error.
Unlike a camera, which can be precious little good
in the dark, the tape recorder knows no limitations.

There was never a time when it could not have per-
formed—except when we had forgotten to take it or
it had slipped its pulley.

I knew there was one last important piece of in-
formation I had to impart. There is little I found that
could go wrong with a cassette recorder except for
pulley problems. In using a number of units I have
found that the pulleys driving the main capstan and
the two reel spindles slip off the wheels. Suddenly
the recorder won't take up or won't rewind. With
many models taking off the back cover is a very
simple matter, and rethreading the pulley takes only
a few moments. But before you go off on an expedi-
tion, better take a look at the innards of your machine
and see how the pulleys are supposed to operate so
that you'll know when something goes wrong just
what it might be. Needless to say, if you have a
portable cassette recorder which is constitutionally
against such simple disassembly, desist.

And so, from being thought a master of none,
my cassette recorder has evolved into a jack-of-all-
trades with remarkable ability in most. The usual
stillness of my backyard is often broken now with
lion roars. African bird calls, land cruiser motors
roaring and rocketing along dirt roads in Kenya. It
gets the neighbors sometimes, but I love it.
First Aid for Your Tape Recorder

IF THERE'S ONE THING any tape recorder owner hates, it's a trip to the repair shop. Because most servicemen don't pick up or deliver, you yourself are reduced to loading twenty-two pounds of electronics into the family chariot, finding a place to park downtown on a busy Saturday, lugging the recorder into the service agency, and standing still while the serviceman tells you it will be at least four weeks before you see it again. On the wall is a sign informing you that, unless you're lucky enough to have a warranty on your recorder, the cost will be $12.50 an hour for labor, with a minimum charge of $7.50. If the machine needs a complete overhaul, the tab will come to $29.50—but that's only if it doesn't need any new parts. They're extra.

Small wonder, then, that most tape hobbyists try to keep their recorders out of repair shops as long as possible, trying first aid before calling on the services of a professional. Fine—but it's important to know how much you can do yourself.

One of the first things you should determine is whether your recorder is covered by a manufacturer's warranty and, if so, what its provisions are. Generally, warranties cover the first ninety days of ownership and provide for free parts and/or labor during that period. In most cases, both labor and parts are supplied if the defect is the manufacturer's fault; if, for example, you find that the motor shaft is bent when you receive the machine, the manufacturer will replace it free. But if you drop your recorder, and thus damage it, some manufacturers will supply the labor only (you must pay for the parts) while others assume no responsibility at all.

Virtually all warranties contain a provision limiting the manufacturer's liability in the case of unauthorized repairs. Manufacturers claim that someone who doesn't know what he's doing can cause additional damage by "repairing" a minor fault incorrectly. Generally speaking, if your recorder is covered by a warranty, you're better off having the repair station service it no matter how minor the ailment seems to be.

Whether your machine is in or out of warranty, however, you can take some steps to postpone or reduce repair bills. None of these affects your warranty, and they can assure you of better-sounding recordings.

1. Read your instruction book carefully. Service agencies report that as many as forty per cent of the recorders sent to them—particularly those newly purchased—have nothing whatever wrong with them. The natural inclination on the part of most people who have acquired a new machine is to plug the unit in and get sound as quickly as

Associate Editor Angus has been tape recording around the world for over ten years.
2. Keep your recorder clean and your heads demagnetized. Service agencies blame dirt as the largest single source of trouble in ailing recorders.

The first order of business is to select the right cleaner. There are on the market a number of commercial preparations suitable for use on most recorders; but before you buy any, check your instruction manual to see if it recommends a particular type or cautions against certain cleaning agents. Commercial preparations often contain xylene, which works well on most machines, although it can attack the plastic parts often found on some machines. For them, denatured alcohol generally is recommended. On other types of recorders, however, denatured alcohol can gum up the heads and is not recommended for general use.

To apply the cleaner, most commercial suppliers include a brush. Actually, it's wiser to use a Q-tip—a cotton swab on a stick, sold by drugstores. The cotton tip absorbs the cleaner, can fit more conveniently than a brush into inaccessible areas, and is less likely to scratch recorder heads.

Any area that comes in contact with the tape should be cleaned—tape guides, tape heads, capstan, and rubber idler wheel. Swab gently but firmly until all the visible areas look clean. Once you've removed the oxide buildup and any adhesive from tape splices, you may wish to roll the swab gently inside the head assembly to pick up any stray clumps of dust and dirt. How often? It depends on how much you use your recorder. Professionals often clean their recorders every hour or two, but the average home user should be able to get by with a once-a-week cleaning. Don't underestimate the importance of clean tape heads. They can make the difference between clear sound and distortion. Clean capstans and tape guides often help smooth the passage of tape across the deck, which, if impeded by dirt, can become so erratic that you'd think the machine had a major mechanical defect.

The need for head demagnetization, or degaussing, has been unduly stressed by writers on tape recording. Though magnetization may build up on the record head, acting as an eraser for high frequencies, there are far fewer heads magnetized than so-called experts would have you believe. Nevertheless, an ounce of prevention is still worth a pound of cure. Assuming you have cleaned the tape heads and still feel that your recorder isn't giving you all the high frequencies it once did or that your prerecorded tapes don't sound as bright as they should, you can suspect the heads need demagnetization. To do the job, you'll need a steady hand and a head demagnetizer ($2.00 to $6.50)—a gadget consisting of two pole pieces which you place on the head and move gently over the entire surface. To avoid scratching the head, the better demagnetizers come with protective plastic sleeves. If yours doesn't, you can make one by fastening a piece of cellophane tape across the pole pieces. Before using the demagnetizer, make sure your recorder is turned off and there is no tape in the head assembly. Before magnetized heads do any serious damage, they warn you by increasing the amount of hiss you hear on your tapes. When you hear a hiss buildup, it's time to demagnetize.

3. Learn how to isolate the source of trouble. Such common complaints as hum in one channel or a failure of one channel to record off the air or from records frequently can be traced to a faulty patch cord rather than to the recorder itself. It's much easier and cheaper to buy a new patch cord (or to repair the defective one yourself) than to take the recorder in for servicing. Again, when one channel cops out during recording or playback, the trouble often is outside the recorder itself. To find out, reverse the leads at the recorder. If the defect hops from one channel to the other, the trouble is not in your recorder but in your cables or other components. If your recorder's left
channel refuses to record off the air, does it also refuse to record from a microphone? Does it refuse to play back the left channel of a prerecorded tape?

By trial and error, recording and playing back, you can determine whether one or both channels are affected, whether the problem occurs in recording as well as playback. Even if the process reveals that the trouble is in fact inside the recorder, you've saved the serviceman a lot of time if you can tell him the possibilities you've eliminated which he would otherwise have to explore. If nothing else, your efforts should result in a smaller repair bill.

These three rules can't eliminate all of your repair problems. But they can make less frequent your trips to the repair shop and can substantially lower your bills. They require no technical knowledge and are heartily endorsed by every manufacturer.

Now, let's get down to some specifics involving the inside of the recorder itself. As we've noted earlier, if your machine still is covered by a guarantee, you'd be well advised to stop reading here. Home first aid for internal afflictions is definitely not recommended by recorder manufacturers. If, however, you own an older machine, or if you have some technical experience, or if there's no repair shop nearby, you may want to consider some of the following solutions to problems.

**HEADS**

A common complaint with older recorders is a loss of high frequencies. If you've eliminated dirty and/or magnetized heads as a cause, there are other possibilities: a misaligned head; too much bias current into the record head, worn or damaged heads. These defects are listed here not in descending order of probability but in ascending order of difficulty for the average person to deal with. Even head alignment can be very tricky, and the rule must be: if in doubt, stay out.

A head out of alignment is one whose gap doesn't meet the tape at a 90-degree angle. For best results, all heads—playback, record, and erase—should meet the tape at an exact right angle. Most alignment troubles occur with the record and/or playback heads, rather than with the erase head. To find out which (if yours is a three-head machine), play a commercially recorded tape, or at least one that you know sounds good on another machine. If the sound is good on your machine, then any trouble you've been having with your own recordings must be in the record head. If the sound lacks brilliance, the playback head on your machine is the culprit.

Most heads can be shifted by small screw adjustments. But the adjustment is critical. For about $5.00 you can buy a test tape containing a series of tones recorded on a precisely aligned head. To adjust your playback head, play the test tape and slowly turn the screws until you get the loudest possible tone. If your recorder's VU meter indicates playback as well as record level, note where the needle swings with each adjustment, pick the maximum, and stop. To adjust the record head of a three-head machine, you'll need a second recorder, which you know to be in perfect alignment. Play the test tape on it as you record on the machine you're aligning. Monitor the tape with the playback head and adjust for peak monitor output.

Most recorders contain an internal adjustment for bias control. To do the job, you need a screw driver with an insulated handle, a spare recorder, a test tape, and a sensitive ear. A desirable substitute for the latter is a VTVM (vacuum tube voltmeter). The first step is to locate the bias trim screws (the recorder service manual should identify them for you). There is one screw for each channel. If your recorder is a three-head unit, you'll have an easier time than if it has a combined record-playback head. For either type, the procedure is much the same. You play the alignment tape on a spare recorder and copy it on the recorder you're adjusting. If yours is a three-head model, monitor the copy from the tape as it's being recorded—by VTVM, if you have one, or by ear. You simply turn the bias-adjustment screw very carefully until you get maximum volume or a peak meter reading. The procedure is the same with a two-head machine, except that you must play back the copy to estimate its level, make very careful adjustments by guess, rerecord, and then try to determine by playing the new version whether it was louder or softer than your previous effort. You repeat the procedure until your ears and memory tell you which position produced the loudest recording. With a VTVM, on the other hand, you can indicate with a grease pencil where the needle peaks on each playback to get an accurate setting.

Head replacement is complicated by the fact that it involves mechanical and rewiring chores that precede realignment and bias adjustments. In any event, the former jobs are facilitated these days by the large number of replacement kits available. But determin-
ing whether a head needs replacement at all may prove beyond the scope of most amateurs. One telltale sign of bad wear would be scratches on the head; another would be dismal performance even after careful cleaning. Degaussing, bias and alignment adjustments.

The method of fastening the head varies among recorder models, and complete instructions should come with the replacement kit. Before you disconnect anything, make sure that the kit is an exact replacement for both the make and model you own. Virtually every American-made and most popular foreign models have replacement heads available these days. Most heads in new machines have shoes which slip over pins on the head, somewhat like a phono cartridge. Remove these (noting which shoe goes to which pin) and unbolt the head. Before you remove the head itself, you're likely to have a handful of washers, springs, nuts, and bolts. Make sure you don't lose any; you'll need them to install the new head. When your new head is in place, clean it, degauss it, and align it—following the procedure outlined above.

CONNECTIONS
If your recorder develops a pronounced resonant peak at some high frequency, the trouble may lie in a dirty volume control or a badly soldered amplifier connection. Check and clean the volume controls first, using a commercial cleaner or a Q-tip. If that doesn't do the trick, you'll have to search for a broken connection in the amplifier circuit, and then repair it with a soldering iron.

SPEAKERS
If your recorder refuses to produce sound from prerecorded tapes and you've eliminated such possibilities as the recorder's speakers being shut off, check the leads to the loudspeakers for breaks. If the leads prove firm, the trouble may be an unsoldered connection in the amplifier or some other amplifier fault which will involve servicing. If the recorder's own speakers produce poor sound but you can get normal quality by piping the sound through your component system, it may be time to replace the speakers. With most built-ins replacement is a relatively simple job, consisting of unbolting the old speaker, removing the wires from the speaker terminals (the connection may be soldered, made with a screw terminal, or with clips), and removing the speaker. In shopping for a replacement, try to get one exactly the same size and impedance (if in doubt, take the old one to the store with you). Bolt the new speaker into place and connect the wires to the proper terminals.

METERS
Defective recording meters can cause no end of trouble. One symptom may be the need to turn the gain all the way up when making a recording in order to get a flicker on the meter—and then to find that you've overloaded the signal on the tape. If in doubt, tap the meter gently during recording. If the needle jumps, you may need a new meter. If you're handy with a soldering iron, you may be able to make the replacement yourself. Make sure that you get an exact replacement, preferably from a radio parts supplier who handles your particular recorder, before you begin.

MOTORS
Motors eventually wear out or break down. If your recorder's motor begins running erratically, slowing down, getting hot, or refusing to run altogether, you might want to examine it for a bent shaft or motor cooling fan, for dirty brushes (in the case of battery-operated portables in particular), for a disconnected or shorted lead to the motor, or for a break in the motor winding. Replacing a motor requires some do-it-yourself experience (and again a steady hand), but it represents a significant saving in service bills. Before replacing, however, check other possible causes for motor malfunction: a braking system which operates even during normal play or a warped tape reel which scrapes on the deck can put enough strain on a motor to slow it down, make it heat up, or cause speed variations; and motor leads do become frayed. Once those possibilities are ruled out and it is clear that the motor itself is defunct, look for a new one that is an exact replacement for the original.

Unless you're an electronic technician with a houseful of test equipment, your recorder will need professional servicing eventually. But the man with some technical know-how can do some things for himself by following the procedures we've suggested—and any owner at all can keep his machine operating in topnotch condition longer, and thus keep his repair bills fewer and smaller, by observing the three basic rules we outlined earlier.
Despite the prevalence of look-alikes and sound-alikes in audio, every now and then the maverick spirit asserts itself and produces something that turns out to be as good from a performance standpoint as it is interesting from a design standpoint. So it is with the new Bose 901 speaker system, which—while an obvious departure from the familiar two-cubic-foot-walnut-box approach to speaker design—strikes us as one of the best sound reproducers we have ever heard.

Basically, the Bose 901 is a speaker system whose acoustic response is influenced by the electrical response of an equalizer unit inserted in the amplification chain. One equalizer serves to control two stereo channels. Each speaker system itself consists of nine specially designed four-inch drivers installed in a five-sided enclosure so that one driver faces into the listening room while the other eight radiate against a wall or other surface behind the enclosure. The nine speakers in each enclosure are identical, and no crossover network is used.

A question that immediately comes to mind is: can several small speakers match the bass performance of one large woofer? Let's see. It is apparent that the Bose system is based on certain specific design concepts, not all of which are completely accepted in audio circles. To wit: a relatively high amount of reflected sound, vis-à-vis direct radiated sound, is very desirable in playback; what one hears out of the speaker system is more important than what can be measured going into the system (the acoustic response should be flat even though the electrical signal itself is not); in creating a wide-range, high-quality speaker system the woofer-tweeter-with-crossover-network approach can be successfully ignored if suitable design steps are taken in the use of several identical drivers; nonparallel sides for an enclosure are more desirable than parallel sides; a speaker system ought to incorporate provisions—instead of or in addition to those normally found on an amplifier—for specific forms and degrees of tonal compensation related to input program material, speaker system characteristics, and leading to the acoustics of the listening room.

If all this sounds complex, it is. Briefly, here's how it works: the spatial presentation of sonic information, particularly germane to stereo, is accomplished by deliberately introducing a high (eight-to-one, approximately) ratio of indirect-to-direct sound. The sound reflecting off the walls blends with the sound from the lone driver in front to enhance the ambience and spatiality of the reproduction. At the same time the total area of speaker diaphragms improves the radiation resistance of the

The Bose speaker system uses sound coming off the walls to help create superior stereo out front. First diagram shows normal amount of left and right channel sound with center mix. Next, angling speakers inward throws more sound to sides, emphasizes separation. Last sketch shows how mix and less separation result when speakers are toed outward.
system in loading or transferring sound into the listening area. At low frequencies all nine speakers respond in phase to move fairly large amounts of air, thus radiating bass power. At high frequencies the small diaphragm of each speaker naturally behaves like a tweeter. Differences in individual resonances are overcome by the close internal coupling of the drivers, with the result that the response of the total array becomes fairly smooth, as compared to the characteristic response of any single driver.

To extend the range of this smooth response and also to shape it to suit both program material and room acoustics, Bose employs an “active equalizer,” a solid-state device that boosts the very low and very high ends of the spectrum. By using its controls, you can vary the degree of boost at either end (twenty frequency contours are available), but some lift always remains effective. The equalizer comes before the power amplification section of whatever equipment you’re using; its connections permit you to patch it into a separate preamp and power amp, into an integrated amplifier, or into a receiver. Electronically speaking, the equalizer is a fairly sophisticated device—one of its functions, for instance, is to compensate for the acoustical character of the grille cloth over the speaker enclosure.

If this sounds like electronic hocus-pocus, consider that it is really no more so than the equalization (i.e., frequency gimmicking) used on records and tapes, which is compensated for by reciprocal circuits in every modern amplifier and receiver. Analysis of the Bose approach and—more important—many hours of listening to the system certainly justify and validate it in my opinion. Indeed, after comparing its various frequency contours, playing a number of recordings, I’d go so far as to say that you can use the Bose equalizer as a “trimmer” adjustment to further refine the existing RIAA characteristic during playback, thereby cleaning up both the very low and high ends of the audible response of many recordings. It also helps the tonal balance of FM broadcasts and of prerecorded tapes (though the latter generally strike me as better balanced to begin with) played through your system.

Because the equalization comes before the power amplifier, it can make demands of the latter that may exceed its capabilities. For this reason the Bose 901 is not recommended for use with puny amplifiers unless you’re willing to settle for less than the full response capabilities of the system. Amplifiers (or amplifier sections of receivers) that can deliver at least 20 watts RMS power per channel into an 8-ohm load are recommended. At the same time, the power-handling ability of the combined nine drivers is prodigious, and permits using amplifiers that can deliver over 100 watts RMS per channel.

Aware that my verdict is in part subjective (and allowing too for the protean nature of the audio field, in which some future development may cause me to modify this opinion), I will say that as of now the Bose 901 strikes me as the best-sounding speaker system in its size and price class I have yet auditioned. Indeed, it rivals many systems built to larger dimensions and/or costing considerably more. In its midrange and highs—for clarity, full range, wide dispersion, open and natural sound—it is unsurpassed by anything I’ve heard. In its bass it is easily a match for the best of the air-suspension systems, and is outperformed only by the costliest and biggest of the top giants and horn systems. You actually have to think in terms of systems about double its cost, or more, to find speakers that surpass it at the low end—and then, they do so only by a few notes around the 20 Hz to 25 Hz region, or by what may be called an almost “subsonic feel” that is perceptible only on some program material. As for stereo spread and depth, no pair of speaker systems I’ve yet installed managed to create a more convincing and pleasing panorama of sound without the aid of center-fill or surround speakers to augment the presentation.

I did not attempt to push the 901 to its theoretical limit of 270 watts power-handling capacity (this figure is based on a 30-watt rating for each of the nine drivers in one enclosure), but I did run it from a 50-watt-per-channel amp. At louder than normal levels and with the equalizer contour set to deliver flat response, I found that the bass line held up firmly and cleanly to 40 Hz. Then—with some slight doubling that was considerably less than on most speaker systems and which did not increase as frequency was lowered—it continued strongly and with remarkable linearity to 26 Hz. By reducing the input level just slightly, to a more normal listening level, I found the 901 responded down to 23 Hz. The middles and highs were exceptionally smooth, clean, and strong, showing virtually no directional effects. A 10-kHz tone could be heard in another room; 13 kHz was audible fairly well off axis;
14 kHz was audible closer on axis; and from here the response sloped off towards inaudibility. White noise response was exceptionally smooth and well distributed throughout the listening area.

To test the equalizer and Bose’s claim that the 901 system responds with alacrity to differences in program sources, I played the same recordings with different pickups, and different recordings with the same pickup. Details of this extended listening occupied several of us for days; what it comes to is this: the equalizer not only serves generally to contour the amplifier response with respect to the 901 speakers, but it can (indeed, should, for the most accurate playback) also be used to vary this contour—subtly, but to critical ears effectively—at both the extreme high and low ends of a system’s total response. In this way all the elements involved (program source, amplifier, room acoustics) can be brought into suitable or integrated acoustic focus. In this sense, the 901 system is the closest approach to the concept of “sound conditioning” of a listening room yet encountered in a commercially available, competitively priced product. And it is all the more commendable for its ease in use: the equalizer is a small walnut box that you can install next to or on top of your main control panel, whether it’s part of a separate amplifier or a stereo receiver. After some experiment you will find the best positions for its controls for various recordings and/or different cartridges used in playing those recordings. For instance, using the Ortofon to play some Columbia records of the New York Philharmonic under Bernstein, I found it more agreeable to cut back on the high end a few steps; with the Shure V-15 II I cut back only one step. For Vanguard’s recent Dolbyized releases I cut back one step with the Ortofon, but ran the system flat for the Shure. In discussing these adjustments with the manufacturer I was told that the exact degree of adjustment is bound to vary in different listening rooms but that the general pattern I had hit on seemed valid: recordings and pickups—even those that may be termed high quality—do vary in acoustic tone, and Bose’s aim is to provide the keen-eared listener with a means (if he opts to use it) of compensating for those variations.

Yet another area of compensation—this one primarily with regard to individual room acoustics and relative location of the speakers—is offered by the 901 system. The accompanying diagrams illustrate this point, and again the effects represented are definitely audible. If you toe the speakers inward, more sound will come from the sides of the room; this effect increases the apparent stereo spread and may be desirable if the speakers have to be located fairly close to each other, say about three feet apart. If you toe the speakers outward, less sound will come from the sides and there will be more of a center-fill effect—useful if the speakers are installed very far apart, say about fifteen feet from each other. In any location, you must leave about a foot of space behind the speaker and any amount of space at its side in order to allow the “bounce-and-reflect” effect to develop. Correctly installed along these lines, the pair of 901 systems provides full stereo from just about any listening position in the room. Combined with the sense of front-to-rear depth they project, the sound never seems to be emanating from boxes; rather you feel that the sound is “just there,” and fairly well spread about you too. The acoustic perspective thus provided comes surprisingly close to simulating the sort of ambience you normally would get only by using “surround” and center-fill speakers in addition to the normal stereo pair.

Add to these virtues the utterly clean wide-range response of a 901, its neutral, well-balanced, transparent quality on all program material, and you feel you’ve made some sort of stereo discovery. And it doesn’t pall, either: you can listen to this system for hours on end without getting listener fatigue—if your own response to it is like ours, you’ll be reluctant to turn it off and go to bed.

If you don’t mind paying a lot less for a lot more, try the new University deceiver

If we had priced our new Studio Pro-120 Solid-State FM/Stereo Receiver at half again more than its $379.50, the whole thing would have been deceptively simple. Then no one, not even the most spend-thrifty status seeker, could question its modest price versus its immodest quality.

If the thought of paying a lot less to get a lot more bothers you, we’ll tell you why the Studio Pro-120 is such a value. For over 35 years, we’ve built some of the world’s finest speakers and sold them at prices lower than anything comparable. We’re famous for that. But who ever heard of a University receiver?

The Studio Pro-120 is our first, so we put everything we could into it, including our many years of experience in designing sophisticated audio electronics for the military. The results turned out to be so fantastic, we had every spec certified by a leading independent testing lab. That way, when you compare our middle-of-the-line price with quality that’s quite comparable to the top-of-the-line of the Big 5, you’ll know both are for real.

And if that isn’t enough, how about asking your dealer for a re-print of the three-page article on the Studio Pro-120 from the January, 1968, issue of Audio Magazine.

Better yet, play with the Pro-120. Listen to it. And by all means compare it to any much higher-priced receiver in the store. We’ll bet you’ll wind up with our magnificent deceiver, as long as you don’t mind paying a lot less while getting a lot more.

University Sound
A Division of Litton Altec Inc.

AMPLIFIER SECTION: IHF Power Output: 120 watts total, IHF Standard at 0.3% THD. Frequency Response: +0.3 dB at 10 Hz to 100 kHz. Power Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 40 kHz, IHF Standard. Intermodulation Distortion: Less than 0.5% at any combination of frequencies up to rated output. Tone Control Range: 18 dB at 20 Hz and 20 kHz. Damping Factor: 50 to 1. Noise Level: (Below rated output) Tape Monitor: -80 dB—Auxiliary: -90 dB—Phono: -60 dB—Tape Head: -63 dB. Input Sensitivity: (For rated output) Tape Monitor: -80 dB—Auxiliary: -90 dB—Phono: -60 dB—Tape Head: -63 dB. Input Impedance: Phonos and Tape Head: 15,000 ohms—Tape Monitor: 200,000 ohms—Auxiliary: 50,000 ohms. Load Impedance: 4 to 16 ohms. FM TUNER SECTION: Sensitivity: 0.1 µV for 20 dB of quieting. 2.3 µV for 30 dB of quieting. IHF, Frequency Response: +0.5 dB from 20 to 10,000 Hz. Capture Ratio: Less than 1 dB. Image Rejection: Greater than 90 dB. IF Rejection: Greater than 30 dB. Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz. Selectivity, Alternate Channel: 55 dB. Drift: 0.1%. Distortion: Less than 0.5% at 100% modulation ± 75 kHz deviation. Multiplex Switching: Fully automatic logic circuit. GENERATION: Dimensions: 43½” H x 16½” W x 12” D (including knobs). Weight: 17 lbs. Amplifier Protection: Three 1-ampere circuit breakers. Complement: 31 Silicon & MOSFET transistors. 21 Diodes, 2 Integrated circuits (each containing 10 transistors, 7 diodes, 11 resistors).

UNIVERSITY saving money never sounded better
Once you've met up with our monster with four heads, you're done for. Your amateur days are over. That's because the 4-track Solid State stereo RS-790S has just about everything you need to do a professional job of taping.

First, there's 3-speed Dual Capstan drive. It ends audible flutter and wow. And the sound is all the better for it.

Four heads are better for sound, too. And the Console-Aire delivers 30-18,000 cps and a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 52 db's. It all adds up to the greater fidelity the pros listen for.

Another great thing is continuous Automatic Reverse. Records and plays back in both directions. It means no more interruptions. And you'll never have to flip over a reel again. At any point on the tape you can manually punch up reverse, too. Of course, if you don't want it to run on forever, use the automatic shut off.

Pause Control is another nice feature. It operates in forward and reverse, and locks down for easy editing.

It gets better. There's headphone output for private listening. Makes it easier to record sound-on-sound and sound-with-sound. If that sounds like a lot of sound, it should. You get 20-watt output through two 7" oval speakers with baffle boards.

There's more to come. Like two Dynamic Pencil Mikes with stands. Connecting cords and other extras.

That's not all. You get 2 precision VU meters, separate tone and volume controls, lighted directional indicators, and a 4-place digital counter. Top this with a smoked-glass dust cover, and you're on your way.

After all, it's what you'd expect from the world's largest manufacturer of tape recorders.

So go into any dealer's we permit to carry Panasonic. We have a feeling that once you come face-to-face with our beautiful four-headed monster, you'll lose your amateur standing forever. (And for just $329.95*)

COMMENT: The Scott Copley happens to be the first stereo system in console form to be offered for testing and evaluation on a component high fidelity basis. Indeed, its parts all can be bought as separate components; what Scott has done here is to assemble and package them in a striking console cabinet that comes ready to plug in and play. The old bugaboo of feedback from speakers to phono pickup has been eliminated by a floating, shock-proof technique (known as Isomount) for installing the turntable. This technique not only eliminates feedback but renders the record player highly immune to external jarrings, including bumping the cabinet and stomping on the floor. The speaker systems are isolated in their own sealed, rock-solid enclosures at either end of the console. They pump out bass in the 30-Hz region like no speakers we ever heard in such an all-in-one system.

In packaging a superior stereo system in convenient and attractive format, Scott has not overlooked many of the flourishes and extras sought by the serious audio fan. For instance, there's provision for hooking up extra stereo speakers - to pipe the sound into another room, or to enhance the spread in the main room. A front panel control lets you choose any combination of speakers. There's also tape recorder in and out jacks, the tape monitor function, two stereo headphone jacks, and inputs for microphone and for electric guitar. The last two jacks can be used interchangeably. They let you tape, or perform live through the Copley, your own duos including accompanying yourself on an instrument. A set of extra inputs lets you connect any additional external high-level program source, such as TV sound or the playback from a second recorder, and so on. The set comes with a built-in antenna which should suffice for most local reception; in addition you can tie a 300-ohm twin-lead to the terminals provided.

The large center section of the Copley has a lift-up lid, under which you find the receiver control panel and, to its right, the Dual turntable. To the right of that is a spacious compartment into which a tape recorder may be installed. There even are slits in the paneling for running the wires from the tape unit to the receiver chassis. An interior light and a small pilot lamp both go on when you turn the power switch on. The two center doors open to reveal additional storage space, for records, or tapes, or whatever. As furniture, the Copley is as attractive as it is functional. A carefully crafted, beautifully finished piece, it would enhance the decor of many a room. And, of course, further thought by the designers, it is mounted on silent and smooth-moving casters to let you position the whole thing easily for best sound and looks.

It doesn't take much listening to the Copley to realize that it comprises a first-rate stereo system, and the reasons for its performance are documented in technical terms by the accompanying test data. The receiver, to begin with, is Scott's Model 388, installed vertically and with its tuning dial and control re-arranged for easy topside handling. The tuner section boasts excellent performance characteristics and, with an external antenna, should pull in the weakest of signals in just about any locale. Its score on our cable FM tap was forty-four stations. It has a signal-strength meter and a stereo indicator which lights up only when the mode switch is on stereo. Tuning is smooth and accurate. Distortion is very low, response very linear. A squeal switch cuts out the noise between FM stations without reducing the tuner's sensitivity appreciably.

The amplifier portion is a clean, medium-high-powered unit that has obviously been designed to give excellent performance in the range from 30 Hz to beyond audibility. In addition to the controls already mentioned, it has controls for adjusting bass and treble on each channel separately or simultaneously, and individual controls for volume, loudness contour, channel balance, high and low frequency noise filters, and input signal selection. The power reserves are ample for driving all of the Copley's permissible loads.
at once—its own speakers, an extra stereo pair, and two sets of headphones. The headphone jacks are live, by the way, in all positions of the speaker selector switch.

The turntable in the Copley is the well-known and highly regarded Dual 1019 (see HF reports, February 1966). Enough said: the 1019 is one of the best automatics in the business, and the way it is mounted here only enhances its performance virtues. The cartridge is a very good model in the Pickering V-15 series (see HF test report, June 1965) with a full, open, and neutral sound and which tracks excellently at 2 grams.

S-12 SPEAKERS

The S-12 speaker system is a three-way air-suspension type employing a 15-inch woofer, 6-inch midrange, and 4-inch tweeter cones. The enclosure section, for each of these systems, falls in the about-two-cubic-foot class of high-quality compacts. Response is smooth and uncolored across the range from about 30 Hz to beyond audibility. When driven abnormally hard, the S-12 begins to double at about 35 Hz, although at normally comfortable listening levels its useful bass remains clean to 28 Hz. Response below this frequency is mostly doubling. Directional effects are hardly noticeable until you approach 10 kHz, although 11 kHz still is audible fairly off axis. At 13 kHz the signal can be heard only on axis. From 3 kHz to 5 kHz there’s a bit of brightness in the response. White noise response is moderately smooth with just a trace of midrange emphasis.

So put it all together and what have you got? A big, beautiful, well-engineered box for reproducing music. Two questions, however, inevitably come up in assessing a system of this type. One, are you getting your money’s worth vis-a-vis what $1,500 can get you in the way of individual components? Two, how much is the stereo spread affected by the predetermined spacing of the two speaker systems?

Regarding cost, if you add up the prices of the individual items used in the Copley you get a total of about $1,250. This leaves $250 for the cabinetry, the pre-wiring, and the installation in it including the excellent IsoMount system. In our view, that is a fair price after taking a good look at the cabinet and the care with which everything has been arranged in it. As for stereo spread, the speakers are spaced about five feet apart measured from their centers. This is enough for a good stereo presentation at listening distances normally encountered in an average-size living room, although admittedly it does not permit the most spectacular stereo in larger rooms. However, there are those hookups for extra speakers, and we found that running a pair of small, modest speakers—just enough to enhance the middle and highs—so that they flanked the main system did indeed spread out the presentation over a very wide sonic angle.

---------------

CIRCLE 141 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

---------------

**SQUARE-WAVE RESPONSE TO 50 Hz: LEFT AND TO 10 kHz.**
**Scott Copley**  
**Lab Test Data**

**Performance characteristic** | **Measurement**
--- | ---
| **Tuner Section** |
| IHF sensitivity | 1.6 µV at 98 MHz; 1.9 µV at 90 MHz; 2.3 µV at 106 MHz |
| Frequency response, mono | +0, -2 dB, 31 Hz to 20 kHz |
| THD, mono | 0.34% at 400 Hz; 0.51% at 40 kHz; 0.29% at 1 kHz |
| IM distortion | 0.8% |
| Capture ratio | 5 dB |
| S/N ratio | 59 dB |
| Frequency response stereo, I ch | +0, -2 dB, 35 Hz to 17.3 kHz |
| r ch | +0.5, -1.5 dB, 36 Hz to 17.3 kHz |
| THD, stereo, I ch | 0.78% at 400 Hz; 0.76% at 40 kHz; 0.70% at 1 kHz |
| r ch | 1.4% at 400 Hz; 0.64% at 40 kHz; 0.70% at 1 kHz |
| Channel separation | 35 dB at mid-frequencies; better than 20 dB, 30 Hz to 12 kHz |
| 19-kHz pilot suppression | 37 dB |
| 38-kHz subcarrier suppression | 58 dB |
| **Amplifier Section** |
| Power output (at 1 kHz into 8-ohm load) | 37.4 watts at 0.29% THD |
| 1 ch at clipping | 40.5 watts |
| r ch at clipping | 40.5 watts at 0.29% THD |
| r ch for 0.8% THD | 44.6 watts |
| both chs simultaneously | 31.2 watts at 0.25% THD |
| r ch at clipping | 32.0 watts at 0.25% THD |
| Power bandwidth for constant 0.8% THD | 31 Hz to 24 kHz |
| Harmonic distortion | under 0.8% at 20 kHz |
| 36 watts output | under 0.8% at 40 kHz |
| 18 watts output | under 0.63% at 40 kHz |
| IM distortion | under 1.2% to 25 watts |
| 4-ohm load | under 0.8% at 40 watts |
| 8-ohm load | under 0.5% at 25 watts |
| 16-ohm load | |
| Frequency response, 1-watt level | +0, -4 dB, 33 Hz to 58 kHz |
| RIAA equalization | +0, -4 dB, 40 Hz to 20 kHz |
| Damping factor | 34 |
| Input characteristics (re 36 watts output) | Sensitivity | S/N ratio |
| phono | 2.8 mV | 77 dB |
| guitar | 10.5 mV | 64 dB |
| Mike | 11.0 mV | 65 dB |
| tape amp | 490.0 mV | 82 dB |
| extra | 490.0 mV | 82 dB |

**ELPA/PE-2020**

**AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE**


*COMMENT: With the PE-2020, another automatic turntable joins the ranks of top performers (which are, by the way, all imports—for some reason the U.S. has yet to produce its own high quality automatic although it does turn out a few excellent manual tables). The PE-2020 may be used, at any of its four speeds—16, 33, 45, 78 rpm—as a stack-and-play automatic, as a single-play automatic, or as a single-play manual. You also can repeat a record in automatic or manual mode. Two spindles are supplied. The long one, for stacking up to eight records, has retracting arms that hold the stack in place and permit a record to slide gently down to the platter. The short spindle, for playing one disc at a time, rotates with the platter, thus obviating a cause of enlarged center holes found on older automatics.*

*The well-balanced, finely-machined, 11 1/2-inch platter weighed in at 7 pounds, 11 ounces. It is driven by a robust four-pole motor that is shock-suspended under the chassis. A vernier control permits you to adjust any of the four speeds selected, up to 3 per cent in either direction, so on-the-nose pitch accuracy, or deliberate variations from it, if desired, are possible. With this adjustment set to its exact center position, the turntable ran only 0.3 per cent fast at the 33 rpm setting when fed from a 120-volt AC line—which is very close to perfect. And you can get closer by using that knob. Average wow and flutter were insignificant at 0.05 and 0.04 per cent respectively. Rumble by the CBS-RRLL standard was clocked at 54 dB down—a good average for an automatic and below any normal listening level. The changing mechanism works smoothly, is very gentle to records, and trips a muting switch during the cycling so that everything happens quietly.*

*Complementing the platter is an equally fine tone arm—a lightweight metal tube fitted at one end with*
a pickup shell and at the other with an adjustable damped counterweight for balance, plus controls for anti-skating and stylus pressure. When correctly set up, the arm will track satisfactorily at stylus forces below 0.5 gram (assuming you use a pickup recommended for such low tracking force). The arm actually will trip the automatic change cycle at a force of only 0.2 gram, attesting to its excellent balance and "trackability." Arm resonance of 9 dB occurred way down at 6 Hz and would hardly ever become a factor in the audible response. Bearing friction at the pivot end, both vertically and laterally, was too low to be measured accurately. The built-in stylus force gauge was highly accurate: for a setting on the dial of 0.5, CBS Labs measured 0.6 gram; the dial at 1 gave 1.1 grams; all settings above this corresponded exactly to stylus forces measured on the lab gauge. The anti-skating adjustment, which in this unit is a function of the vertical tracking force used, can be varied by a calibrated knob, according to instructions furnished. Associated with the arm is a built-in cueing lever (very gentle) and a lock rest (very secure).

The shell at the pickup end of the arm does not come off, but instead a platform slides out of its front end. On this platform you mount your cartridge, slip four clips over the cartridge terminals, and then—in conjunction with a plastic gauge supplied—you may adjust the position of the cartridge for correct stylus overhang distance. We've seen similar adjustments before, but one we've never seen is the unique vertical angle adjustment—a calibrated knob-and-lever at the front of the cartridge platform—that lets you increase the stylus angle according to the number of records stacked for automatic play. Numbered from 1 to 8, the dial introduces about 0.85 degrees more vertical angle for each digit. While precise vertical angle may not be a terribly critical factor, and while the variation in a pile of records doesn't usually exceed six degrees, this original refinement is additional testimony to the conscientious design of the PE-2020 and one that can be recommended to the perfectionist.

Smooth, quiet performance; useful features that work as claimed; clean modern design—all add up to another walnut model costs $11.95, and Elpa advises that a dust cover (price not yet known) will be available soon.

### REPORTS IN PROGRESS

**Sony 5000F Stereo Tuner**

**BSR 600 Automatic Turntable**
The New Pioneer SX-1500T
AM-FM Stereo Receiver
with FET Front End and 4 IC's

Here's Why:
- Power: 170 watts (IHF)
- Harmonic distortion: less than 0.1%
  (at 1,000 Hz 30 watts 8 ohm load)
- Power bandwidth: 15 to 70,000 Hz
- Sensitivity: 1.7 uv (IHF)
- Signal-to-noise ratio: 65 dB (IHF)
- Capture ratio: 1 dB (at 98 mHz)
- Channel separation: 37 dB (at 1,000 Hz)

This is a magnificent receiver, certainly one of the finest in the world.
At its price it is the greatest value you can buy. Now, ONLY $360.

Get complete specifications at your Hi-Fi dealer, or write directly to Pioneer.

PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORP., 140 Smith Street, Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y. 11735 + (516) 694-7720
Continuous Performances
Red Seal and Victrola albums that carry forward the traditions of musical greatness.

Carl Weinrich and Arthur Fiedler continue their triumphant collaboration on the organ concerti of Handel with this two-record set of high Baroque splendor. Recorded sound sparkles.

Toscanini/NBC Symphony Orchestra
Coupled on one album: Mendelssohn's 4th Symphony ("Italian") and the Weber Overtures to DER FREISCHÜTZ, EURYANTHE and OBERON. The other Toscanini album offers Elgar's ENIGMA VARIATIONS and Respighi's FESTE ROMANE. Both albums, available for the first time in electronically reprocessed stereo, are on the low-priced Victrola label.

Morton Gould/Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Symphonies by Rimsky-Korsakov and Miaskovsky
This unique album couples the only available recording of Rimsky-Korsakov's Symphony No. 2 ("Antar") and the first recorded performance of Miaskovsky's Symphony No. 21.

The Guarneri Quartet
"The ranking quartet in this country," writes B. H. Haggin of the glistening Guarneri Quartet. This new album begins an exciting project—the recording of the complete Beethoven Quartets! Extra! This is a special low-priced album.
FROM THE LEGACY OF JOSEPH SZIGETI—A BOUNTY OF MOZART SONATAS

by Harris Goldsmith

In his autobiography, *With Strings Attached*, Joseph Szigeti refers to his most recently published recordings as “posthumous.” Let the virtuoso emeritus, now in his late seventies, have his little joke. We know that Szigeti is still savoring life to its fullest and, fortunately for the world of music, remains very much with us.

Unlike many musicians of his era, who viewed the phonograph as a necessary evil, Szigeti has always taken great pride in his recordings. Indeed, they reflect his musical ideals with vivid force; and since his mode of workmanship has always tended towards the analytical (as distinct from the spur-of-the-moment impulsiveness of Kreisler, for example), one can readily see why he views his recorded legacy much in the same way as the great thinkers have looked upon their writings. With such men, the *idea* is the thing.

Szigeti’s concepts of music and violin playing are so far removed from traditional violinistic thought that misunderstanding was perhaps to be expected. In his career in the recital hall many concertgoers, I suspect, were unconsciously but strongly conditioned by Szigeti’s extremely awkward appearance at the violin. A tall, lean figure, he often had the cramped, uncomfortable look of a man playing in a telephone booth. In fact, Szigeti’s playing itself often was cramped and abrasively angular. This was purely intentional, however—not, as so many suppose, a result of any kind of technical deficiency. Szigeti was a formidable virtuoso on his instrument; but, unlike so many string players who sacrifice much for graceful ease and a silky, flowing line, Szigeti deliberately devised bowings and fingerings that caused physical tension. This physical tension was merely part of his method—a method that produced a vigorous, irregular stress in the musical phrasing.

If you ask at this point whether these stresses are appropriate to a classicist such as Mozart, my answer is an unhesitating “yes.” The classic masters in particular attached much significance to motivic detail; indeed, they often built an entire movement or symphony around a single rhythmical or melodic fragment. Szigeti’s asymmetricalities thus vitalize Mozart’s musical and structural processes, whereas the “silky” approach often glosses over and dilutes much that is relevant.

About Szigeti’s wide vibrato there will be even greater difference of opinion. In his heyday, Szigeti employed vibrato in lavish, vigorous fashion, much as an expressionist painter like Van Gogh would use gobs of paint and the palette knife to give texture and accent to a canvas. Thus, Szigeti’s playing is strikingly dissimilar to the constant, steady undulations of the modern violinist who seems to say, “there is but one God of string playing and Auer [ . . . now Galamian . . . ] is his prophet.” Szigeti, then, reinstates the original conception of vibrato as something used as an expressive adornment, while most string players these days seem to regard it as a way of life. Indeed, we have all been brainwashed into equating a slow vibrato, or none at all, with inadequate technique. Nothing could be further removed from the truth.

I will admit that towards the end of his public career Szigeti’s bow arm did occasionally become unsteady and his fingers did occasionally fall wide of the mark. Still and all, the lapses were minor ones, and, I maintain, it was Szigeti’s de-
liberately chosen style of playing that bothered most of his detractors.

The present collection of Mozart Sonatas is a particularly welcome addition to the Szegiti discography. Until now, his Mozart has been a scarce commodity on records. In the 78-cpm era he did the D major Concerto, K. 218 with Beecham; the B flat Divertimento, K. 287 with Max Goberman; and a predecessor version of the E minor Sonata, K. 304 with Nikita Magaloff (now his son-in-law) at the piano. Of these items, only the concerto was later transferred to microgroove. In 1955 he recorded with George Szell the two sonatas now re-issued in the set at hand. The third sonata with Mieczyslaw Horszowski appears for the first time. They were made by Columbia in the mid-Fifties but languished in that company’s vaults until Vanguard, with Szegiti’s urging, negotiated for rights to the tapes. It is a bit of a pity that Vanguard has chosen to mar its otherwise praiseworthy effort by issuing these performances in artificial stereo. Sometimes, as in the last movement of K. 377, Szegiti’s tone tends to split up between the two speakers, and in one or two other places I noted an unpleasant “souped-up” gloss and acoustical confusion. For the most part, however, the damage done the very good monophonic sound has been negligible.

A word about the two pianists who play with Szegiti here. Both are excellent, but each in completely his own way. Szell takes cognizance that Mozart designated these works as “for Piano and Violin” and tends to take a leading hand in the musical proceedings and at moments of dramatic stress is almost inclined to overpower his partner. Horszowski certainly is not given to insipid, pretty-pretty Mozart playing either, but he is less apt to hustle Szegiti briskly back and forth niceties that the violinst would like to linger over slightly. For my taste, Horszowski is an entirely more sympathetic and sensitive chamber music player than Szell shows himself to be on this occasion, though I hasten to add that I much prefer an excess of bite in Mozart to an insufficiency of same. The differences in the playing of the two pianists are paralleled by the different balance in the recorded sound: with Horszowski the illusion of equality is scrupulously maintained; with Szell, the piano tends to overwhelm the violin line.

**MOZART:** Sonatas for Piano and Violin


Joseph Szegiti, violin; George Szell, piano (in K. 345 and K. 481); Mieczyslaw Horszowski, piano. Vanguard Everyman SRV 262/64 and SRV 265/62. $7.50 each three-disc set (rechanneled stereo only).

---

**AN INTRODUCTION TO TENOR ILOSFALVY**

*by Conrad L. Osborne*

Although I had enjoyed what I had previously heard of this Hungarian tenor. I had planned to sample only an aria or two when I got around to this disc rather late of an evening; I found myself listening straight through it. A singer can be altogether excellent without having the elusive quality Róbert Ilosfalvy seems to possess—a particular magic of tone that crops up only once or twice in a generation of singers, with a Gigli, a Bjoerling, a Wunderlich. I should say, in fact, that not since the Di Stefano of twenty years ago have we seen the emergence of such a sheerly beautiful tenor voice. And it is that same sort of instrument, a fat lyric tenor. The fact that Ilosfalvy’s sounds like the meater voice may be partly due to the recording (which is, to be sure, noticeably reverberant), but is surely partly due to the native caliber of the voice and to the fact that he does not insist on driving it wide-open to its upward limit.

There are times when he broadens the vowel in the Di Stefano manner, and with some of the same resultant whiteness and sense of strain. But they are very few: most of the time, the voice rolls over into a clear, juicy ring with spin and excitement. Whether the C holds up or not we cannot tell, for the program does not require it of him. But the A’s and B flats will tingle your spine.

About most of these arias, there is nothing special to say except that these versions are to be ranked with the best recorded since the war, and provide an almost continuous stream of luscious sound. I need not emphasize, I’m sure, how remarkable a singer must be to produce this splendid an “Una furtiva lagrima,” and follow a band later with this fine a “Celeste Aida,” smooth and sweeping, the B flats worthy of Bjoerling himself.

Some reservations can be entered about a few of the bands from an interpretive standpoint. The phrasing in both Wagner excerpts is a bit slack, though the Preissler builds to a satisfying peak, and there are moments when one feels Ilosfalvy could simply make more of a phrase—as at the end of the first verse of “Una furtiva,” for example. There is one downright poor job: the “Cielo e mar,” an aria of which he could easily be a great exponent. It is so perfucntory and rushed, so lacking in shape, as to sound like a desperate reading, albeit one that brings forth some gorgeous sounds (along with the highest proportion of blantly overly open ones). But on the whole, he comes through with a full, honest temperament, and a sense of phrase that is often poetic.

The two Erkel pieces, the only oddities on the disc, are both fine—the Hunsádi being a flowing, Italianate aria, and the bán Ban a more dramatic, Italianate scene. This last is, by the way, a most interesting opera, which was recorded complete by Qualiton a few years back (the blessing is mixed, since much of the singing in that performance is pretty dreadful). The accompaniments on the present record are excellent, and the sound will do, though it incorporates occasional distortions and imbalances with its big, full format.

The next thing to hope for from Mr. Ilosfalvy is the recording of a major Italian role for a major Western company. Meanwhile, this Qualiton recital serves as an admirable introduction.

**ROBERT ILOSFALVY: Operatic Recital**


Robert Ilosfalvy, tenor; Orchestra of the Hungarian State Opera. Miklós Erdélyi, cond. Qualiton SLPX 11312, $5.79 (stereo only).
A batch of recent releases have rendered the Nielsen discography pretty well comprehensive. The two operas, Saul or David and Maskarade, and a few other stray works have not yet found their way onto discs, but it is now possible to gain an essentially complete picture of the Danish master's oeuvre without stepping out of your own home.

I am not recommending hermitage as an appropriate state for comprehending Nielsen. Quite the contrary. More than most music, Nielsen's reflects humanity and the outside world, and if you do not share those interests with him, his music will not appeal to you.

I can imagine no more enormous gulf between two works of the same year (in this case 1912) than that which yawns between the tortured involution of Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire and the exhilaratingly healthful, outgoing humanism of Nielsen's Sinfonia espansiva. It is probably this deep sense of commitment and concern for mankind that accounts for the contempt in which he is held in some fashionably intellectual circles.

It is the same characteristic, together with his glorious natural musicality, that over the past few years has made him a favorite with many music lovers, myself included. The revival has been astonishingly swift and thorough: for of the more than three dozen entries currently to be found in the domestic catalogue alone, not more than three, by my calculation, were there five years ago. Cynics, of whom there must be a handful even among the readers of so lofty and dedicated a journal as this, will naturally wonder whether the record companies are by now, in their unsanctified scramble for pelf, scraping the bottom of the barrel. The answer is simple, and it is "No."

It's true that I viewed the prospect of an entire record devoted to Nielsen's piano music with misgivings. "Nielsen and the piano?" I thought: "Surely not!" My doubts were, happily, confounded, and after only one hearing I caught myself saying "Of course, I should have thought of that," as one Nielsen stylistic fingerprint after another showed itself perfectly suited to the exigencies of keyboard writing. The broad, sonorous harmonies with their solidly diatonic basis; the fluid, unfussy counterpoint; the insistent use of repeated figurations, half arabesque and half grappetto in character; and in particular the idiomatic treatment of obsessive repeated notes over long stretches of time, often in a pivotal harmonic capacity—all these find a natural home in the piano.

And it is refreshing to find a composer willing to treat the instrument the same way he treats any other medium. Nielsen's piano music is music that has the piano as its medium, rather than music that exists to give the piano (and the pianist!) a run in the limelight.

In view of that character, it is hardly surprising that RCA Victor's new record should have been made by John Ogdon. For this brilliantly gifted young Englishman is one of those for whom instrumentalism is not an end in itself. Ogdon is a pianist—and there are too few like him—whom you will often find among the audience at a purely orchestral concert. His culture embraces not merely the concerto and the sonata but the symphony and the whole range of chamber music too. And this breadth of interest, this musicianship in the truest sense of the word, is apparent both in the mere fact and in the supreme accomplishment of these performances.

The recorded sound does not help him much. It is somewhat shallow and unfilike. Improvement can be effected by turning the volume control up a little way above normal, but the reproduction is still serviceable rather than striking. Nevertheless the fluency of the playing and the purity of interpretative style make their impact unimpeached; and if the forte's lack presence, many of the pianissimos are ravishingly delicate.

Of the four works included on this disc the early Symphonic Suite (1894) is of primarily historical interest. But the 1916 Chaconne and the Three Pieces of 1928 are both magnificent music; and the 1919 Suite (which plays for twenty-two minutes and has nothing to do with the familiar dance suite form, being fully symphonic in character) is as imposing a creation as Nielsen achieved outside his symphonies.

Of the other recent releases listed here, Jorgen Ernst Hansen's organ record is an almost exact duplication of what Grethe Krogh Kristensen offers on Lyrichord (148 mono, 7148 stereo). The sound on the earlier disc is a shade more ample, the new Turnabout main-

THE NIELSEN DISCOGRAPHY NEARS COMPLETION

by Bernard Jacobson

AUGUST 1968

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Emanuel Kruspe, conductor. TURNABOUT TV 31106, $7.59.

John Ogdon, piano. RCA Victor LM 3002 or LSC 3002, $5.79.

Jorgen Ernst Hansen, organ. TURNABOUT TV 34193, $2.50 (stereo only).

Jorgen Ernst Hansen, organ. TURNABOUT TV 34187, $2.50 (stereo only).

Copenhagen String Quartet. TURNABOUT TV 34215, $2.50 (stereo only).
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos, S. 1046-1051
Munich Bach Orchestra, Karl Richter, cond. ARCHIVE SAPM 198438/39, $11.58 (two discs, stereo only).

Disregarding releases that have been dropped from the catalogue, this salvo counts as the twenty-fifth in the saga of the complete Brandenburgs. I don’t find it particularly attractive. There is crispness in Richter’s approach, but a degree of heartlessness too. Witness, right at the beginning, the first movement of No. 1: this is taken at aspanking pace, with an undeniably fierce entry on the horns, commendably though they articulate, can do little but bark at this speed, and I found myself reflecting as the movement ended that it had said much less than usual.

The performances are certainly consistent, and if you enjoy this movement you will probably like the set a lot. In matters of style it is moderately successful: a good many things are done right, even if they don’t always sound spontaneous or completely convinced. But No. 3 is handled in the bad old way with masses of strings attempting to make sense of what are obviously intended as solo lines.

The balance of the instrumental forces is very good, and it is faithfully rendered by the recording. The soloists are serviceable without ever being allowed to sound inspiring. The trumpeter in No. 2 is loud and more than a little coarse, and there is some out-of-tune viola playing in No. 6. Altogether this is no match for either Munchinger on Crossroads or Ristenpart on Nonesuch—both of them at less than half the price.

B.J.

BACH: “Organ Favorites, Vol. 3”
E. Powers Biggs, organ. COLUMBIA MS 7108, $5.79 (stereo only).

This is Biggs’s second recorded version of the Schübler chorales—the first, now deleted, was done in the early ’50s on the organ at Symphony Hall in Boston and released on Columbia ML 4284, with the Toccata, Adagio, and Fugue in C major. That recording also included Bach’s straight four-part harmonizations of the chorale melodies upon which the Schübler chorales are based, at the expense, however, of the repeats in the first and third chorales. These repeats are observed in the present recording.

In general, Biggs’s playing on the earlier disc is more controlled, straightforward, and traditional—in the current release the pieces are approached with considerably more freedom. In several of the chorales, particularly the third and sixth, the phrasing is inconsistent and awkward, not derived from the music itself but seeming to be employed simply as a technical expediency. Some other irregularities in touch and rhythmic accuracy probably will also disturb professional organists. Each is interestingly and appropriately conceived, however, and played with more drive and enthusiasm than is evident on the more technically correct versions I have heard. Biggs obtains the best effect, possibly, in the second chorale, Wo soll ich fliehen hin (O whither shall I flee?), in which the two scurrying voices over the chorale melody are played in an extreme détaché style and with a driving intensity highly evocative of the hurrying of the fleeing sinner.

In keeping with current taste, ornamentation is more liberally and more correctly employed in the current recording than in its predecessor.

The three preludes and fugues are all early works, dating from the Weimar period and before. Biggs brings to them imagination and insight. The liberties he takes with note values, phrasing, ornamentation, etc., all serve to emphasize the individual character of each work, and far more than most part correct it validly in context. To me, the performances here are unique and thoroughly exciting.

The Flentrop organ in the Busch-Reisinger Museum of Cambridge, Massachusetts, is one of the most successful of the modern baroque-style instruments. It’s soft yet extremely articulate voicing and its thoroughly classical specification make it ideally suited to the performance of these works. The recorded sound is spacious and crystal clear.

C.F.G.
The Greatest Names Are on Columbia Tape.

Take a good look at Columbia tape. It comes in 4-and 8-track stereo cartridges and 4-track reel-to-reel.

You'll recognize all the Columbia artists, the biggest names in classical, pop, rock and country music.

All of which looks great on paper. (But it'll be even better on your machine.)

Some great sounds by the greatest names.

I Left My Heart in San Francisco
Tony Bennett (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Ring of Fire/Johnny Cash (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Somewhere My Love/Ray Conniff (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Greatest Hits/Bob Dylan (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

The Graduate/Sound Track (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Greatest Hits/Johnny Mathis (TC4/TC8)

Greatest Hits/Paul Revere and The Raiders (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Bookends/Simon and Garfunkel (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Born Free/Andy Williams (TC4/TC8/Reel-to-Reel)

Reverie/Eugene Ormandy and The Philadelphia Orchestra (TC8/Reel-to-Reel)
able in the Fantasia from Vol. VI. Other trademarks abound: the strong chromaticism of the Largo of the B flat Sonata (in which the whole movement of the G major. It is also a peculiarity of these works that no matter how frequently an idea is repeated it does not pall, so unsterilized is Bach’s melodic thought.

Now, to the one disappointment of the disc, the clavicord and a harpsichord are as different as night and day, yet on first hearing this record I would have sworn the instrument to be the latter. The fine print of the jacket perhaps reveals why. Jösef Gát, we are told, equips his clavichords with “a special amplifying system in order to make them sound in their full tone-quality in the great concert halls of our days.” This, I think, was a woeful mistake. It is difficult to record a clavichord, but it can be done. And while the harpsichord seems to suffer electrification without a change of timbre, the same evidently cannot be said of the clavichord. And so, while Gát’s performances themselves are expert and convincing, we are still some distance from the authentic experience which these pieces deserve.

S.F.

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des Morts, Op. 5

Peter Schreier, tenor; Chorus and Symphonie Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio, Charles Munch, cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 139264/65, $11.58 (two discs, stereo only).

Berlioz’ extraordinary sonic imagination finds its most remarkable expression in this work, and his understanding of the feasible musical possibilities when large forces are deployed within a vast space is superbly demonstrated by his choice of materials. For the substance of the Requiem is, more than in any other of his works, sonic weights and balances. The major developmental technique in the “Dies irae,” “Tuba mirum,” and “Lacrymosa” is one of accretion; at this level of dynamic force, subtle melodic and harmonic variation would be irrelevant, and Berlioz substitutes a technique of additive sonic weight. On all levels, the contrasts are extreme: framed within the more normal dynamics of the outer movements is a sequence of alternating very loud and very soft movements—even the clavichord and a harpsichord (“Tuba mirum”—“Mors stetebit”, “Re tremendae”—“Salva me”). The extravagant spatial features of the Requiem are justly celebrated, but the remarkable simplicity and subtlety of the quiet sections are equally noteworthy: the “Quid sum miser,” which develops fragments of the Dies irae material, seldom has more than one part sounding, and the Hostias is built entirely with four-part chords, in the male chorus and the famous three-flutes-and-trombone-pedal combination.

Needless to say, the Requiem makes severe demands on the recording engineers because of this extreme dynamic range. To date, Ormandy’s version has best conveyed the sheer force of the big moments, and the new DG does not surpass these. But Ormandy’s chorus, recorded rather closely in a somewhat artificial perspective, has a rough uncohesive sound, and the performance is generally undistinguished, often choppy and insensitive to the subtler effects.

Therefore Munch-in-München has as his primary competition none other than Munch-in-Boston. The Bavarian Radio performances are certainly competent, with the chorus especially good in the quieter movements, although they sometimes seem to be straining for the climaxes. The conductor’s reading of the work has, however, become marginally less satisfactory; never a stickler for steady tempo—let alone for accurate ones—Munch seems here somewhat more erratic than in 1959. Because of its nature, the Requiem suffers from its disorganized tempos than, say, the Symphonic fantastique—the main thread of the argument is more often in the sheer sound—but it would be nice some day to hear a modern recording in which the Rex tremendae really begins at the indicated Andante maestoso, so that by “Confitatus maleditis” the movement would be almost twice as fast, as Berlioz requests. An especial annoyance is the rhythmic sloppiness of the Sanctus (in his solo, Schreier makes a viable sound, but with too many aspirated “itches” in the melismas and without the lovely head tones that Simoneau managed on his high B flats in the Boston version), while apparently also noteworthy: the players of the crucial cymbals and bass drum, with uncomfortable results.

While it could be said that there is some sonic improvement in the new version—more clarity, if perhaps less impact—it would be difficult to argue that the musical gains are significant, and my advice would be to stick with Boston until the inevitable Colin Davis version turns up one of these days. D.H.

Melodiya/Seraphim Debuts With Beethoven

ENTER Melodiya/Seraphim, the newest outcome of the MK/EMI cross-pollination. The thinking behind the new label is logical: undoubtedly, many would be interested in hearing how Kondrashin plays Beethoven with the Moscow Philharmonic, but probably few would be willing to pay top-dollar prices for the opportunity when bargain recordings by Toscanini, Walter, Monteux, and other box office names are available. At the quoted price, Kondrashin’s well-reproduced effort makes a formidable proposition.

The impression made by this Fourth Symphony and by Prometheus is one of tradition and strength. Kondrashin summons rock-like rhythmic solidity and his players respond with massive, monolithic sonority. The Muscovites’ ensemble tone tends towards the weighty and emphatic rather than to the mercurial or notably refined. Thus, one is reminded of say, Klemperer—though with a shade more delicacy, wit, and graceful pointing from the orchestra Kondrashin’s tempos would have veered closer to Toscanini’s. In brief, this is sturdy, vigorous, thoroughly orthodox Beethoven. The repeats are taken both in the first and last movements of the Symphony.

H.G.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 4, in B flat, Op. 60; Prometheus Overture, Op. 43

MOSCOW PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA, KIRIL KONDRA SHIN, cond. MELODYA/SERAPHIM S 60061, $2.50 (stereo only).

The first single-disc stereophonic edition of the Brahms Violin Sonatas, this recording is, happily, also noteworthy for interpretative distinction. The playing of Josef Suk, thirty-nine-year-old grandson of the noted Czech composer, is suave and beautifully controlled, his tone sweet and warm, his approach Romantic without being romanticized.

Suk previously recorded the Second and Third Sonatas (in a 1963 taping, recently released on Crossroads), but the performances on this new London disc seem to me to be superior. Suk’s conceptions have deepened and matured: greater nuance results in heightened expressivity, while more spacious tempos impart a feeling of introspection missing from the earlier version.

As Suk’s collaborator, Julius Katchen, this disc is of a different level. Though his interpretation is on a distinguished level throughout. Despite an amorphous-sounding piano, the fidelity is very high—London’s engineers have engineered thirty-four and one half minutes on a side without the slightest fatigue, and the surfaces are gratifyingly quiet.

Perhaps Suk doesn’t quite equal the remarkable delineation of the music’s architectural structure evident in Isaac Stern’s superb reading on Columbia; one might say that whereas Suk phrases in sentences, Stern phrases in paragraphs. Stern’s disc omits the Second Sonata, however, and certainly Suk’s set is highly recommendable. M.S.
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Sony engineering innovations made this possible: the front end combines three newly developed Sony field-effect transistors with a 5-gang variable capacitor to provide an unprecedented combination of low internal noise, high sensitivity (1.8µV) and low cross-modulation. The IF section uses six solid-state filters instead of conventional tuned circuits. Even AM broadcasts are better, because of the special care devoted to this portion of our receiver.

The powerful amplifier section delivers 110 watts IHF into 8 ohms without the slightest trace of distortion (0.2% at rated output). Plenty of power to drive any speaker system with plenty in reserve for difficult passages. A unique heat-sensing circuit protects the 6060 from overload.
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Here are some of the artists and composers already released.

- Ernest Ansermet
- Attilio Argenta
- Sir Adrian Boult
- Julius Katchen
- Wilhelm Kempff
- Hans Knappertsbusch
- Josef Krips
- Rafael Kubelik
- Peter Maag
- Jean Martinon
- Karl Münchinger
- Fritz Reiner
- Georg Solti
- The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
- The London Philharmonic Orchestra
- The London Symphony Orchestra
- L’Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
- The Paris Conservatoire Orchestra
- The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

Britten: The Burning Fiery Furnace

Peter Pears (t), Nebuchadnezzar; Robert Tear (t), Meshach; Bryan Drake (b), Astrologer; John Shirley Quirk (b), Shadrach; Stafford Dean (bs), Abednego; Peter Leeming (bs), Herald; members of the Chorus and Orchestra of the English Opera Group, Benjamin Britten, cond. LONDON OSA 1163, $5.79 (stereo only).

The second in Britten’s projected trilogy of “parables for church performance,” The Burning Fiery Furnace is in most significant respects similar to its predecessor, Curlew River (the third work in the series, The Prodigal Son, will have been premiered by the time this review appears in print, and a London recording will doubtless follow in due course). Both works use a play-within-a-play framework, with an abbot and monks presenting a morality play—in this case, the Old Testament story of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who miraculously survived Nebuchadnezzar’s ordeal by fire after refusing to worship the Babylonian god Merodak. Both works begin with a processional plainsong and some homiletic words from the Abbot, followed by identical instrumental treatments of the respective chants, during which the monks don their costumes for the play; at the conclusion, the procedure is reversed—disrobing music, closing remarks by the Abbot, and the chant as recessional.

In matters of musical technique, there is also great similarity, although the specific materials naturally differ (the respective chants are used as primary sources for motivic substance). Even the instrumentation is comparable: to Curlew River’s organ, harp, viola, flute, double bass, and horn, The Burning Fiery Furnace adds a trombone and employs a more elaborate percussion section.

The vocal writing shares the extended arioso character of Curlew River, and the choral and instrumental style follows its “relaxed” polyphonic techniques. Even though the story is not drawn this time from an oriental source, the same stylized dramatic treatment, using masks and based on Japanese traditions, is apparently followed in staged performance.

In short, your reaction to this work will probably closely approximate your reaction to Curlew River—both have the same sparse, open, basically solemn character, although The Burning Fiery Furnace has slightly more surface color. I must confess that, on records, these “parables” seem to me somewhat thinly spread, although made with great skill (each lasts slightly over an hour); but I should also report that musician friends who shared this reaction to Curlew River on records later found it to be quite impressive in actual performance. Knowing Britten’s superb sense of musical theatre and theatrical music, I can well imagine that this is so. These are integrated conceptions, and in a way the music’s inability to stand alone might be considered a symptom of that integrity.

Needless to say, the performance is superior, the recording impeccable.

D.H.


Tamás Vásáry, piano. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 136454, $5.79 (stereo only).

The Chopin Etudes of Opp. 10 and 25 (though for some strange reason not the Trois nouvelles études, Op. posth.) have always represented a sort of Everest for pianistic mountaineers. Their extreme technical difficulty is only part of the reason, for the Preludes of Op. 28 are Etudes in everything but name and many pianists tackle them unabashedly while shying away from the pieces here at hand. The present pianist’s cycle was preceded by at least one abortive recorded effort, while Maurizio Pollini similarly made the whole set (for EMI blank tape) with the usual sort of seal of approval. Rumors concerning a Rubinstein recording of the Etudes have been circulating for years, but as yet he has still not documented these works. He is slated to tape twelve of them in Rome this autumn, and if he is satisfied with the results, he will continue with the remaining twelve.

Vásáry’s approach tends to strike a middle ground between Ashkenazy (who veered towards velocity, superlegato, and unruffled metronomic impersonality) and Goldsand (far more “old-fashioned,” subjective, asymmetrical, and varied in regard to pianistic texture). In basic interpretation, Vásáry is of the modern school. He represents a more or less dry-eyed approach to rubato and tonal color. In some of the “big” études like the first C major of Op. 10, the Revolutionarie, the Winter Winds; or the last C minor Ocean of Op. 25, Vásáry reveals far more of the music’s breadth than Ashkenazy, but conversely he is a bit tight-lipped alongside the expansive, indulgent rhetoric of Goldsand. In one or two pieces, such as the F major, Op. 10, No. 8, I found Vásáry’s interpretation a bit labored for the gossamer demands of the writing, and in the E major,
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Composer John Field—Early Explorer of Romantic Byways

John Field is one of those peripheral figures of music history who usually gets mentioned in a footnote in the textbooks (in his case, in the chapter on Chopin) but whose music is rarely, if ever, performed. Yet Field (he was born in Ireland in 1782, matured in London, and then lived principally in Russia until his death in 1837) played an extraordinarily important role in opening up and enlarging the domain of musical expression, particularly in regard to the solo piano piece, in the early part of the nineteenth century. At a time when other composers were still working within the confines of forms inherited from the late eighteenth century—the sonata, variation, etc.—Field began exploring a whole new species of musical composition devoted to the expression of tonal sentiments not unlike those literary sentiments found in the contemporary English romantic poets. He named his pieces "nuiturnes," "ballades," and "romances," titles that are rarely, if ever, to become increasingly important during the course of the nineteenth century. It was Chopin, of course, who more than any other composer seized upon this new composition genre and developed it into a medium of enormous artistry and expressivity. Caught in the shadow of his great follower, Field somehow faded from view.

The Nonesuch disc (the only other recording I know of is a deleted M-G-M set containing a not very interesting concerto and five of the same nocturnes included here) of twelve of Field's eighteen published nocturnes is a welcome reminder that some of music history's lesser figures wrote some remarkably good music. Within the admittedly narrow confines of these pieces—they reveal a limited range of technical and expressive content—Field emerges as a composer of originality and sensitivity. He had an impressive gift for projecting long, singing melodic lines, almost Bellinian in their lyricism, over simple, undulating accompanimental figures. Pianist Noël Lee, who plays the pieces with conviction and understanding, rightly concentrates on this lyricism, articulating the melody with great care (although I feel he overdoes this occasionally, to the detriment of clarity in the bass line). Unfortunately, his performances are marred by a poor piano sound, which seems to result both from an inferior instrument and from unsatisfactory acoustics. I should also mention that Lee's readings often reveal variations from my copy of the published score, the alterations ranging from different articulations, phrasings, and isolated pitches to a completely reworked version of one piece, the E major Nocturne, No. 9 (the numberings of the works given on the recording also differ occasionally from those in my score). This is not surprising, however, in the light of Liszt's remark in the introduction to his 1856 edition of six of the nocturnes (the earliest such publication) that Field (who was, by the way, one of the great pianists of his age) invariably ornamented and elaborated the pieces when he performed them in concert and that no two performances were ever the same. It would seem likely, then, that different printed versions would also exist.

There is evidence in these works of a convincing and engaging musical personality. Certainly to those more adventurous record listeners who take pleasure in exploring some of the byways of music history, the disc can be warmly recommended.

R.P.M.

Field: Nocturnes (12)

No. 2, in C minor; No. 3, in A flat; No. 6, in F; No. 13, in D minor; No. 5, in B flat; No. 9, in E flat; No. 15, in C; No. 12, in G; No. 10, in E minor; No. 17, in E; No. 4, in A; No. 18, in E.

Noël Lee, piano. Nonesuch 71195, $2.50 (stereo only).

Op. 10, No. 3, I thought his use of rubato a bit casual and contrived (here the leisurely Goldsands is much to be preferred). Similarly, both G flat pieces (the Black Key Op. 10, No. 5 and Butterfly Op. 25, No. 9) do not display Goldsands's pellucid tone and sheer loving craftsmanship.

On the whole, Vásáry fares better with the Op. 25 cycle than he does with those of Op. 10. His double-third essay is marvelously bracing and fluent, and so—to only slightly lesser degree—is his account of the double-sixth study. As both the Goldsands and Ashkenazy sets are currently out of the catalogue and the reissue by Corio is only nominally available (via imported Pathé COLH), Vásáry's only serious competition at present comes from the more finished, yet less spontaneously conceived Arrau set. Arrau similarly opts for a conservative middle-of-the-road romanticism, though Angel spreads his efforts onto two twelve-inch discs with makeovers in the form of other pieces. Vásáry's performances are conveniently presented in single-exposure casings. My advice is to give them a try and see if, and how, the Rubinstein edition materializes or to make a diligent effort to procure a copy of Goldsands's long deleted Concert Hall set. The latter is easily my nomination for the most interesting recorded account of these finger-breakers.

H.G.

Elgar: Symphony No. 1, in A flat, Op. 55

Philharmonia Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, cond. SERAPHIM S 60608, $2.49 (stereo only).

Though not as successful over-all as the Second Symphony, Elgar's First (completed in 1908 when the composer was fifty-one) is a superbly professional and touchingly beautiful work, with more than enough magnificent moments to make up for the slight looseness of its structure.

Sir Adrian Boult is by far the finest interpreter of the Second Symphony, but his conception of the First is, in my collection, not markedly superior to Barbirolli's. Therefore, though Boult has recently recorded both symphonies in England, this first domestic release of Barbirolli's No. 1 deserves an enthusiastic welcome, not least because of its bargain price.

Barbirolli's reading captures all the passionate vibrancy of Elgar's often ecstatic writing, and the old Philharmonia in top form makes the most of orchestration that yields only to Mahler and perhaps Strauss in its rich but lucid late-Romantic splendor.

Though the Seraphim pressing sounds good when heard in isolation, it has distinctly less impact than the original British HMV disc. And the opening of the Symphony is blemished by the excessive run-in groove noise I have noticed on many recent Angels.

B.J.

Handel: Twelve Concerti Grossi, Op. 6

English Chamber Orchestra, Raymond Leppard, cond. Mercury SR 3-9124, $17.57 (three discs, stereo only).

Comparing performances of Opus 6 is like comparing beers—you tend to like the first brand best. I started with the
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Haydn's Creation—by Bernstein, Münchinger, Jochum

With the simultaneous release of three versions of The Creation, all in German, admirers of Haydn's great oratorio (and who is not?) can begin to play the game usually reserved for opera fanciers—assembling mentally, from available contenders, the perfect cast, the perfect conductor, the perfect recorded sound. In the present case, the game would perhaps be ruled by a prime consideration: The Creation stands or falls by the hand of its conductor.

Given this much of a hint, would the reader care to guess from the listings below which of the present versions snaps with the tension of a whip-lash, flashes with fire, rages with the storm of the world's beginning, and frequently whips into tempos that leave all other versions trailing to the rear in a cloud of astral dust? Correct. Bernstein takes Haydn's score by the throat and shakes from it every possible particle of dramatic vigor, orchestral brilliance, rhythmic electricity. It is a fairly breathtaking experience, and it is sometimes unkind to the soloists. It is also a little brash—I think the Bronx cheer the conductor wrests from bassoon and contrabassoon in Measure 40 of Raphael's aria "Nun scheint in vollem Giante der Himmel" (No. 22) exceeds the bounds of taste, though he has a double forte in the score to back him up, as well as Haydn's word painting. But for sheer brass-edged excitement, this version is in a class by itself. Despite the fast tempos, Bernstein never pushes the chorus (in fact, here his tempos differ least from those of his confreres), and the Camerata Singers repay him with splendid singing. He also gives the orchestral soloists space for some lovely individual contributions.

The work of the vocal soloists in this version is, however, more problematical. For one thing, the high drama of Bernstein's conception more or less precludes the possibility of simple, straightforward delivery. The temptation here is for the soloists to fuss around too much, and the one who succumbs most noticeably is Judith Raskin, who is forced to abandon the relative naturalness and ease of her earlier Columbia performance (the Danish version in English, Waldman conducting) and strain for rhythmic "punch" and a rather effete and mannered emphasis. At times (as in the Trio, No. 27) the result is unpleasant and the vocal blend among the soloists nonexistent. Elsewhere, as in the Adam/Eve duet (No. 30), Miss Raskin sounds more at her ease and less overwrought. But seldom is there the kind of free-flowing unself-consciousness we might hope for. Alexander Young is a strong, focused, rhythmically acute Uriel, who is forced into vocal dryness only occasionally, when the pace presses him. John Reardon, bass; Camerata Singers; New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond. COLUMBIA M25 773, $11.58 (two discs, stereo only).

Elly Ameling, Erna Spooreenberg, sopranos; Werner Krenn, tenor; Robin Fairhurst, baritone; Tom Krause, bass; Vienna State Opera Chorus; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Münchinger, cond. LONDON OSA 1271, $11.58 (two discs, stereo only).

Agnes Giebel, soprano; Waldemar Kmentt, tenor; Gottlob Frick, bass; Chorus and Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio, Eugen Jochum, cond. PHILIPS PHS 2-903, $11.58 (two discs, stereo only).
Leppard, and am so thoroughly taken with its delicacy, its spirit, its stylistic taste that neither the Schneider nor the Menuhin version seems so pleasing. (Still, don't toss them aside.)

Leppard belongs to the "clipped" school of baroque performance: his allegros are fast, trim, precise, and full of lift, yet never reach the point of sound crabbed or tight. A case in point is the first Allegro of No. 2, which achieves a harmonious kind of accuracy without the jerkiness or lurching suggested by the other performances named above. Leppard can be counted on for clean, classic playing—and lest this sound prosaic, let me add that he never misses the point of what Handel is doing throughout this endlessly varying set of concertos, and he uses the resources of his excellent ensemble to draw attention where it ought to be drawn. Nobody else, for example, catches the pulse of the staccato figure of the Andante larghetto, e staccato of No. 11 with the same enticing perfection; nobody else manages so well to keep the music flowing, at all tempos, without either the highly personal end of phrasing occasionally countered in Schneider's set or the sometimes studied moments in Menuhin's. But enough of comparisons. This is exciting Handel, beautifully placed between left and right speakers. A joy from start to finish.


LISZT: Late Piano Works

Hungarian Historical Portraits (7); Valeute ubliée No. 4; Bagatelle Without Tonality; La lugubre gondola: No. 80

Emilia Cundari (s), Amnita; Laura Lendi (s), Charmi, Chabri; Adriana Lazzarini (o), Judith Re茅 Munteanu (o), Oziad; Paolo Washington (b), Acher; Polyphonic Chorus and Orchestra of the Angelicum (Milan), Carlo Felice Cilario, cond. RCA VICTROLA VIC 6112 or VICS 6112, $7.50 (three discs).

A major work, an oratorio, composed by Mozart at the age of fifteen; what an interesting document, and what a chance for lyrical effusions on the part of critics and commentators! The anonymous annotator speaks of the "subdued tones" required by the Church, of the "striving for inner depth," of "symbolic intentions," and of other signs of deep religious significance. But the Italian oratorio of the eighteenth century (as, for that matter, Handel's Biblical oratorio) was not church music; it is practically indistinguishable from opera, and in fact its role was to substitute for opera during Lent. The commentators discuss this "sacred" music without investigating the relationship between religion, life, and art in Mozart's time. The Enlightenment and the rapidly growing sciences had by then

---

plangent, resonant realism, and the surfaces of the Hungarian-pressed Qualiton disc are notably quiet.

H.G.

MOZART: La Betulia liberata, K. 118

EMILIA CUNDARI (S), AMNITA; LAURA LENDI (S), CHARMI, CHABRI; ADRIANA LAZZARINI (O), JUDITH RE-Martanu (O), OZIA; PAOLO WASHINGTON (B), ACHER; POLYPHONIC CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA OF THE ANGELICUM (MILAN), CARLO FELICE CILARIO, COND. RCA VICTROLA VIC 6112 OR VICS 6112, $7.50 (THREE DISCS).

A MAJOR WORK, AN ORATORIO, COMPOSED BY MOZART AT THE AGE OF FIFTEEN; WHAT AN INTERESTING DOCUMENT, AND WHAT A CHANCE FOR LYRICAL EFFUSIONS ON THE PART OF CRITICS AND COMMENTATORS! THE ANONYMOUS ANNOTATOR SPOKES OF THE "SUBDUE TONES" REQUIRED BY THE CHURCH, OF THE "STRIVING FOR INNER DEPTH," OF "SYMBOLIC INTENTIONS," AND OF OTHER SIGNS OF DEEP RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE. BUT THE ITALIAN ORATORIO OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (AS, FOR THAT MATTER, HANDEL'S BIBLICAL ORATORIO) WAS NOT CHURCH MUSIC; IT IS PRACTICALLY INDIFFERENT FROM OPERA, AND IN FACT ITS ROLE WAS TO SUBSTITUTE FOR OPERA DURING LENT. THE COMMENTATORS DISCUSS THIS "SACRED" MUSIC WITHOUT INVESTIGATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELIGION, LIFE, AND ART IN MOZART'S TIME. THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND THE RAPIDLY GROWING SCIENCES HAD BY THEN
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radically altered spiritual values, while the rococo and the omnipresent Italian opera had given sacred music a new and altogether secular orientation, all militating against a concept of sacred music such as we romantically reconstructed in the last century. *La Betulia liberata*, composed in Padua, consists of an overture, a multitude of recitatives and arias, and about three choral numbers. Tone and technique, as well as substance, even in the choral numbers, are purely operatic.

Now comes the inevitable search for the "flashes of genius." Well, they are there. *La Betulia liberata* is unquestionably a remarkable achievement for someone so young, and there are a few numbers that are by no means ephemeral, but what is really admirable is the poise and security of the fledgling composer, his timing and sense of style. It is simply amazing how the entire Italian operatic practice and style, especially the bittersweet Neapolitan cantilena, was already in Mozart's bones. There is nothing "quaint" here, but an experienced dramatic composer who could create at this tender age some numbers worthy of being inserted into his mature operas. Leopold Mozart, who usually polished his young son's compositions, was by this time out of his depth; all he could do was to add some dynamic marks to the score. But to see anything in this oratorio beyond a most interesting way station in the development of a genius, and a handful of fine pieces of music, is the kind of nonsense that appeals to the patronizing mind which enjoys naivete more than mature artistry.

Of the performers, the three ladies—Adriana Lazzarini, Emilia Cundari, and Laura Londi—are excellent; their singing is spirited and the coloraturas are elegantly negotiated. The bass, with a somewhat perplexing name of Paolo Washington, is also good, but Petre Munteanu exhibits a colorless and hollow tenor. All the *secco* recitatives are butchered, but then they are ininterminable and monotonous: music is made of the cuts made in a fine extended accompanied recitative. The orchestra is capable, but is handled insensitively by conductor Cifari (whose name is not mentioned in the booklet). The second violins play their figurations just as loud as the firsts play their melody, and while the pace is generally right, the manner is inflexible. In several pieces a metronome could be calibrated from the maestro's rigid tempo; only in the cadences does he pay obedience to the ingrained fiction that in "sacred" or "old" music the cadences must have a touch of asthma. A marked shortcoming of this recording which otherwise would sound well, is the excessive reverberation; the recording must have been made in the lions' dungeon beneath the Colosseum. The echo is so sustained that after a tutti the harmonies flow into one another like the colors in a Madras print after a couple of washings. Still, as a "documentary," this recording has its usefulness; the mute score in the library cannot fully conjure up the intriguing picture of genius in the making.

P.H.L.
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**MOZART: Divertimentos**

**for Two Horns and Strings.** No. 10, in F; K. 247; for Oboe, Two Horns, and Strings, No. 11, in D; K. 251

Helmut Huckle, oboe, (in K. 251); Collegium Aureum, RCA VICTROLA VIC 1335 or VICS 1335. $2.50.

Lothar Koch, oboe (in K. 251); Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Herbert von Karajan, cond. DEUTSCH GRAMMOPHON 139013, $5.79 (stereo only).

One can't help wondering what Mozart's reaction would be to the discovery that his divertimentos are now widely performed and recorded, thus preserved for posterity and subjected to repeated listenings. Along with the cassations and serenades, the divertimentos were all written for specific occasions and were in substance a kind of elegant background music for aristocratic parties. Surely it never occurred to the composer that any one would really listen to this music in the full score of the work, a fact reflected in the relative simplicity of the structure of the scores: key relationships are obvious, there is little harmonic or thematic development, and the general textural layout is straightforward and uncomplicated. Nevertheless, the works are by Wolfgang Amadeus
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Mozart and thus are unquestionably of no small historical interest; and they do reveal a charm and a compositional expertise which are all the more impressive in light of their origin.

It is generally agreed that the divertimentos were conceived as chamber works and scored for solo instruments, a view supported by the intimate character of the pieces themselves. It is therefore puzzling that they are so frequently performed by small orchestras, as is the case in the DGG recording under Von Karajan. This can give rise to problems of balance and emphasis, particularly in K. 251, where the obue is treated as a solo instrument on an equal footing with the strings and in the louder passages has difficulty holding its own against the orchestral tutti. (The horns, on the other hand, create no such problem, as they are used almost exclusively to supply harmonic support, a role which they can perform quite successfully in the surroundings of a small orchestra.) There is also the fact that Mozart tends to treat the first violin as a soloist, delegating to this instrument by far the most elaborate part, with the result that the work has something of the character of a concerto. In the DGG version, this is largely lost, due to the doublings. The Victrola recording is a chamber version (the bass part is doubled but this hardly affects the chamber quality), which would seem to give it the nod. Other things being equal, this would certainly be the case, but unfortunately, other things are not equal. Ironically, the performances by the Collegium Aureum, a German group, are heavier, at least psychologically, than those under Von Karajan, a result of the Collegium's sluggish readings and the somewhat strained quality of the string playing. The DGG version, on the other hand, rises along seemingly without a care in the world, a quality of Von Karajan interpretations which I usually find irritating but which in these pieces seems entirely appropriate.

There is a third version of these two pieces on one record—that by Colin Davis on Oiseau-Lyre—a very successful recording but, again, Davis uses a small orchestra rather than a chamber ensemble. Until we get a more successful chamber performance, however, either the Von Karajan or the Davis will do. Either would supply an impressive sonic background for your eighteenth-century cocktail parties.

R.F.M.

MOZART: Sonatas for Piano and Violin

Joseph Szigeti, violin; Mieczyslaw Horowitz, piano; George Szell, piano.

For a feature review of this recording, see page 71.

NIELSEN: Piano Music

John Ogdon, piano.

NIELSEN: Organ Music

Jorgen Ernst Hansen, organ.

NIELSEN: Quartet for Strings, No. 1, in G minor, Op. 13

†Gade: Quartet for Strings, No. 1, in D, Op. 63

Copenhagen String Quartet.

NIELSEN: Quartet for Strings, No. 4, in F, Op. 44

†Holmboe: Quartet for Strings, No. 8, Op. 87

Copenhagen String Quartet.

For a feature review of the four recordings listed above, see page 73.

ORFF: Carmina burana

Gundula Janowitz, soprano; Gerhard Stolze, tenor; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone; Schöneberger Sängerknaben; Chorus and Orchestra of the Deutsche Oper (Berlin), Eugen Jochum, cond. DEUTSCHE Grammophon 139362, $5.79 (stereo only).

In one of the earliest issues of this magazine there appeared a wild rhapsody in praise of Carmina burana by the writer of the present review; I had been totally swept away by the work's hearty tunes, its tragolytic rhythms, its sensational vocal effects, and its grand orchestral clangor. By the second or third hearing I found the piece revolting; it seemed not only obvious and vulgar but somehow sinister; there was an element of mass hysteria in the music itself and in its excited reception, I have therefore avoided Carmina burana for years. Coming back to it after so long an interval, however, I must say that its excitements and enchantments are undeniable, principalo because of Eugen Jochum, who also was the conductor on that fifteen-year-old Decca disc. He plays the work as if it were a cross between Rigoletto and the Sacre du Printemps. This is certainly one of the most vigorous and brilliantly recorded Carmina burana in existence. The performers are the best in the business—and along about the middle of Side 2 I began to have all the old doubts again.

A.F.

ROSSINI: "Rossini Rarities"


Monterrat Caballé, soprano; RCA Italian Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Carlo Felice Cillario, cond. RCA Victor LM 3015 or LSC 3015. $5.79.

This is a pleasurable and frequently beautiful disc, one which all Rossinians will want to own for the repertoire and which all lovers of good singing will enjoy, though perhaps one or two items at a time rather than at a gulp. Its appearance on the heels of the companion "Verdi Rarities" has underlined in an uncommon way the vital difference between the two composers. These are arias from successful Rossini operas, though not from his few immortal ones, whereas the Verdi arias are drawn from the smallest proportion of his output that is not immortal. The Rossini pieces parade one fine tune after another, often strikingly elaborated and sometimes interestingly accompanied; the Verdi excerpts struggle towards inspiration amid a wealth of fascinating accompaniment. Rossini's recitatives fall into the tiredest formulas, as if the composer just didn't give a damn; Verdi's are full of truthful strokes and surprises. The Rossini arias sound like the work of a
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considerable, enormously self-satisfied talent; Verdi's rest uncomfortably on the old, insufficient forms, constantly threatening to burst into some other kind of expression. The Rossini is lovely, the Verdi disturbing.

Naturally, there is nothing at all wrong with a program of arias that are tuneful, strikingly elaborated, and lovely. Nearly all the cavatinas are, as the simplified piano albums used to put it, melodic gems. The Donizetti is as a limp little thing this is an opera of many fine pages, by the way, with some especially exciting writing for the tenor), and the Tancrède tune ("Di tanti palpiti") entirely merits the fame it formerly had. But even finer, to my taste, is the simply expressed morbidezza of the Aci, Gelo e Polifemo aria (drawn, I would gather, from the Italian translation of the French version of the opera). And best of all is the extremely poignant setting of the "Willow Song" from Otello—even with Verdi in the ear, it makes a profoundly beautiful impression. (Desdemona's terror at the sound of the wind, incidentally, is so premonitive of Verdi that one must conclude the later composer just figured he couldn't do it much better.) The Armida aria is rather less winning. Here, the ornamentation begins to verge on the silly, to take on the aspect of the sort of architectural gingerbread that tries to conceal a basically uninteresting structure. And while the Innamorata is undeniably great music, I can't quite see it as a "rarity"—rather as if "Ernani, in volurni" had turned up on the Verdi disc.

The cavatinas must suffice for the listener. For there is, as I've already indicated, almost nothing to hold one's attention in the recitative, even in such an important scene as that of Tancrède preceding "Di tanti palpiti," and the choral interjections in several of these passages (the Innamorata is the obvious exception) are so many bars full of filler. Montserrat Caballé's performances are full of felicitous marking of a very pretty sound and an admirable accuracy and facility with runs and flights—she can really click 'em off in a passage like the "Fra il padre e fra l'amante" of the Donna del lago piece.

The final excitement, the brio and sense of full, soaring freedom that can make such music really take off, is missing. The feeling we ought to have in listening to this music is that the singer is always there before us. In the slow cavatinas, we should want to remain forever in the environment of lovingly sculpted lines and haunting suspensions, only to have the singer leave us unsatisfied by moving on; in the animated sections, we should feel as if the singer is pulling us along towards some unexpected climax so quickly we cannot even think ahead of her—Berganza, for instance, invokes this response with the Cenerentola finale. Caballé always gets there with room to spare, but we are there before her—that sense of the voice running as fast as lightning-lightning musical impulse just isn't there. The Innamorata, curiously, is the least satisfying performance of all: it is simply too slack, too soft in attack, too full of a sense of its difficulty (dropping the fullness out of the tune to negotiate a high turn, letting the ends of long phrases drop from view, as if out of gas). But let me reiterate that it is the something-lacking, not the something necessary, that is missing. This is highly capable vocalism.

The orchestral playing and choral singing are, unfortunately, quite limp and disinterested-sounding. In addition, the sound (true on the Verdi record) seems to me less than ideal in terms of balance—if the voice is set at a normal level, one can barely hear the intriguing, feathery figure in the accompaniment to "Tanti affetti," for instance. In a couple of the choral scenes, we are also woucb-safed that odd, never-never effect of a solo voice existing in the midst of, but separate from, a large ensemble. It's like token integration—here is the solo, somehow embraced by, yet isolated from, this group of fellow singers. This is traceable, I assume, to overspecialized mindng techniques, and is probably referred to as "ideal balance" in engineering parlance.

C.L.O.


SCHOENBERG: Verklärte Nacht, Op. 4
+Wagner: Siegfried Idyll
+Hindemith: Trauermusik

Cecil Aronowitz, viola (in Hindemith); English Chamber Orchestra; Daniel Barenboim, cond. ANGL 36484, $5.79 (stereo only).

The first two of these works were originally conceived for ensembles of soloists, but are now usually performed with full string section. The Wagner is doubling the string (but not the wind) parts of the original scoring, the Schoenberg as expanded by its composer from string sextet to full string orchestra, making use of the available textural contrasts between solo and massed strings. On this record, Barenboim uses what sounds to be a fairly full ensemble, although not as heavy as that used in the Siegfried Idyll by, say, Bruno Walter.

The Schoenberg is an impersonated performance incorporating some very delicate playing but also some less than exact articulation in faster passages. Despite the spacious tempos (more than thirty-one minutes duration, as against Craft's forty-five), the continuity of the work is well served; it's too bad that the execution isn't consistently cleaner and the contrapuntal texture more lucid at climaxes.

The Siegfried Idyll goes most successfully in the middle section (with the second theme from the opera, the one in triple meter), which moves with a pleasant lift and is nicely articulated in details. However, the slow start, with un-
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The recording throughout is clear, if a little hard on the higher violin passages. I should add that this record’s eventual interest will lie in its evidence of Barenboim’s development as a conductor, rather than as anything like a definitive statement of the three pieces. D.H.


Robert Craft’s admirable series continues to break new ground in bringing us the extraordinary variety and profundity of the Schoenberg corpus: of the works in this eighth volume, only Opp. 35 and 50B have been previously recorded, and even here the new recordings have much to offer. In addition, we have first recordings of the one-act opera Von Heute auf Morgen. The unfinished Modern Psalm, a group of ingenious canons, and one of Schoenberg’s characteristically intriguing and sometimes exasperating re-interpretations—a “real substance.”

The opera, which fills two record sides, is obviously the most important item here. Its libretto is by “Max Blonda,” a pseudonym for the composer’s late secretary, Gertrud, and treats of a domestic incident between a husband and wife: its parallel to Strauss’s Intermezzo need not be pursued, for Schoenberg’s opera points us a moral about the impenetrability of modernity and modernity, rather than concentrating on semi-autobiographical characterization.

Some of the plot details are now rather dated (1928’s ideas of unconventional social behavior are unlikely to raise any eyebrows today), and it would have to be treated theatrically as a period piece. But the vitality, imagination, and skill of Schoenberg’s music cannot be gainsaid, and surely deserves a degree of attention that it has not yet received. Like Wagner, Schoenberg was not a “natural” comic-opera composer: his profoundly self-conscious sense of mission prevented that, but his great skill in musical characterization and complete mastery of invention and technique led him to a score rich in detail and paced with variety. The performance does a good deal of justice to this difficult score, with accurate playing and singing (the men a bit less secure in intonation than the excellent ladies). especially for what is essentially a performance worked up from scratch. The recording is not outstanding, but perfectly adequate, with some effects of stage motion.

The 1932 Cello Concerto is “freely adapted” from a 1746 keyboard concerto by Georg Matthias Monn (1717–50), a minor pre-classic composer for several of whose works Schoenberg had in 1912 made figured-bass realizations. I’m sorry that Robert Craft’s notes don’t quote from Schoenberg’s letter to Pablo Casals (the work’s dedicatee): “my principal concern was to get rid of the deficiencies of the Handel-like style.” I have taken away whole handfuls of sequences and replaced them with real substance.

... I think that I have succeeded in bringing the whole piece somewhat nearer
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to the style of Haydn. As far as harmony is concerned, I often go a bit beyond this style (and often more than a bit)."

Well, yes: more than a bit. The result is an entertaining monstrosity (whose humorous side is magnified by the opening subject's close resemblance to Rule, Britannia), a stylistic mélange with few parallels in music history, and—not incidentally—one hell of a workout for the cellist. Casuals might prefer it, but not the many who have heard it since, but it would be fun to hear Ros trovich try his hand: the present performance is earnest, but a shade scrappy.

The remainder of the album contains choral works. The canons cover a span from 1905 to 1949, and form an interesting sidelight to the composer's technical facility: they are adequately sung. The splendid Op. 35 pieces are much less polished here than on the recent Angel version, but inasmuch as the pacing and the point are the hallmarks of these small masterpieces the character of these small masterpieces emerges more clearly.

Finally, we have Schoenberg's last two works, the Hebrew setting of Psalm 130, for six-part mixed chorus (speaking and singing) has been recorded twice before, by larger but less secure groups. The smallish Toronto ensemble easily makes up in accuracy and rhythmic continuity for its dearth of numbers.

During his last months, Schoenberg wrote a series of "modern psalms" in German prose, and actually completed 86 measures of the music for the first of these. The setting is for speaker, mixed chorus, and orchestra, and the text's similarity to the lines of Moses in the opera Moses and Aton underlines the relationship of these two unfinished works. It is unfortunate that the musical forces sound in such a distant perspective relative to the speaker here (this is the result of the dubbing process whereby the speaker's voice was overlaid, some months after the original session), and it is also too bad that this piece wasn't put at the end of a side: it's the kind of thing that shouldn't be followed by anything else.

I am pleased to report that, after the skimpy annotations of Volumes 6 and 7, we are once again given a booklet with complete texts and translations (good ones this time) as well as some notes by Mr. Craft. By my count, only a handful of Schoenberg works are now recorded; while we wait for more, there is enough musical nourishment in this volume to last for some time to come. D.H.

SCHUBERT: Impromptus (complete)
D. 899: No. 1, in C minor; No. 2, in E flat; No. 3, in G flat; No. 4, in A flat; D. 935: No. 1, in F minor; No. 2, in E flat; No. 3, in B flat; No. 4, in F minor.
Lili Kraus, piano. CARDINAL VCS 10031, $3.50 (stereo only).

No cherub-faced little choirboy here, but, while, astrangent Schubert, Lili Kraus rightly perceives the C minor Impromptu to be a towering capstone of dramatic expression. Her reading of it is bold, rhythmically imperious, and wonderfully well organized. She is unsuccessful, however, in the F flat Impromptu, which is played with explosive scales, rushed cadential work, and annoying breaking of right and left hands. In the G flat Impromptu, she believes (like Schnabel) that the bars of 2/1 time in the reliable editions (later ones not only changed the meter into common time, but also transposed the piano part) and the glaring tonality of G major) indicate a faster tempo. While I am no devotee of the Liebestraum languor often imposed upon this work, I must say that Mme. Kraus does save it curiously bavk and externalized in her drama. Moreover, she concludes that since Schubert didn't definitely indicate an F flat at Measure 11 (it must surely have been an oversight on his part) he wanted an F natural. The effect of this curious variant sets my teeth on edge—but give the pianist credit for thinking about the music she interprets. She does some beautiful things in the A flat piece which ends this first set, though I have heard her play it better in concert.

The playing of the second set is more consistently satisfying. I am particularly grateful to Mme. Kraus for taking repeats in both the A flat and B flat Impromptus and for giving both with a maximum of directness and a minimum of demuerness. And she rollicks through the treacherous final F minor with engaging impudence.

Many people believe that Schubert conceived the Impromptus (the second set in particular) as Sonatinas, but divided them to entice publishers in quest of "small pieces." Listeners who subscribe to this thesis will be especially outraged by Vanguard/Cardinal's ordering of these pieces in a way that completely violates their proper sequence. Is it a 31-minute side really that much less desirable than a 29-minute one? Moreover, my ear detects the presence of excessive echo in the sound: certain notes have an unpleasant "after bloom" to them. H.C.

Alfred Brendel, piano. CARDINAL VCS 10020, $5.50 (stereo only).

The adjective that I often use when asked to characterize Brendel's playing is "direct." But I realize that this needs some expansion, to guarantee that it doesn't simply mean negative virtues such as the avoidance of mannerism and fussiness. Rather, this is playing of such force and clarity as to project an unequivocal commitment about the function of every note, phrase, period, and section within the total structure of the work. Nothing is taken for granted or thrown away as if to say "this is just transition." Particularly remarkable is the way Brendel treats the "conventional" repeats in the Symphonic Etudes; they are treated with a sure understanding of the fact that an AABB form has its own structural dynamic which cannot be made coherent by merely repeating, unaltered, each of...
the sections (see, for example, Etude IV).

Naturally, there is no question of technical problems here—but Brendel’s most remarkable achievements in this line are not the conspicuous ones of velocity and dexterity. The rhythmic independence of the parts is greatly clarifying throughout, as is the voicing of chords (note the voice-leading in the final measures of the Fantasy’s first movement). I am also especially impressed by the superb control of the overall dynamic in the second movement of Op. 17, and by the subtle phrasing and accenting of the many passages of overlapping dotted figures.

But it isn’t fair to pick out details; however impressive; these are completely integrated performances, projecting not merely Schumann’s pitch structures but also the rhythmic-dynamic phrase structures as embodied in the score. Brendel obviously views Schumann’s “expression marks” as an integral part of the composer’s conception, not something to be regarded or disregarded dependent on how the performer feels about them. (One is reminded of Schnabel’s famous reply to the student who asked whether it was better to play in time or to play as he felt: “Why not feel in time?” The principle is, essentially: feeling is founded on all dimensions of music.) This is profound playing, at a level we don’t often hear—don’t miss it.

(For the record, Brendel plays the first version of the Etudes, incorporating some readings from the second; wisely, he does not include the five posthumously published études that Ashkenazy and others play. The reproduction of the piano sound—a Bösendorfer, not a Steinway—is very creditable.) D.H.

**SMETANA: Festive Symphony**

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Karel Ančerl, cond. Crossroads 22 16 0192, $2.49 (stereo only).

Although Smetana’s creative efforts were directed mainly towards descriptive music and works for the stage, he did write a handful of absolute works which never achieved much popularity. A pity, too, for they are all delightful and would be a refreshing change from today’s predictable concert fare.

The reason behind the Festive Symphony’s unpopularity is simple. Written in 1853 in homage to Austria, during her oppression of the Czechs, it incorporates the Austrian national anthem in three of its movements. No freedom-loving Czech would listen to it. That this anthem later became Deutschland über alles did not help popularize the work either.

Although the Festive Symphony cannot be called the find of the decade, it is a delightful piece. In addition to Smetana’s usual freshness of invention, there is a sure-footedness of form which allows him moments of real originality. The first movement is a forceful rustic march, of almost Brucknerian character. Smetana caps off the development section of this movement with the first hint of the anthem played softly by the winds against gentle triplets in the strings; the effect is stunning. The Austrian melody is heard complete for the first time in the second movement, a largo Maestoso, played first by the cello as a counter-melody and later by the full orchestra. The scherzo that follows is so good it’s almost edible. The symphony ends with a second marchlike movement, also reminiscent of Bruckner. A final intonation of the anthem brings the work to a triumphant close.

The recording, with its lackluster playing, faulty intonation, and tubby sound hardly makes a case for the piece. The lack of orchestral color is especially disappointing. I can’t help thinking how good a Bernstein performance would sound. But until then, you can’t go far wrong for $2.49. The scherzo alone is worth that price. R.W.S.

**TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite for Orches-**


**TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite for Orches-**

tra, No. 4, in G, Op. 61 (“Moz-**

zartiana”)

†Rossini-Respighi: Rossiniana: Suite

Ruggiero Ricci, violin (in the Tchaikovsky Suites); Orchestra de la Suisse Romande, Ernest Ansermet, cond. London CS 6543/42, $5.79 each (two discs, stereo only).

The works on these two new London
When you're ready to buy your first professional recorder...

here's what to look for:

LOW NOISE: Pure sound reproduction is the minimum requirement for a professional recorder. Listen carefully for hum and other machine-produced noises—marks of an "amateur" machine. Incidentally, Crown has the lowest noise level of all professional quarter-track recorders. (Guaranteed minimum of S/N 60db at 7½ ips.)

WIDE BAND-WIDTH: Any professional recorder will cover all the audible sound spectrum. Now try to find one with the band-width safety margin of a Crown. (Guaranteed minimum of 2±2db, 30-22 kHz at 7½ ips and 30-15 kHz at 3¾ ips.) In side-by-side comparison, you'll discover that reproduction on a Crown at 3½ ips is comparable to that of other professional recorders at 7½ ips, giving you savings of 50% on tape in many recording applications!

MINIMUM DISTORTION: Wow, flutter and other signal distortions should be imperceptible at 7½ ips for professional-quality tapes. Crown guarantees a minimum of 0.09% wow and flutter at 7½ ips.

FLEXIBILITY: Look for a recorder with a full range of professional refinements. More than with any other professional recorder, you can "do anything" with a Crown—record sound-on-sound, sound-with-sound, create special equalization and echo effects, A-B monitor while recording, mix four microphones and much more.

INVESTMENT: Professional electronic equipment is a good secure investment, with a slow rate of depreciation. A Crown is insured against obsolescence with a design acclaimed by professionals "years ahead of the industry." With only ten moving parts, normal care and routine service will assure like-new performance for ten years. In 1978, you'll be glad you purchased the very best—a Crown.

From Karajan, Sibelius Symphonies

There is no doubt that Sibelius was of the twentieth century, original in the sense that his work is unmistakably his own. Both the Sixth and the Seventh symphonies are Sibelius at his best; they probe and explore rhythmic and harmonic structures in more depth than do any of his previous symphonies.

Von Karajan brings to both works what one has come to take for granted with any of his myriad recordings: namely, exquisite balances, marvelous regard for details inherent in the score, and particular attention to the problem of sonic balances in recordings. The result, except for an occasional predominance of woodwinds, is that these performances will be the standard of the symphonies at hand for some time to come. Von Karajan has the facility for paying infinite attention to detail without overplaying his hand (or "band" for that matter). He never intrudes on the composer. This is particularly noticeable in Symphony No. 7 as he moves through the difficult tempo transitions in this one-movement work.

The playing of the Berlin Philharmonic certainly matches that of any of our most illustrious orchestras; and many listeners at this juncture, may feel that the Berliners have become for Von Karajan what the Clevelanders are for George Szell—a perfect instrument for a master conductor. H.H.S.


Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond. Deutsche Grammophon 139032, $5.79 (stereo only).

TELEMANN: Four Cantatas from "Harmonischer Gottesdienst," 1725/26

Was gelehnt dem Adel walther Christen; Die Kinder des Höchsten sind rufen de Stimmen; Zischet nur, stechet, ihr feuernen Zungen; Packe dich, gelähmter Drache.

Charles Bressler, tenor; Melvin Kaplan, oboe; Gerald Tarack, violin; Alexander Kouguelt, cello; Albert Fuller, harpsichord. Nonesuch H 71190, $2.50 (stereo only).

The idea of recording four of Telemann's innumerable and delightful solo cantatas was an excellent one. It pains me to say that the execution has been botched in almost every conceivable respect. The recording itself lacks focus and presence. For all Charles Bressler's reproduction as a baroque stylist, and for all the fine work I have heard him do before, he makes no more than a token attempt at embellishing Telemann's da capo, and he even fails to put appoggiaturas on some of the cadences in the recitatives. His German is unidiomatic, chiefly because of the excessively open, diphthongal impurity of the vowels. It is also inconsistent—"Kindliches," for example, has its "ch" pronounced sometimes one way, sometimes another, neither quite correct. This, like his singing of the wrong word in the middle section of the final aria of Die Kinder des Höchsten, is the sort of thing that really ought to have been caught, and demonstrates once again the irresponsibility of trying to make a record without a full-time producer as well as a recording engineer: the latter is simply too busy to look after everything.

In spite of everything, however, the charm and beauty of the music come through. The gems are usually the final arias of these aria-recitativo-aria structures. That in Was gelehnt dem Adel exults grandly; the one already mentioned in Die Kinder des Höchsten breathes a vast tranquillity; and the one that ends Zischet nur, stechet has some extraordinary rhythmic effects, with 2/4 bars interpolated into the general 3/8 flow in a masterly fashion.

The best thing about the performances is Melvin Kaplan's delicious oboe playing. And oddly enough, everything I've said about Bressler notwithstanding. I still enjoy listening to him.

B.J.


HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
Hear it like it is!

Now from RCA...tape recorder/players from the people who know sound the best

**RCA's finest stereo recorder/player.** 3 speeds. "Sound-plus-Sound."
Public address switch. Pause switch. Two VU meters. Pushbutton controls. Automatic level control. Two 8" speakers, 2 tweeters in removable enclosures. 2 microphones. *The Legislator (YLG 48)*


**RCA Mark 8 stereo tape cartridge player.** Automatic 8-track table model plays auto tapes at home. You get up to 80 minutes of continuous music. Turns on as cartridge is inserted, turns off when cartridge is removed. Track selection is automatic. Two 5" oval speakers. *(YLD 42)*
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CIRCLE 36 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
IN BRIEF

BACH: Orgelbüchlein, S. 599-644 (complete).
Anton Heiller, organ. Cardinal VCS 10026/27, $3.50 each (two discs, stereo only).

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4, in B flat, Op. 60; Leonore Overture, No. 2. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, cond. RCA Victor LM 3008 or LSC 3008, $5.79.


BORDIN: Symphony No. 2, in B minor; In the Steppes of Central Asia; Prince Igor: Polovtsi March. U.S.S.R. Symphony Orchestra, Yevgeny Svetlanov, cond. Melodiya/Angel SR 40056, $5.79 (stereo only).


Heiller presents very attractive readings of the forty-five chorale preludes that comprise the Orgelbüchlein: phrasing and articulation are clean and precise, and tempos and registrations are always perfectly appropriate to the individual pieces. The excellent baroque-style organ has a bright and sparkling upper work, the low-pressure foundations and flutes are beautifully articulate, the reeds are assertive but warm, and the ensemble of the full organ is perfectly balanced. Recorded sound is spacious and clean, and the surfaces are excellent.

Both of these performances are in the Leinsdorf-Boston tradition—that is to say, there's fine precision and lucidity in the orchestral playing but little color and less élan in the music making. The Leonore No. 2 sounds just a mite tired here, though the tempos are pretty sensible and the interpretation unexceptional. The recorded sound is pretty, but it betrays the usual Leinsdorf deficiency of dramatic contrast. The sound is clear, admirably balanced, and just a bit tepid.

Szell's latest rendering of the Beethoven Fifth is, I feel, preferable to either his current Cleveland edition on Eple or his earlier mono-only set with the same forces. For one thing, the dark breadth of the Concertgebouw's string section and the molten-copper ring to the brass choir supply a burnished solidity missing from the impeccably but less interestingly played Cleveland versions. The overside performance of the Mozart makes the present disc indispensable. The energy, wisdom, and sheer refinement of the Concertgebouw's playing here is of such an order to take the breath away.

The best thing here is the 1842 Sinfonie capricieuse—quite unashamedly Mendelssohnian, with touches of the bolder rhythmical approach of Schumann, but unfailingly charming, tuneful, witty, and brilliantly scored. On the other side are two modern pieces—Scriabin, long, labored, and boring side by Blomdahl and two short movements from Hiding Rosenberg's opera Voyage to America. The performances under Dorati are full of gusto and life, and the recording is superb.

Svetlanov shows some temperament and musical imagination here, but on this indication of the orchestra's compactness and impact playing I must assume either that this group is incompetent or that Svetlanov is unable to extract technically secure performances from its members. Ansermet's sensitively idiomatic reading of this symphony (coupled with the Symphony No. 3) is on a still impressive London release outpoints Svetlanov's in every respect.

This is a thoroughly creditable performance of the Serenade, with the first-chair soloists showing some beautiful work and with Kertesz all the while keeping the over-all dimensions of the piece in good proportion. The LSO is more flexible than the Philadelphia Symphony, which recorded the piece for RCA Victor most recently. But in the last analysis, the sound afforded Philadelphia wins me over; its evenness and presence contribute to an excitement missing on the London record.

Between taping sessions for the D major and C major concertos, something happened: the first work is limpid, saccharine in its slow movement, rhythmically anemic; the second stands up on its feet and makes, altogether, a vigorous and proud showing. Perhaps Fournier and Baumgartner intended to emphasize the difference between the two pieces—the D major being essentially lyric and gentle, the C major much more of a showpiece—but if so, the effect misfires. The only other pairing of these concertos, by Borowitzky and the Vienna Symphony, is still great fun to listen to; a bit rough, but surging with energy.

In contrast to the superb monophonic Schneider Quartet version of the Seven Last Words of Christ, the Vox team softens the severity of seven consecutive slow movements. These players opt for a flowing lyricism, a greater motoric flow in Alberti bass passages, pastel-like suppleness of tone, and a lyricism that builds gradually. It is far easier to listen to than the measured terseness of Schneider & Co., but in the final analysis the older performance affords the deeper emotional and intellectual experience. The Op. 9 Quartets are just about ideal in the Dekany presentation: sturdy and bright, thoroughly vivacious yet never coarse or overlusty, and—above all—scintillant in the presto finales. The recorded sound is very agreeable throughout.
Who could quarrel with the air of well-being that pervades this disc? Messrs. Rampal and Bartoli do handsomely by the pleasant Loeillet Sonata and the decorous and quite proudly "classical" Giuliani. Freed of accompaniment chores, Bartoli shows himself in the Visée Suite to be a deft and gentle instrumentalist whose phrases flow unencumbered and whose penchant for understatement does not obscure a sure command of varying tone colors. S.F.

The Weller Quartet is a superb ensemble. Predictably, this recording brings the listener once again up against the American-versus-European approach to chamber music; and predictably, the Weller is more lyric, mellower, less driving than, for example, the Fine Arts in K. 575 and the Guarneri in K. 590. Still, the difference is less pronounced than is often the case: the group has enough New World verve to catch the drama of Mozart, and enough Old World perspective to let the music breathe. S.F.

Alberto Nepomuceno was an old-time Brazilian academician who wrote his third quartet during his student days in Berlin in 1891. Except for a few Brahmsian echoes in the first movement, the work suggests the tradition of the string quartets of Donizetti and other Italian operatic composers—tuneful, unpretentious, light-hearted, and altogether charming. The seventeenth and last string quartet of Villa Lobos also looks backward, but to Ravel. It is flawless and mad and goes down very well, but it lacks the Amazonian wild man gestures which were the composer's specialty. The peaches-and-cream performances by the Brazilian String Quartet have been beautifully recorded. A.F.

Poulen's two sonatas, both dating from 1962, are facely written and undoubtedly great fun to play, but in recorded form they fail to sustain interest. The Schumann works, though certainly not among his strongest, are in a different class. They make very strange pairings with the Poulen pieces, however, despite the obvious instrumental similarities. My advice to Poulen fans is to get the Nonesuch record including both these Sonatas together with the composer's Airs de theatre for piano and eighteen instruments. Those performances are far more preferable to the ones on the present Lyricord disc, and the technical aspects of the recordings are also superior. R.P.M.

Leinsdorf's treatment of this music is symphonic rather than balletic in character in that rhythm tends to be a bit austere in its scrupulous accuracy. While the conductor clarifies the large orchestration with graphic clarity and momentum, he eschews the creamy romanticism of the earlier BSO recordings with Koussevitzky and Munch. Similarly, Leinsdorff's sophisticated work lacks the peppery impulsiveness heard in the recently remastered Mitropoulos/New York Philharmonic presentation on Odyssey. The present performance has its own effective brand of measured glitter, however, and I consider it one of Leinsdorf's most admirable efforts to date. Moreover, the brilliantly engineered disc maintains a really generous measure of music from the long ballet. H.G.

Poulenc's two sonatas, both dating from 1962, are facely written and undoubtedly great fun to play, but in recorded form they fail to sustain interest. The Schumann works, though certainly not among his strongest, are in a different class. They make very strange pairings with the Poulen pieces, however, despite the obvious instrumental similarities. My advice to Poulen fans is to get the Nonesuch record including both these Sonatas together with the composer's Airs de theatre for piano and eighteen instruments. Those performances are far more preferable to the ones on the present Lyricord disc, and the technical aspects of the recordings are also superior. R.P.M.

Leinsdorf's treatment of this music is symphonic rather than balletic in character in that rhythm tends to be a bit austere in its scrupulous accuracy. While the conductor clarifies the large orchestration with graphic clarity and momentum, he eschews the creamy romanticism of the earlier BSO recordings with Koussevitzky and Munch. Similarly, Leinsdorff's sophisticated work lacks the peppery impulsiveness heard in the recently remastered Mitropoulos/New York Philharmonic presentation on Odyssey. The present performance has its own effective brand of measured glitter, however, and I consider it one of Leinsdorf's most admirable efforts to date. Moreover, the brilliantly engineered disc maintains a really generous measure of music from the long ballet. H.G.

Mlle. Crochet has an affinity for Schubert's late, perhaps excessively long, Klavierstücke. The young French artist meets the length problem head on: she observes all the repeats and even opens up some cuts. These are straightforward, mobile performances, nicely geared to project both power and nostalgia in proper and equal ratio. In the "little" A minor Sonata, she tends to be somewhat diffuse and heavy in the dotted note rhythms of the first movement, and occasionally the rhythmic symmetry of other sections is apt to be slightly misshapen by the pianist's interpretative excesses. Still and all, Mlle. Crochet is head and shoulders above such literal-mind Schubertians as the rigidly metronomic Gilless on RCA Victor. Fine, slightly cavernous sound. H.G.

Everything is interpretively sober here, technically sober and aesthetically sombre. In trying to capture Schumann's poetic lyricism together with his more rigorous, Germanic style (and its obvious Beethovenian references), the Bulgarian Quartet tends to sound earthbound where they should soar, and loose-limbed where fervent poetic intensity should carry the day. I hesitate to lay all the blame on the performers, and will instead impugn the sonics which have a grumbliness, creakaustrophic murkiness. At the low price, though, the set just about passes muster: technically, the playing is extremely competent. H.G.

Barbieroli here offers a performance in which nothing is tentative, everything consistent. This conductor's style is more massive than that of his colleagues, less detailed in highlights, less colorful in timbre, and more committed to projecting the theatrical overtones of Sibelius on the broadest possible scale. In other words, this is romantically styled Sibelius in the grand manner, but quite devoid of vulgarity. P.H.
Bernac Reissues from the Thirties

As anyone who owns the tome can attest, the encyclopedia of recorded music compiled by the Messrs. Clough-Cuming is a limited spawning ground for fantasies, a repository filled with detectables that seem utterly intriguing—and utterly unhearable. In the course of roving through this treasure house, my eye has often been caught by a series of recordings made by the celebrated French baritone Pierre Bernac for a small and long-defunct company called Ultraphone. These were Bernac’s first discs, published between 1934 and 1936, when he was in his mid-thirties and just beginning his famous artistic collaboration with the composer Francis Poulenc. The Ultraphone titles are all there in Clough-Cuming’s small print, but I never dreamed that they would ever come to life except in the mind’s ear. Now suddenly here they are, conveniently brought together on one of Rococone’s invaluable reissues.

Bernac’s voice, not surprisingly, sounds lighter and fresher than in the postwar Columbia recordings (reissued on Odyssey), but the basic characteristics of his style—the supple legato, the pointed diction, the rhythmic élan—are all already inimitably in evidence. A great artist shows his spots early. One has to listen through considerable surface noise to hear him (if your amplifier has a scratch filter, this is the occasion to press it into action), but the close-to-miking projects the voice with more than adequate clarity. It should be noted that Poulenc accompanies only in his own songs. In most of the other repertoire, Bernac’s collaborator is Jean Deyan, a highly respected pianist and teacher (Philippe Entremont, being one of his pupils).

Not all the repertoire that Bernac chose to record at this stage of his career will win gold stars today. In fact, much of the stuff on Side 2 is awful. But the good things are very good indeed—Fauré’s Soir, for example, which is an object lesson in long-lined phrasing, or Debussy’s Colloque sententieuste, all the more poignant for being delivered in a fragile monotone. As Bernac matured he developed greater verve and character in his singing, but there is an aura of youthful tenderness in this vintage collection that has its own special charm. Certainly, no Bernacophile can afford to be without it. No texts have been provided, but there are useful notes by Philip L. Miller.

R.G.

Pierre Bernac: Song Recital


Leila ben Sedia, mezzo (in the Chausson and Saint-Saëns); Pierre Bernac, baritone; Jean Deyan, piano; Francis Poulenc, pianist (in the Poulenc); Boris Goldschmidt, piano (in the Hahn); orchestra, P. Devred, cond. (in the Chaminade and Lazaret). Rococone 5276, $5.95 (piano only).

AMBROSIAN SINGERS AND CONSORT: German Music of the Renaissance


Ambrosian Singers and Consort. DOVER HCR 5270 or HCR ST 7270, $2.00.

The Renaissance must have been a jolly time in Germany, at least if one goes by the music. Is it the universal appeal of these undemanding trifles or the zeal with which German musicologists have made them available in performing editions that is responsible for the disproportionate number of discs devoted to this repertory? In any case, this is a very attractive example. The old favorites Instruck and Hertzlich that mich are joined by some unusual and amusing numbers like Othmayer’s misogynistic Quasquis requiram quauris with its warning in Latin to beware of women accompanied by more practical advice in the vernacular, “Beaut her, hit her .”

The Isaac Mass, here, I believe, recorded for the first time, is a fine work, but if it was included as a contrast to the short pieces it misses the boat. The work is an alternatim Mass, a patchwork of polyphony and chant as fragmentary as the rest of the record. The Ambrosian performers (who are joined by the In Nomine Players in everything except the Isaac) on the whole come through with the excellence we have come to expect from this ensemble. The tenor, however, has an unfortunate tendency to scoop which is painfully obvious in his solo part of Senfl’s Quodlibet, Ach Eiselein. The sound is disappointing, particularly the faked-up stereo, but the notes and texts are exemplary.

ST.

PUBLISHERS & MISCELLANY


NOINESUCH HC 73018, $5.00 (two discs, stereo only).

First of all, the title: this isn’t really

a guide to “electronic music,” but rather a guide to the sounds available through the techniques of electronic synthesis. (A composition, entitled Peace Three, is included at the start, and repeated at the end, but it is of a triviality embarrassing to describe.) Most of the bands on these two discs are occupied by demonstration samples of the basic signal generators used in electronic-music studios and of the various modulation and filtering techniques that can be applied to such signals. A 16-page booklet discusses the basic principles of sound synthesis, and includes a glossary of terms and the musical score of Peace Three.

In principle, this is a satisfactory and useful idea, but the manner of its execution leaves a great deal to be desired. The recorded examples are not directly co-ordinated with the syllabus in the booklet, but only through a detailed listing of contents on the box (not always ideally explicit about what is being done) and by a page in the booklet entitled “Record Notes,” which explains only certain bands and otherwise refers you back to the section of the syllabus. What with all this jumping around, it can get pretty difficult to figure out just what you are hearing. To be sure, the records are banded (as many as eighteen bands per side), so that individual samples may be picked out, but there is no narration on the discs, and you have to keep a close eye on your stylus to know just
what band you are hearing; the mere pause between examples isn't always enough articulation, since some of the demonstration samples include internal pauses. Brief spoken announcements would have simplified this problem considerably.

Nor is it clear at what kind of audience this set is aimed. A good deal of space in the booklet is devoted to the authors' proposal for notation, which will be of interest primarily to other composers (who will hardly find the rest of this material very novel). Nor does a slapdash bibliography inspire much confidence, embracing as it does a smattering of everything from trivial discussions of electronic music in outdated popular histories of music to the programmer's manual for the Bell Labs Music Four program (especially odd since the important area of computer synthesis is hardly considered in the syllabus), with no indication of the relative value or difficulty of these suggested readings.

With patience, a good memory, a steady hand on the tone arm, and perhaps some background in electronics (not all of the syllabus is ideally lucid), you may be able to learn something from this set, but it's a shame that more intelligent planning and editorial control wasn't used in putting it together. A really first-class introduction to this subject would be desirable; a wider public acquaintance with accurate descriptive terminology for electronic sounds is still badly needed.

D.H.

**Virgil Fox: "Virgil Fox in Concert"**


Virgil Fox, organ. **COMMAND CC 11040 SD, $5.79 (stereo only).**

That Virgil Fox is one of the most spectacular organists of our time none will deny. He treats the organ like a huge, idealized orchestra, over which he is in complete control. The Reger Fantasia is the perfect Fox vehicle, and the organist exploits the full resources of Boston's Symphony Hall organ. The work itself may impress some as a pretentious and bombastic example of early twentieth-century hyperchromaticism, but it is certainly one of Fox's best recorded performances. So is the short Gigout Toccata, which Fox plays brilliantly.

The most notable aspect of this performance of Bach's E minor Prelude and Fugue is the performer's restraint—a characteristic not always associated with Fox. Tempos are traditional and rock steady throughout. The linear clarity and utterly precise articulation are remarkable, endowing the reading with a rhythmic drive and intensity seldom, if ever, achieved by lesser technicians. The extreme détaché playing in the pedal, however, is sometimes out of proportion, and the heavy use of the expression pedals as well as the almost constant drawing and retreating of stops throughout is distracting. Here the orchestrator's approach is far less appropriate than it was in the Reger: the work was conceived in terms of contrasting plateaus of sound, and the heaving and swelling dynamics create an effect foreign to the character of the piece.

The short chorale prelude *Rejoice, Beloved Christians* is a very early work in the style of many chorale preludes in the *Orgelbiichlein*; it is possibly an adaptation of an aria from a now lost cantata. Here the virtuoso performer wins out over the artist completely. The tempo is so fast that the chorale, written in half notes for the pedal, gives the impression of quarter notes, while the running sixteenth note part for the right hand sounds like a Paganini perpetuum mobile.

The recorded sound is extremely rich, clean and transparent.

**Robert Ilosfalvy: Operatic Recital**

Robert Ilosfalvy, tenor; Orchestra of the Hungarian State Opera.

For a feature review of this recording, see page 72.
MAX NEUHAUS: "Electronics and Percussion: Five Realizations"


MAX NEUHAUS, percussion. COLUMBIA MS 7139, $5.79 (stereo only).

If you’re wondering why the word “realizations” appears in the title above, it refers to the fact that Max Neuhaus’ contribution goes far beyond what we normally think of as a “performance.” In each of these works the shape of the composition itself is to a greater or lesser degree left up to the player. Thus one could say that there really is no “composition” in an abstract, objective sense; there are only the particular “realizations” of different performers. As to the “electronics,” in several of his realizations Neuhaus incorporates electronic means into the performances.

In some of the pieces the responsibility for determining the nature of the piece is left almost entirely to the performer. Thus the score of Earle Brown’s Four Systems consists only of a group of vertical and horizontal lines of various lengths and widths (not simply of horizontal lines as Neuhaus states in his notes). The performer (actually there could be any number of performers playing on any instrument or instruments) is permitted to interpret this as he will. Neuhaus opts for four amplified cymbals, which he performs in such a way that the dynamic level remains constant during any given duration (thus reflecting the “linear” quality of the score). The result is a crashing bore.

Also indeterminate with respect to its performance is John Cage’s Fontana Mix, which in its original form consists of recorded sound material on tape, but which can be performed in an almost infinite number of ways. Two versions already exist on record: the original tape version, on Turnabout, and a version with the tape in combination with Cage’s Aria, sung by Cathy Berberian, on Time. In the Neuhaus version Cage’s tape is simply used in combination with several contact microphones resting on various percussion instruments to create feedback. The result has nothing in common, at least from an aural point of view, with the Cage piece from which it emanates: it sounds, in fact, strangely like feedback—feedback of the most common, garden variety.

Bussotti’s Coeur pour batteur is another “graphic” score to which the performer may react freely. Here Neuhaus has amplified his own body movements and “inadvertent” voice sounds. The effect is truly indescribable, at least in a respectable magazine like HIGH FIDELITY. Morton Feldman’s The King of Denmark is played entirely with the fingers, and here, admittedly, there are some strikingly beautiful effects—many of them, as Mr. Neuhaus remarks, such that they will be audible only on a recording. Nevertheless, it all seems terribly precious and quickly loses its interest once the listener becomes accustomed to the unusual timbral qualities.

In this company the fifth piece, Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Zyklus, stands out as a small masterpiece. Here too a certain amount of freedom is accorded to the performer, but Stockhausen keeps this freedom within a clearly prescribed framework. Consequently, he is able to control the progression of the piece, and there is a real sense of movement and direction (even though the movement ultimately turns out to be circular). Since Stockhausen’s score is in the form of a spiral, it may be read either “forwards” or “backwards” and can be begun at any point. The composition is over when the performer returns to his starting point. There is another recorded version of this piece, performed by Cristoph Caskel on Time, and oddly enough, Neuhaus not only plays the piece in the same direction as Caskel, he starts at almost exactly the same point in the score. Since the performer is given a choice as to tempo, the order of certain occurrences, etc., the two versions vary considerably; but it is nevertheless relatively easy, and in this case meaningful, to compare the two performances. Caskel’s realization seems superior to me on every possible count. He is more imaginative and more musical in his renderings of the indeterminate elements of the score, and he is more precise in his performance of the determined aspects. Further, Caskel has the better overall technique, which allows him to exercise considerably more control, particularly in the articulation of the rhythmical and dynamic structure. Despite this, Neuhaus’ version provides interesting listening and is particularly instructive if listened to in conjunction with the Caskel. Nevertheless, it seems a pity that with two recorded performances now available, one of them couldn’t have gone in the other direction! R.P.M.

Max Neuhaus prepares a brain-tangling collection of avant-garde statements.
Bell & Howell has made it harder to choose a fine stereo tape recorder.

Until now, it was easier, because all the choices were about the same. They all played. And they all recorded.

Bell & Howell's new Autoload® 4-track stereo recorders do a lot more. They do more than play beautifully. They do more than record faithfully.

They load themselves completely automatically. You never touch the tape because a gentle cushion of air transports it through the tape path directly onto the take-up reel. The entire business takes about three seconds.

They have three-way Auto-Reverse for continuous listening.

They have instant-pause and audible search. Source input mixing and sound-with-sound. Two VU meters which are live in both play and record.

They have specs like: 4 speeds (7½, 3¾, 1¾, ¾); wow and flutter: .09% @ 7½; frequency response: 40 Hz to 17,000 Hz (± 3db) @ 7½; SN ratio: better than -51Db; crosstalk: -40Db; power: 30 watts E.I.A. peak music power.

They come in five models. Three are portables with built-in twin speakers and 2 dynamic omni-directional microphones. (Highest-quality external speakers are also available.) Two are deck versions.

They all have three-way Auto-Reverse with Bell & Howell's exclusive reversing head design for positive track alignment. Three models have Autoload® completely automatic threading.

They're designed with the kind of care and precision Bell & Howell's built its reputation on for more than 60 years.

When you come right down to it, maybe we haven't made choosing a fine stereo tape recorder harder at all. Maybe we've made it much easier.
REPEAT PERFORMANCE
A SELECTIVE GUIDE TO THE MONTH'S REISSUES

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in D minor, Op. 125. St. Hedwig’s Cathedral Choir; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsay, cond. Heliodor HS 25077-2, $4.98 (two discs, stereo only) [from Decca DX 157/DX 7157, 1958]. The first stereo Ninth to appear in the domestic catalogue, this performance still commands attention for Fricsay’s vigorous leadership, the exceptional playing of the Berlin Philharmonic, the work of four top-grade soloists (Seefried, Forrester, Häflinger, and Fischer-Dieskau), and superlative engineering (but try to check the pressing if you can—Side 2 of my review copy was badly off center, resulting in some excruciating pitch waver). All in all, Fricsay’s versions of the symphonies (Nos. 5 and 7 are also current on Heliodor) are among the best budget Beethoven to be had.

BEETHOVEN: 33 Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli, Op. 120. Julius Katchen, piano. Stereo Treasury STS 15036, $2.49 (stereo only) [from London CM 9272/CS 6203, 1962]. I rather liked Katchen’s hearty exuberance in the early stages of this Diabelli performance: one can certainly see Beethoven playing with this silly waltz theme, supremely confident of his abilities to mold its inanities into a titanic masterpiece. Later on, when the music turns towards more introspective moods, the pianist seems a trifle glib for all his incredibly fleet fingers, and he only skims the surface of the Largo Variation (No. 31). An estimable achievement nonetheless, and budget seekers desiring an introduction to this startling work should be pleased with Katchen’s immensely vital interpretation as well as with the crystalline piano reproduction.

BORODIN: Quartet for Strings, No. 2, in D. SHOSTAKOVICH: Quartet for Strings, No. 8, Op. 110. Borodin Quartet. Stereo Treasury STS 15046, $2.49 (stereo only) [from London CM 6338/CS 9338, 1962]. Ever since those musical vampires Wright and Forrest RAIDed the hit tunes of Borodin’s delightful Second Quartet for Kismet, it has become virtually impossible to hear the piece without visions of the late Dorretta Morrow garbed in her “baubles, bangles, and beads” (from the Scherzo) caroling “this is my beloved” (during the Notturno movement). If you can get past this hang-up, the Quartet can still offer as pleasurable a twenty-five minutes of untroubled, spontaneous melodiousness as anything in the chamber literature. The Shostakovich work is a different affair altogether. Built on notes derived from the composer’s monogram (DSCH—D, E, flat, C, B in German notation), the music’s monothematicism is relieved by references to his Piano Trio, an oriental Waltz, a quote from his First Cello Concerto, the Dies Irae, a song dating from the Russian Revolution, and further asides from Katerina Ismailova and the Tenth Symphony. I can’t say that Shostakovich succeeds in disguising this musical casserole very convincingly for all the sincerity and expressivity of the ingredients. The Borodin Quartet plays this work as well as that of its eponymous composer splendidly, and the sound is exceptional.

GERHARD: Symphony No. 1; Don Quijote: Dances. BBC Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, cond. Seraphim S 60071, $2.49 (stereo only) [from Odeon ASD 613, 1965]. One of the finest new works premiered in the New York Philharmonic’s series of 125th anniversary commissions last season was Symphony 4 (“New York”) by Roberto Gerhard—a name virtually unknown in this country. The Symphony No. 1 dates from 1953, when the Spanish-born, Schoenberg-tutored, British-accented composer was fifty-seven. Like much of Gerhard’s orchestral music, it is an impassioned, flamboyant, freely developed serial statement composed with a sensitive ear for sonority and symphonic sinew. A compelling and vital work that deserves investigation. The Don Quijote dances are from an early ballet and reveal Gerhard’s Spanish character effectively tempered by his Viennese schooling. Dorati and the BBC Symphony play superbly and the sound is first-class.

MOZART: Concerto for Three Pianos and Orchestra, in F, K. 242; Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra, in E flat K. 365. Hephzibah, Yaltah, and Jeremy Menuhin. New PML 7157, stereo; Bath Festival Orchestra, Yehudi Menuhin, cond. Seraphim S 60072, $2.49 (stereo only) [from Odeon ASD 2280, 1967]. The Menuhins en famille meet here for a Mozart musical: father Yehudi presides on the podium, son Jeremy and his aunts Hephzibah and Yaltah perform K. 242, and son-in-law Fou Ts’ong joins Hephzibah for K. 365. As one might expect, the musical rapport is flawlessly achieved. The filigreed galanterie of the Triple Concerto (nicely spread for stereo and warmly recorded) is captured to perfection, and the great Two Piano Concerto is given a reading that sings thoughtfully and sensitively in every measure.

SCARLATTI: Sonatas for Harpsichord (30). Ralph Kirkpatrick, harpsichord. Odyssey 32 26 0012, $4.99 (two discs, rechanneled stereo only) [from Columbia SL 221, 1955]. The second installment of Kirkpatrick’s Scarlatti retrospective contains thirty sonatas taken from the composer’s late keyboard works. Again the set is notable for the variety and vitality of both Scarlatti and his excellent interpreter.
Despite the liner’s claim that “Odyssey stereo records . . . will reveal full stereo sound when played on stereo record players,” all I heard was the usual artificial left and right separation of high and low frequencies. The job could have been worse, I suppose, but the harpsichord does not sound as sweet and clearly reproduced as on the mono-only volume one.

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9, in C, D. 944. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Wilhelm Furtwängler, cond., Heliodor H 25074, $2.49 (mono only) [from Deutsche Grammophon KL 27/31, released in 1963].

This performance has always excited controversy: there are those who hold it up as one of the supreme examples of Furtwängler’s recorded art, while others (principally, dedicated Toscaninians) fume over caprices of tempo and lack of structural cohesion. For me, Furtwängler’s view of the music—whatever its measured pace and occasional unusual tempo fluctuations—always works. The liberties never actually sound arbitrary; in fact, they only seem to enhance the work’s lyrical character (structure and symphonic dramatics are hardly the paramount issue here in any case). The conductor controls his interpretation masterfully, and the orchestra offers countless breathtakingly beautiful instrumental effects. Heliodor’s pressing has been cut at a low level, presumably to accommodate the thirty-one minutes of Side 1, but the sound has an appropriately warm and mellow bloom.

VERDI: Te Deum; Nabucco: Va, pensiero; Hymn of the Nations. Ian Peerce, tenor; Robert Shaw Chorale; Westminster Choir; NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo Toscanini, cond. RCA Victor VIC 1316 or VICS 1313, $2.50 (from various RCA Victor originals, recorded in 1943 and 1954). Verdi’s choral music always makes an invigorating impact. The Te Deum is no exception—an incredible example of a composer’s undiminished creative vitality at age eighty-five. In this remarkable piece, Verdi is far more interested in the claims of man upon God than producing a simple hymn of praise, and Toscanini’s fierce performance extracts all the music’s humanistic and operatic virtues.

The cantata for tenor, chorus, and orchestra, Hymn of the Nations, is an occasional piece and sounds it—complete with a grand contrapuntal finale that combines God Save the King, the Marseillaise, and an Italian patriotic hymn dating from the Risorgimento. This rousing performance comes from a film produced by the Office of War Information in 1943, and to include the other allies of World War II, finishes off with the Russian Intermedial and the Star Spangled Banner. It’s hardly Verdi at his best, but it does form an interesting document both of his career and of his most famous interpreter’s. The lovely “Va, pensiero” adds a fillip to this welcome reissue.


For me, at any rate, there’s no use pretending that Toscanini succeeds in presenting the rapturous effusions of Siegmund and Sieglinde with the natural warmth and expansion of Walter in his classic recording of the same scene with Lehmann and Melchior. For all the furious energy and fine revelation of instrumental detail in the Toscanini performance, it strikes me as nervous, edgy, and impatient. Nor do the singers seem to be at their best—Melchior, in particular, responded far better to Walter’s relaxed, lyrical approach, and Traubel, impressive for her steely, columnar solidity, misses the soft, yielding feminine touch that made Lehmann such a perfect Sieglinde.

The orchestral excerpts on Side 2, on the other hand, are quite marvelous: we are given here a dynamic Ride of the Valkyries, a surprisingly tender reading of the Forest Murmurs, and a spacious, intensely moving version of Siegfried’s Death and Funeral Music. These items, recorded ten years or so after the Walküre scene, still sound reasonably well in RCA Victor’s mono pressing.

Peter G. Davis
THE BLUE-WHITE BEAMS of arc lights—two of them on either side of the high gilded ceiling of the Boston Garden—cut through the smoky air and converged on Al Martino. Arms outstretched in the common crucifixion posture of singers, he was ending Spanish Eyes. The audience of 18,000 went up in an explosion of applause.

Eighteen thousand people. Who sees audiences like that these days? To make matters even stranger, Martino would receive not a penny for this performance. He was doing it for Stanley. Everybody that night was doing it for Stanley—Connie Francis, the Righteous Brothers, the Three Degrees, Arthur Godfrey, Mike Douglas, Jess Cain (the talented Boston disc jockey and television personality).

Stanley is Stanley Blinstrub. He is a nightclub owner.

Nightclub owners, as everyone knows, have the tender sensibilities of SS officers, and they're about as popular. The chief reason nightclub owners are going out of business in America is nightclub owners.

There are exceptions—Stanley Blinstrub is one. It was for Stanley Blinstrub, the man, that Al Martino was here. Along with Pat O'Brien, and Ronnie Martin, and Norm Crosby, and Wayne Newton.

A few months ago, Blinstrub's Village—a restaurant-nightclub that seated 1,500 people and had acquired the status of a landmark in Boston—burned to the ground. It became known that Stanley Blinstrub had insurance for all his employees but none on the place itself: it was in a high-risk area, where premiums are prohibitively high. So some people organized a benefit concert to build him a new club. The co-chairmen of the committee were—are you ready—Governor Volpe and Cardinal Cushing.

Martino went through a repertoire of his hits, ending with the most recent, Love Is Blue. He came off stage. The audience wanted more, but he had to catch a plane back to Philadelphia, where he lives; besides, other performers were waiting to go on. Was it true that he paid his own expenses to appear?

"Sure," he said, "but I imagine that's true of every performer here." (Later I learned that it was.) "This thing is more than a benefit. It's a tribute to Stanley. I don't know anybody who's ever worked for him who doesn't love him. I think you'll find most of the performers here probably started their careers by playing his club. I know I did, and so did Connie Francis and the Righteous Brothers."

Martino is a tightly built muscular man who exercises a great deal. He looked condensed and compact in his well-tailored black tuxedo with a red handkerchief in the breast pocket.

"Stanley's like my father," he said. "He's a stubborn man. He won't run a club from an office. He participates in it. He takes an interest in every entertainer who works there. And did you know, by the way, that he still works in the kitchen? Yeah, he always makes the French fries." He laughed.

Rumor had it that Martino had canceled a week's work in order to have this Friday night free to appear at the benefit. Was that, too, true? "Yeah, I said that on that night I don't care where anybody else is, I'm going to be in Boston helping Stanley. But again, I imagine that's true of every performer here. Why, there must be a quarter of a million dollars' worth of talent on that stage tonight. Come on, I want to get out of this tuxedo."

He entered a backstage dressing room. There sat Arthur Godfrey, drumming his ukulele, while Pat O'Brien put on his tux.

Several men in tuxedos were singing barbershop harmony with him. I went out front, watched the show for a while, Pat O'Brien was telling Irish jokes. Then he went into his Knute Rockne locker room speech. The audience (Boston is nothing if not Irish) loved him.

I went backstage again. In another dressing room, Connie Francis, wearing a stunning orange belle-of-the-ball robe, was putting final touches to her make-up.

"Stanley?" she said, "He's unbelievable. He's unique. I've been working for him since I was seventeen. I suppose I've played the room more than twenty times, and I've never come off stage without finding him there, waiting to escort me back to the dressing room.

"I remember once I started rehearsing at one o'clock in the afternoon, and there was Stanley, frying potatoes and sweeping the floor, with his apron on. I did two shows that night, and when I was leaving about a quarter to three in the morning, he was still there. I told him I thought he should go home and get some rest. He said, 'I can't yet. I have to wait. The dish washers have no transportation at this hour, and I have to drive them home.'"

"There was one man who worked for Stanley for thirty years. When he died, they found he had no relatives. He'd saved $40,000. He left it to Stanley."

"Once when business wasn't so good, one of the waitresses told me she'd work for him for nothing, if necessary, until things improved. When he opens the new place, I'm going to work the first week for nothing."

"It used to be part of the star's contract that they had to work a Sunday show. He'd turn the place over to charity for that show. And I suppose you know about the Christmas party he gives every year for poor children?" She looked around. "What time is it? When do I go on?"

"Cardinal Cushing's on now," someone said.

"Oh, he'll do at least twenty minutes," Connie said. And without cracking a smile: "I caught his act in Vegas. Very good. But that costume's got to go."

Her estimate proved out: the Cardinal did twenty minutes. He told the crowd, "For fifteen years I've been given credit for building a Thanksgiving dinner at Blinstrub's Village for all Italy's poor people. Well, the credit is not mine. Stanley Blinstrub never charged me one penny for those dinners."

They were saying backstage that the Cardinal hadn't been well. But he looked vigorous and manly in the arc beams, which made a halo of his white hair. His arms were outstretched, like Al Martino's, as he finished.

The concert ended after 11 p.m. Afterwards there was a party at the Statler Hilton. It was a decorous affair, more like a family get-together than a blow-out for stars. Stanley Blinstrub arrived, a round-faced man in his late sixties, grinning from ear to ear, as well he might: since tickets ranged in price from ten to twenty dollars, with sponsors' seats going for about a hundred, churchmen, politicians, and entertainers had raised between a quarter and a half million dollars tonight to put him back in business.

A trio with the improbable instrumentation of accordion, trumpet, and drums played a polka—Blinstrub's origins are Polish. Then they played an Irish reel. Governor's Counselor Sonny McDonough, normally a figure of dignity, pushed his trouser legs above the knees and doffed his suitcoat and did the ancient dance like a professional. Pat O'Brien gave it a good try, his face going red with exertion. Connie swirled around the floor. The Three Degrees—three exquisitely pretty Negro girls who have just made their first records for Reprise—watched it all in fascination for, as one of them explained, "I've never met any stars before."

Everybody ate scrambled eggs and sausages. By 2 a.m. the party was running down. The last entertainers went wearily off to bed, to sleep and then to hurry out of town in the morning to catch up with engagements elsewhere.

Show business people are a funny lot. Very sentimental, at times. Very nice, at times.
Most of the features of this $89.50 Dual were designed for more expensive Duals.

You'd expect a big difference in performance between the $129.50 Dual, the $109.50 Dual, and the $89.50 Dual. There isn't a big difference.

The higher-priced models have a few more features, but no more precision. Play all three through comparable hi-fi systems and we defy you to tell which is which, from the sound alone.

To achieve this similarity, Dual simply did what other manufacturers would get sued for doing. We copied the most expensive Dual. We eliminated some things that weren't essential to the good performance. But we kept everything that was essential.

So, though we're about to describe the $89.50 Dual, the Model 1015, everything we say about it is also true of the more expensive Duals.

The 1015 has a low-mass, counterbalanced tonearm that tracks flawlessly with a force as low as half a gram. (Vertical bearing friction is .01 gram; horizontal bearing friction is .04 gram.) The tonearm settings for balance, tracking force and anti-skating are continuously variable and dead-accurate. The cue control is gentle and accurate, and works on both automatic and manual start.

Rumble, wow and flutter are inaudible, even at the highest volume levels.

If all we say about the $89.50 Dual is true, you may wonder why anyone would pay the extra $40 for the Dual 1019. Perhaps there's something appealing about owning the very best there is.

Harry Belafonte: Sings of Love. Harry Belafonte, vocals; Marty Manning, arr. and cond. \textit{Annie-Love; In the Name of Love; Each Day; eight more.} RCA Victor LPM 3938 or LSP 3938, $4.79.

Harry Belafonte’s albums are not million sellers. He never submits to recording trash. But it’s worth remembering that not every trash album made by a distinguished artist sells a million. Often not only money but prestige is lost. Belafonte’s prestige is intact, and I respect him for it.

Belafonte takes fanatic care in choosing material which suits him. Because he knows how well he who is musically, he rarely makes a bad choice. In this album, as usual, the material is primarily fresh and interesting. A few recent successes are included, such as Jim Webb’s \textit{By the Time I Get to Phoenix}. Always, Belafonte controls the situation, his smoky voice alternating between understatement and intensity.

Marty Manning’s arrangements are smooth, but too often mundane, pushing towards up-and-down commercialism. I don’t know who hired the musicians for the occasion, but he was either deaf or kidding. There’s a woodwind passage at the finish of \textit{In the Beginning} sour enough to curl your toenails.

Despite orchestral idiocies, this is fine Belafonte. If you’re a fan, you won’t be disappointed. M.A.

Jerry Reed: Nashville Underground. Jerry Reed, vocals and guitar; orchestra, Cam Mullins, arr. and cond. \textit{A Thing Called Love; You’ve Been Cryin’ Again; John Henry; eight more.} RCA Victor LPM 3978 or LSP 3978, $4.79.

The evolution of country-and-western music—the term is increasingly a misnomer—is one of the more interesting developments in current pop music. The awful saccharine sentimentality being replaced by poignancy and genuine perceptive sensitivity; and though humor was always there, it is becoming more refined. The \textit{ain’t}s and \textit{can’t}s are disappearing from the singers’ accents (except where called for, of course), the lyrics are becoming constantly more literate. When they settle into social comment, as Bobby Bare did in \textit{A Bird Named Yesterday}, they do it in sharper focus than the rock people but without their self-seriousness. If one can judge by this album, Nashville string sections are even learning to play in tune.

C & w has become eclectic, which should be obvious to anybody who’s listened to Eddy Arnold. But the process is accelerating, as you’ll hear here. C & w is more and more a consciously created music, the handiwork of schooled musicians rather than the semilateral tonic dominant strumnings of itinerants. Note the chromatic fall of the bass line in the stop-time section of \textit{Save Your Dreams}, the jazz Waltz-cymbal work in the opening of \textit{Almost Crazy}, and the dissonant glissando of the strings later in the same tune (even if it is a cop from Jimmy Haskell’s chart for Bobbie Gentry’s \textit{Will to Billie Joe}). All through this album, the guitar work is notable for hip harmony and good, clean, semi-legit technique, with borrowings from jazz. I presume most of it is Reed’s, but you can’t tell from the notes. Memo to Mr. Atkins: Please, Chet, let’s have some information in liner notes, instead of the excited accolades of each artist’s fellow performers.

Reed’s range of material is surprisingly wide: from the traditional \textit{John Henry} through some good new c & w tunes to Ray Charles’ \textit{Hallelujah I Love Her So}. There is some marvelous guitar work in the last, by the way—a duet with the time-

feeling of late-1930s jazz. At least, I think it’s a duet: whoever is playing here has been influenced by George Van Eps, but Van Eps can do this by himself, contrary bass-line motion and all.

As for Reed’s singing—it’s damn good. He’s got time, a strong sense of swing, good intonation, a good sound, and a lot of humor (which gets a workout in \textit{Tupelo Mississippi Flash}).

Even if you don’t normally care for country-and-western music, give a listen to this one to see what these people are getting into. An excellent album. G.L.

Anita Kerr: Sounds. Anita Kerr Singers, vocals; Anita Kerr, arr. and cond. \textit{The Two of Us; Happiness; Today Is}; nine more. Warner Bros.-Seven Arts W 1750 or WS 1750, $4.79.

It is as true now as it has been for years that the Anita Kerr Singers have the most antiseptically clean sound in all small-group recorded singing. But listening to this characteristically flawless album, one cannot help feeling frustrated. After all, there is more to music than orderliness.

Miss Kerr’s albums sell well and are becoming progressively more commercial. In this one, there is almost nothing of musical import. What we hear is a group of mild little tunes, bits of fluff, done to a mechanical fare-thee-well. They go in one respectful ear and out the other.

Miss Kerr is the only woman I know of active in the arranging field, both orchestrally and vocally. Isn’t it time she applied her considerable talents to an artistically satisfying project? M.A.

Great Society/Grace Slick: Conscious Only in Its Absence. Grace Slick, vocals; Great Society, instrumentals, \textit{Father Bruce; Arbitration; Often As I May; six more.} Columbia CS 9634, $4.79 (stereo only).

Of the few female singers involved in rock, only two have made a mark: Cass Elliott of the Mamas and Papas, and Grace Slick of the Jefferson Airplane.

Miss Slick’s feeling for rock, its rhythmic stresses and lyric mystiques, is consistent, earthy, and convincing. Her voice is strong and hard, as befits her idiom. Her following is nationwide. Thus, there is ample reason to present Miss

Jerry Reed: from Nashville, a hip guitar and some damn good singing.
Impulse!

ARCHIE SHEPP — THE MAGIC OF JU-JU
RS-9154

ELVIN JONES/RICHARD DAVIS — HEAVY SOUNDS
RS-9160

MEL BROWN — THE WIZARD
RS-9169

THE VITAL JAZZ

BILL EVANS RECORDED LIVE AT SHELLY'S MANNE
HOLE, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
RS-3013

WES MONTGOMERY — TRIO 'ROUND MIDNIGHT
RS-3014
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JOHNNY LYTHE — MOON CHILD
RS-3017

MAX ROACH / Booker Little — DEEDS NOT WORDS
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RS-3020

ART BLAKEY — UGETSU
RS-3022
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Slick in an album of her own. This album vaguely purports to be just that. But what we have here is mainly a case of enterprising packaging. The album is from a tape made three years ago, before Miss Slick had attained anything beyond regional San Francisco prominence. In fact, it was mailed with a package of the Jefferson Airplane. The rock group involved here is the Great Society, long since disbanded. Judging from their energetic sound, this is the group after which the later-formed Jefferson Airplane patterned itself. Despite the cloying photo emphasizing Miss Slick and her name in large print, much of the disc is devoted to the music of the Great Society.

There is no point in quarreling with Columbia for releasing a tape of a now-extinct rock group, nor with their pointing up the fact that Miss Slick was a part of that group. But this somewhat sneaky style of packaging should remind today's record buyers to examine albums carefully before buying.

M.A.

SOUND IN THE EIGHTH DIMENSION

THE MOST STARTLING NEW SOUND INNOVATION SINCE STEREO RECORDING BEGAN

Through the miracle of 8-channel recording... and 1 1/2 year's experimentation... and the development of a special "mixing and mastering" technique... COMMAND has broken the shackles of 2-channel and 3-channel reproduction. For the first time — using a regular 2-speaker stereo phonograph, or component units — an orchestra can be heard with individual instruments — and whole sections — seemingly not only on the left — and the middle...

BUT ALSO... IN BETWEEN... IN FRONT OF... AND BEHIND... THE RESULT... A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN RECORDED SOUND... A DIMENSION NEVER BEFORE HEARD ON RECORDS... A LIVE "IN PERSON" ILLUSION THAT IS BREATHTAKING! A NEW WORLD OF STEREO RECORDING...

"SOUND IN THE 8TH DIMENSION"

NOW AVAILABLE WHEREVER RECORDS ARE SOLD

COMMAND

1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019
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Ethel Waters — Clearly One of the Greatest

In reviewing this album of Ethel Waters' singing between 1925 and 1940, I must disqualify myself as any sort of authority. It was not my era. But time is the best test of talent, and a great artist always transcends his own generation.

Producer Miles Kruger's beautifully detailed liner notes advise that Miss Waters' beginnings could not have been less blessed. She was born in Chester, Pennsylvania, in 1900, the outcome of a knife-point rape of her thirteen-year-old mother. After a brief and disastrous marriage at thirteen, Miss Waters worked as a scullion and chambermaid. When she was seventeen, Miss Waters' singing led her into vaudeville, where she toured with the Negro theatre circuit in the South. She debuted with W. C. Handy's St. Louis Blues, becoming the first woman — and second person — to sing that classic professionally. Later Miss Waters introduced such songs as Dinah, Ain't Nobody's Business If I Do, and one song which no one else has done very well.

Mr. Kruger continues: "Ethel Waters re-created her role of Petunia in McNeill's film version of Cabin in the Sky and made other pictures during the early 1940s. Her best acting was in Pinky (1949), in which she played the mother of a light-skinned Negro girl determined to pass to white. The crowning achievement of her career came in 1950 with the opening of The Member of the Wedding (later re-created in film). Member of the Wedding brought Ethel Waters theatrical immortality and every accolade and award to be given an actress."

When one considers Miss Waters' triumphs in relation to the age in which they were accomplished one is used. The amazement is doubled for those who have seen the glorious smile which to this day graces her memorable face.

All the songs mentioned above, except St. Louis Blues, are included in this thoughtful and excellently processed set. Some tracks (there are sixteen in all — almost twice the number that appear in current albums) feature Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, guitarist Eddie Lang, Bunny Berigan, and others.

Aside from the captivating sweetness and warmth of Miss Waters' voice, its flexibility is remarkable. She is completely at ease in matters of tempo, phrasing, and range. In You Can't Stop Me from Loving You, she jumps octaves with a grace that only one or two current singers possess. At the finish of Cabin in the Sky, recorded in 1940 when Miss Waters' voice had matured into its prime, she performs first a son, then a wide-ranged and difficult swoop, to dramatic perfection. Her humor is infectious on Dietz and Schwartz' They in the Night, with its spoken segment. Recorded in 1926, I'm Coming Virginia, though not a blues, is sung with a strong blues feeling.

For those of us too young to have witnessed the golden years of Miss Waters, and too involved in today's exigencies to be much concerned with that segment of the past, this album performs several functions: it fills a gap in our cultural and musical knowledge; it explains the early influences of such contemporaries as Lena Horne, Sylvia Sims, and a dozen others; it shows us how little great singing changes from one age to the next; it makes an obsolete period of entertainment surprisingly undated. And it places us in the presence of one of the greatest artists this country will ever produce.

M.A.

EVELYN SPOONFUL: Everything Playing, Lovin' Spoonful, vocal group with rhythm accompaniment... She Is Still Like a Mystery... Six O'Clock; Money; Younger Generation; seven more. Kama Sutra KLP 8061, $3.79 or KLPS 8061, $4.79.

Could you imagine the Beatles without John Lennon or the Rolling Stones if Mick Jagger? Lead guitarist Zal Yanovsky is no longer with the Spoonful, and if he didn't possess the charisma of the above-mentioned, he nonetheless was the group's strongest asset. 
The current entourage is still as smooth as ever, but without sparkle. They used to exude a buoyancy, a light-heartedness, that made listening to them a lot of fun. There was music for pleasure and good feelings.

They're still trying to put across the same feeling but they don't make it. Yanovsky's exit accounts for it in part, but there's something else that has nothing to do with Jerry Yester's orchestrations. He's just not bad at the game. Just overzealous.

Yester's exit has been a good cut if Yester hadn't piled on instruments with such relish. As it is, the song sounds like an Anton Bruckner arrangement of a rock number.

I think what bothers me most, though, is a pervasive cuteness that characterizes much of the material. In happier days they could put out a delightfully simple song like "Davydream" and it sounded refreshingly pure. Most of the stuff on the current disc, aimed at achieving an ironic blend of childhood naïveté and "mature" wisdom, comes off with the sincerity of some hack politician's goo-gooing attempt to communicate with a constituent's three-month-old baby.

S.L.

TOMMY BOYCE AND BOBBY HART: I Wonder What She's Doing Tonite?

TOMMY BOYCE and BOBBY HART; arr. Dan McGinley and Artie Butler. "Goodbye Baby: Leaving Again: Tear- drop City:" eight more A & M P 143 or SP 4143, $4.79.

Among the groups getting an efficient promotional push from A & M these days is Tommy Boyce and Bobby Hart, the singer/writers responsible for such profound hits as The Monkees' "I Wanna Be Free".

Boyce and Hart, who are quite probably in their late twenties (long hair takes five years off the faces of most men) write material perfectly suited to the Monkees' market—children between the ages of ten and fourteen. If the Monkees inspire you, so will this duo. They appear to be quite serious about their professionalism, so it isn't really their fault that the tape was allowed to speed up during the fade on "The Countess." Everybody needs a coffee break now and then. Except maybe professionals.

M.A.
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JAZZ


Guitarist Kenny Burrell’s brief liner notes for this set are as simple, direct, and eloquent as his playing. The subject is blues, “the common ground.” I played the disc for three friends: a jazz pianist; a guitarist equally skilled in jazz, folk, and rock; a rock guitarist. All considered it the best of “my kind of music.”

There are many guitarists, especially in rock, who have a wonderful feeling for blues, and no technique with which to express it. There are technical wizards who can play the hinges off anything, but have no feeling for blues. Both groups seem to play a lot of blues. Miserably.

Kenny Burrell does it right. While he is an accomplished and sophisticated technician, he has never lost his love for simplicity. Dizzy Gillespie once said, “It’s not the notes you play that count, man, it’s the ones you leave out.” Burrell can play all the notes (and occasionally does, just to turn your head around), but it’s the spirit of the blues he’s after, not dazzle.

Along with the blues pieces here, Burrell includes such songs as Angel Eyes, Wonder Why, and the moving gospel, Were You There?, because, as his notes state, “some tunes that are not remotely related to the blues form musically still have an intangible blues quality.”

Don Sebesky’s arrangements are vivid, powerful, beautiful. The rhythm section—Robert Herbie Hancock, bassist; Ron Carter; drummer Grady Tate—is magnificent. On a few tracks, drummer Don MacDonald replaces Tate. One wishes Tate had been there.

Kenny Burrell is in the forefront of native American music. However your tastes run—jazz, blues, folk, rock, pop—this is a beautiful album, possibly Kenny Burrell’s best yet.

-DUKE ELLINGTON: ... And His Mother Called Him Bill. Boo-Dah: Clapton: After All: Rain Check: eight more. RCA Victor LPM 3906 or LSP 3906, $5.79.

DUKE ELLINGTON: Pretty Woman. RCA Victor LPM 553, $5.79 (mono only).

Three months after Billy Strayhorn died in May 1967, Duke Ellington took his band into a recording studio to make “And His Mother Called Him Bill,” an album of Strayhorn compositions. It goes without saying that there is considerable
emotional involvement on display. What the set focuses on, in the long run, is the strong relationship between Johnny Hodges, as performer, and Strayhorn as composer. Almost all the high points on the disc involve Hodges' alto sax. These include a sinuous, finger-snap riff, Sibor, previously recorded by Hodges on Verve; Strayhorn's last compositions, Blood Count, a gentle, affecting piece delivered from the hospital to Ellington for a Carnegie Hall concert; his early classic, Day Dream; and a posthumous entry in the Ellington book, The Intimacy of the Blues and featured by Duke at the Rainbow Grill in New York three months after Strayhorn's death.

Clark Terry, who played with Ellington all through the Fifties, shows up on fluegelhorn in two selections and seems surprisingly old hat in this Ellington context—although in his day with Duke, Terry very convincingly belonged to the Ellington ensemble sound. The final selection is a fascinating, ruminant solo by Duke, recorded after the session was over and while the musicians were packing their instruments. It is Strayhorn's Lotus Blossom and the Duke says: "This is what he most liked to hear me play." It is obvious why.

The Vintage series reissue, the fourth Ellington reissue under that label, concentrates on the Ellington band in 1946 when it was recording into what proved to be the least rewarding decade of its recording career. Hodges, whenever he gets a chance, is a strong voice. But the arrangements, often not by Ellington or Strayhorn, are routine. There is considerable singing of little merit by Ray Nance and some of only slightly more merit by Al Hibbler. And the choice of tunes—Back Home in Indiana, My Honey's Lovin' Arms, and Memphis Blues—is often so unf Ellingtonian that one must assume that Duke was being dictated to by the a & r people at Victor. J.S.W.

Pee Wee Russell and Oliver Nelson and His Orchestra: The Spirit of '67. Pee Wee Russell, clarinet; Oliver Nelson, arr. and cond. Love Is Just Around the Corner; Some Other Time; My Baby Just Cares; Pee Wee's Blues; Memories of You; six more. Impulse 9147, $4.79 or S 9147, $5.79.

This latest attempt to find a place for Pee Wee Russell in a contemporary setting bogs down largely because of Oliver Nelson's rather ordinary big band arrangements. There are, in general, two aspects to the sessions—tunes associated with Pee Wee or with Pee Wee's early days, and originals by Nelson.

Russell and Nelson collaborate successfully on one selection from each category—Nelson's Bopol, in which the somewhat somnolent band comes to life spurred by a Patti Bown piano solo and when Pee Wee bursts into solo emitting a trumpet-like cry; and I'm Comin' Virginia, for which Nelson has written an invitingly rolling background figure over which Pee Wee blows warmly and reflectively. Otherwise Pee Wee's style and spirit are apt to be buried under the arrangements—no way to treat this unique and provocative jazz mind. J.S.W.
moved from the gravity demanded by flamenco. Quite simply, Little Silver Hands lacks duende, the dark pride that is the soul of flamenco. On this release, for example, you can hear the results as he and his mannered cantautor, Jose Reyes, posture repeatedly for audience laughs. In sum, a bravura performance totally lacking in substance. Just color it "show biz."

O.B.B.

GAZPACHO. Unnamed Orchestra. Gran-
ada; Amanhã; Suspiro de Primavera; Cowchik Marinas; eight more. Dun-
hill D 50034 or DS 50034, $4.79.

Like the Andalusian soup of its title, this album is an unsuitable potpourri. But, also like gazpacho, it succeeds. The unidentified band sounds like something hung up between a bullring and a bolito, but the musicians impart life and color to a dozen more or less Iberian selections. If you like loud, vivid, and melodic background music, this may indeed be your bowl of soup.

O.B.B.

SOLDIERS' SONGS FROM GER-
MANY: Chorus and Band, Major Hans
Herzberg, cond. Immen wer Soldaten
singen; Hoch auf dem gelben Wagen;
Hussar Horridal; eleven more. London
International 91439 or 99439, $4.79.

From the Bible's 4,000-year-old Song of
Deborah—according toexecute the most
ancient fragment in the Old Testament—
to our own day, militarism has often
found its most exalted reflection in song.
And nowhere more so than in Germany.
One need only recall that World War II
gave rise to but one memorable song,
Lili Marlene, and it was German. On
this record, West German officer cadets sing
fourteen marching songs. Depending up-
on your political orientation, their lusy,
driving performance could be either
alarming or reassuring. At any rate, it is
blatantly militaristic, blatantly Teutonic,
and—for me—blatantly enjoyable.

O.B.B.

LOS 3 PARAGUAYOS: Guatamamadu
Los 3 Paraguayos, vocals, guitar, and
harp. Mis Noches Sin Ti; Mi Dicha
Lejana; Ojos Tapaticos; nine more. Mon-
itor MFS 490, $4.79 (stereo only).
The members of this Paraguayan trio
coax a bright and sunny sound from
two guitars and a harp, the vocalise is
properly florid, and their program offers
a carefully conceived musical mosaic of
Latin America. Spicing familiar staples
such as Cielito Lindo and Amapola are
offbeat gems like the title song, Guan-
tanamera, taken from a poem by the
Cuban revolutionary José Martí; a grace-
ful Peruvian love song, La Flor de la
Canela (Cinnamon Flower); and the
Guaraní Indian-inspired Pajaro Choguí
(Chogüí Bird). The Paraguayos view the
world in terms of undying love, aloof
sensibilities, and magical vistas; but this
is done all of their compatriots. For un-
abashed romanticism, you cannot beat
either the singers or their songs. And it
makes for a delightful change from the
grim sociology that threatens to engulf
folk music on every level.

O.B.B.
jumping back on my turntable every time I turn around, places Mr. Schifrin among the forefront of today's most prestigious film composers.

GEORGE M! Original Broadway cast album. Twentieth Century Love; My Town; Give My Regards to Broadway; nineteen others. Joel Grey, Jerry Dodge, and others, vocals; orchestra and chorus, Laurence Rosenthal, cond. Columbia KOS 3200. S6.79 (stereo only).

People tend to think of George M. Cohan as a sort of Irish Irving Berlin. Berlin may have been a musical illiterate, but he had a phenomenal melodic gift and a capacity for growth that Cohan lacked. Cohan wasn't and isn't even more inconsequential than Cohan's contemporaries. And Cohan the lyricist was even more inconsequential than Cohan the composer. He exploited what was exploitable, anything that would work, nowhere is the touch of the poet detectable. He wasn't one.

Cohan wrote most of his all-alive little songs in that period of American history when the belief in Manifest Destiny was overt in the land, when Teddy Roosevelt was making his threats, when the country was mired in its Vietnam-like adventure in the Philippines—in other words, when America was going through one of the most virulent phases of its undulant jingoism. Cohan's unabashed pandering to nationalism found a ringing response in a people still naïve enough to believe some nations are populated by good guys and some by bad and that's the way the world is. What puzzles me is the show's apparent success with today's audiences, who supposedly are hip.

It's a synthetic piece of work. Joel Grey, who made Cabaret tick, appears to have been a remarkable case of apt casting. The puppetlike quality that made the master of ceremonies in Cabaret so chilling carries over into George M! Grey sings out of the side of his mouth, switching now and then from left to right, in a voice that is oddly brittle: one gets the eerie impression that a ventriloquist's doll has learned to produce his own voice.

The George M. Cohan the show presents to us is an irascible, egotistic, unpleasant man, and one finds it hard to care what happens to him. To compensate for this lack of narrative tension, Joe Layton has directed the whole thing at a furious pace. Events (or rather non-events) whirl by; song succeeds song; everybody races up and down the stage, and you start to admire Grey for stamina. All this movement is intended to prevent the audience from realizing that almost nothing is going on. The show becomes interesting only briefly at the end, when an aging Cohan is told he's not with it any more. Instead of feeling the catharsis of pity and terror, I was glad to see him get an overdue comeback.

I am hard pressed to determine which was the less interesting experience: seeing the show or hearing the record. G.L.
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Contemporaries—Today's and Yesterday's. I am happy to note that the tape catalogue's representation of post-Bartók, post-Schoenberg music now becomes at least a trifle less meager with the release of two works by the increasingly celebrated Polish avant-garde of Krzysztof Penderecki. His Passion According to St. Luke has won world-wide attention in concert performances and already has been documented twice on discs. For the listener unaccustomed to present-day advanced musical idioms, I will say only that its fervency and dramatic force are likely to superimpose themselves on any qualities of strangeness or dissonance. The present performance—in which Henryk Czyz leads Polish soloists, boys' choir, mixed chorus, and the Cracow Philharmonia—is a persuasively moving one; and the clear, strong, if a bit thin-toned recording has been transferred to tape with at least some minimization of the disc edition's considerable background and surface noise (Philips/Ampex EX+ PTF 2901, 3 ¾ ips, double-play, 89 min., $9.95). The companion piece on this low-priced reel is an earlier, more brashly "modern" score—the Three-to-six Victims of Hiroshima, for fifty-two strings. From these instrument members of the Warsaw National Philharmonic Symphony under Witold Rowicki elicit out-of-this-world timbres and blocks of dense sonorities thrown together in jarring juxtapositions. Lacking the poignance of the Passion, the Threnody may strike unprepared ears as unconscionably cacophonous, but it should spellbind seekers after novel aural experiences.

Though bearing no relation to the "new sound" of Penderecki and similarly "radical" composers, two other releases—Dmitri Kabalevsky's Requiem, Op. 79 (Melodiya/Angel Y25 4101, 3 ¾ ips, double-play, 88 min., $11.98) and Carl Orff's Carmina Burana (Columbia MQ 930, 36 min., $7.95)—also fill out the tape repertory of contemporary music.

Dedicated in 1963 "to the memories of those who were killed in the struggle against fascism," the Kabalevsky work presents no special difficulties of tonal language—but neither does it offer more than occasional moments of genuine originality or individual appeal. The performance too is uneven, with one excitingly fine soloist (the contralto), another distractinglly shaky one (the baritone), a delectable children's choir, and the generally routine Moscow Chorus and Moscow Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, all under the composer's direction. Darkly expansive stereo recording makes the most of the work's quintessentially "Russian" atmosphere, however, and serves to enhance the occasional passages infused with true eloquence. Orff's cantata is also splendidly recorded, in ultrapowerful and ultravivid stereo, as well as being brilliantly performed by the Temple University Choirs and members of the Philadelphia Orchestra under Ormandy. But Orff's quasi-"primitive" works may no longer carry the sensational impact they once seemed to bear; and in any case there is an ertatt feeling in his 1943 Catulli carmina which deprecates it from the excitement of Carmina burana, its predecessor by a few years.

Bach's Complete Organ Works—Chapter One. I had hoped that the first complete reel library of Bach's organ works would be the Helmut Walcha series for Deutsche Grammophon, but Epic's enterprising producers have stolen a march with a dark-horse artist: the young Swiss organist Lionel Rogg, His Vol. I (Epic EXC 867, 3 ¾ ips, double-play, approx. 129 min., $11.59) includes the first four, S. 525-28, of the six Trio-Sonatas, plus seven big fugal works: Passacaglia and Fugue, S. 582; Fantasias and Fugues, S. 542 and S. 537; Toccata, Adagio, and Fugue, S. 556; Toccata and Fugue, S. 535, S. 540, and S. 565. Of these, only the first three Trio-Sonatas, the S. 535 Dorian Toccata and Fugue, and the Fugue of the S. 540 Toccata and Fugue in F are first-tape editions. Nevertheless, the collection as a whole has exceptional freshness, thanks to the enthusiasm of Rogg's generally high-spirited readings. What dampens my enthusiasm for the Epic project is not so much the soloist's occasional lack of restraint or poetic eloquence as a somewhat unattractive overall-sonic quality and the excessively long reverberation period of the Arlesheim Cathedral where the recordings were made. And where the sonic qualities themselves are concerned, I suspect that the fault may be the responsibility of the tape processing or editing rather than that of the original recording engineers.

"Immortal Performances." Only RCA Victor seems interested in issuing pre-electric or even pre-stereo recordings on tape, and its invaluable "Treasury of Immortal Performances" reels appear all too seldom. (These mono tappings, newcomers should be reminded, are perfectly compatible for playback on standard 4-track stereo equipment.) Happily now at hand is one of the latest releases in this 3 ¾ ips double-play series (TR3 5027, 75 min., $10.95), coupling two of the most sensationally successful recorded piano concerto performances of all time: the Horowitz/Toscanini/NBC Symphony Brahms Second, originally released on 78-rpm discs, March 1941, and the same artists' Tchaikovsky First, in its April 25, 1943 war bond-benefit broadcast performance (not the earlier version released on 78-rpm discs, November 1941). It's astonishing how well these now almost legendary recordings stand up sonically, although the Brahms shows its technical age more plainly than the Tchaikovsky (despite the fact that the "master" of the latter was synthesized from various acetate air-check transcriptions). The Tchaikovsky remains the more satisfactory interpretatively too, since the music itself is better suited to the supercharged Horowitz/Toscanini treatment. But in both cases the evidence of incomparable bravura is unmistakable—a supreme virtuosity which never has been matched, on its own terms, since.

Romantic Symphonies. In comparison with the ever increasing birth rate of taped masterpieces nowadays, the death rate is still infinitesimal. Deletions, however, do occur—as recently with the first tape editions of Bruckner's Eighth and Rachmaninoff's Third. I'm glad to say that these gaps in the catalogue have promptly been filled, and in both cases with versions decisively superior to the earlier ones.

That superiority is especially marked in the new taping of Bruckner's Symphony No. 8, in C minor. Memories of the flaccid Knappertsbusch interpretation and coarse Munich Philharmonic playing of 1964 are completely effaced by a galvanic performance from the Vienna Philharmonic under Georg Solti (London/Amex EX4 129, 3 ¾ ips, double-play, 75 min., $11.95). Even more striking, however, is the contrast between the engineering qualities of the two versions: the new one is a superlatively fine example of the most advanced recording, noise-reduction, and processing technologies—notable above all for a dynamic range that extends away down to some of the most beautiful pppps ever captured in recorded sound.

The superiority of the new Rachmaninoff Symphony No. 3, in A minor, Op. 44 is somewhat less marked, mainly because the older version was both remarkably well played by the Utah Symphony under Abravanel and effectively recorded by Vanguard (1963). But the Utah Symphony is no Philadelphia Orchestra—and when the Philadelphians are inspired to their best efforts by an Ormandy in passionately eloquent mood, the combination is unbeatable. Since the performance has been documented in Columbia's most robust and expansive stereo, Rachmaninoff's final, too often undervalued symphony seems at last guaranteed a widespread public success (Columbia MQ 981, 45 min., $7.95).
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<td>25</td>
<td>Epic Records</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Ercona Corp.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ercona Corp.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Finney Co.</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Fisher Radio Corp...</td>
<td>Cover II, 1, 23, 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garrard</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Harman-Kardon, Inc.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Heath Co.</td>
<td>26, 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Hi Fidelity Center</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Irish Tape</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watts</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The woofer that lost its whistle

The woofer cone in a very small enclosure must move a long way to provide all the bass you want to hear. In the new E-V EIGHT, for instance, the 6-inch cone moves back and forth over one-half inch. But in most woofers something strange happens as it moves. It whistles!

You see, the air trapped inside the speaker is literally "pumped" in and out past the voice coil. The whistle is almost inevitable. Except, that is, in the E-V EIGHT.

We did two things almost nobody else bothers to do. First, we vented the woofer. Air can't be trapped inside. Then we punched six big holes in the voice coil form. Air can't be pumped back and forth. And that's how the E-V EIGHT lost its whistle (and gained almost 2 db extra efficiency in the low bass in the bargain)! The E-V EIGHT tweeter was another story. We aimed to eliminate the "buzz" and "fuzz" so typical of modestly priced speaker systems. What was needed was a better way to control cone motion at very high frequencies. And it literally took years of testing to solve the problem.

The answer looks deceptively simple. We put a ring of short-fiber polyester felt behind the cone, and a precisely measured amount of viscous vinyl damping compound under the edge. Plus a light-weight aluminum voice coil to extend the range to the limits of your hearing. Highs are remarkably uniform and as clean as a (oops!) whistle! Even the E-V EIGHT enclosure is unusual. Examine the walnut grain carefully, especially at the corners. It's a perfect match because we use one long piece of wood, folded to form the cabinet! And we add a clear vinyl shield on every finished surface, to protect the E-V EIGHT from the mars and scratches of day-to-day living.

There are so many good ideas inside the tiny new E-V EIGHT, you may wonder how we found room for them all. Chalk it up to top-notch engineering talent and facilities, plus a very real dedication to the ideal of better value in every product.

Listen to the E-V EIGHT with the whistle-free woofer at your nearby Electro-Voice high fidelity showroom today. Then ask the price. At no more than $47.00 it's the best story of all.
Our most-honored receiver

The highly-rated Sherwood S-8800 now features Field Effect Transistors (FET's) in the RF and Mixer stages to prevent multiple responses when used with strong FM signals.

Among the Model S-8800's many useful features are two front-panel switches for independent or simultaneous operation of main and remote stereo speaker systems.

Visit your Sherwood dealer now for a demonstration of those features which make Sherwood's new Model S-8800-FET receiver so outstanding. With Sherwood, you also get the industry's longest warranty—3 years, including transistors.

Compare these Model S-8800 specs: 140 watt music power (4 ohms) • Distortion: 0.1% (under 10W.) • FM sensitivity: 1.8 µV (1100) • Cross-modulation rejection: 95dB • FM hum & noise -70db.
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